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ABSTRACT

Hydrometric data are required for the plarmìng, desig4 a¡d operation of water

resource projects- The worth of additional dat4 or of data that will no longer be collected can

be identified by determining the economic impact ofthat data on plans, designs or operations of

water resource projects. Little resea¡ch has been performed on identifying the economic

impact of network changes when the d¿ta is used in the real-time operation of a water resource

project A general framework was developed for addressing this problem which was then

applied to a case sh.rdy. The framework focused attention on uses of the dat4 the required

att¡ibutes ofthe dat4 and the economic impact of changes ofthose attributes due to changes in

the dat¿ collection network. The framework was applied to Southem Indian Lake, through

which water is diverted for the purpose of hydro-power production. The sensitivity of the

regulation of southem Indian Lake to the uncertainty of the lake level dat¿ was investigated

using a computer simulation. Attributes of the daø which contribute to rincertainty were

investigated using a søtistical analysis. The information yielded made it possible to determine

the marginal benefit cost ratios of discontinuing gaugeq repairing a gaugg or adding a gauge

to the existing network.
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1.0 Introduction

l.l Bacþround

Hydrometric data a¡e required for ttre planning, design, and operation of water

resource projects. Typically, historical records and current readings of streamf'lows a¡rd lake

levels at various sites are used to estimate cunent a¡rd future conditions on lakes, reservoirs and

rivers. collecting additional hydrometúc data benefits the plânning, design, and operation of

water resource proþcts, but at some point the cost of collecting additional data outweighs the

benefits.

The costs of collecting additional data are immediate and usually quite evident as is the

cost-savings of collecting less data. The benefits of having data may not be realìzed

immediately and are difficult to assess because of the many uses and users. when needs or

legal r,equìrements dictate or legìslate data collection activities, the kîowledge of the benefits of

fhe data is irrelevant. However, when data collection activities are discretionary, trnowledge of

the benefits of the data could be used to justi! and optìmize the data collection activities.

currently, hydrometric data collection is funded tfuough cost sharing agreements

between the federal government, the provincial govemment, and some end use¡s of the data.

I¡ recent years, govemments have been cutting back funding for data collection. As funding

for particular data collection sites is dìscontinued, end users must decide what the economic

impact is oflosing the data, a¡rd whether or not it is economically benetcial to perpetuate data

collection at their own expense. The govemment agencies which perform the data collection

would also be interested in the economic worth of the data they collect, as it would aid in

optimizing their network and justifuing thet budget.



1.2 Scope

The scope of this study was to investigate the current understanding and practice for

determining the worth of data, develop a genera.l framework or methodology for addressing

data worth problems, apply the methodology to a case study, and then use the case study to

derive additiona-l generally appticable principles for determining the worth ofdata.

Determining the economic worth of data involves a number of complex questions,

some of which a¡e: how can economic worlh be assocìated with individual data collectìon

gauges, how cal the sensitivity ofoperational decisions to the accuracy or reliability of the data

be found, how does spatial data transfer afect worth, and, what economic analysis is valid or

beneficial for mal¡ing data colÌection decisions? A literature rcview and a mail survey served to

reveal how well a number of methods for detemining data worth address the issues. The

methodology developed addresses each issue in a general way and the case sfudy attempts to

address the appticable issues in a rigorous way.



2,0 Current State of Knowledge and Practice

2.1 Literature Review

The literature on detennining the economic worth ofhydrometric data covers a variety

of methods to determine worth for a variety of data t)?es arul end uses. since data has no

worth without being used or having potentiai use, each method of determining worth focuses

on certain uses which, in tum, dictate the types and attributes of the data which a¡e of value.

Two methods of optimizing the effectiveness of a network, subþct to its cost, are reviewed.

Next, methods for determining the economic worlh of hydrometric networks and individual

data records are reviewed. Finally, methods for detemining the worth of data are reviewed for

operations, as opposed to the maþrity of the examples in the literature in which data were used

for plaming and design.

2.1.1 Network Cost Effectiveness

2.1.1.1 Network Error Minimization Approach

scott and Moss (1986) described a method which was used to evaluate the cost

efectiveness of ttre usGS nerwork, state by state. The field operation, which consists of trips

to gauging stations for the purpose ofmaintenance, making discharge measurements, and other

required activities, was optimized to give the minimum data error for a given budget. ln the

fust step of the study, uses of the data from each gauge were identified and compared with

usGS purposes to check if the continued operation of the gauge could be þstiûed. In the

second step, gauge stations we¡e checked to see if the data from them could be estimated from

other gauge stations using a unit ¡esponse flow routing method and/or regression anaþis, ln



the third step, the error of the whole network was minimized subþct to the constrarnt of the

current budget, using Kalrnan Filtering for Cost-Effective Resource Allocation (K-CERA).

The etror minimized was the sum of the variances of the percentage errors of the instantaneous

discharges at all continuously gauged sites.

About half of the USGS nelwork (3493 gauge stations), was analyzed with this

method. About 3vo on t},e stations were identified as not having suffcient use to justi$/

continued data coÌlection, either currently or immediately following the completion of their

respective short term studies. Between LVo and I0o/o of the gauge stations could be

dìscontinued (depending on the level of accuracy required) by estimating data for them fiom

other gauge stations. using the K-cERA technique the average weighted standard error of the

network was reduced fiom I9.97o to 17 .8o/o wlnle maintaining the current budget.

AJtematively, the curent standard er¡or could be maintained and the budget could be reduced

by 4.5Vo.

The USGS method is valuable for rationaüzing a network describing regional

hydrology. It does not address the possibility of adding or moving gauges, since it uses the

accuracy of existing data as the main criteria for determining worth. It is most appropriate for

a network which describes regional hydrology, rather than a network which has many site-

specific uses with site specific accuracy needs, since the method attempts to minimize the

overall network error without consideration ofthe accuracy requirements ofspecitc sites.

For mo¡e detail on K-CERA see Moss and Gilroy (1980), Giì¡oy and Moss (19g1),

and Fontaine et at ( 1984).



2.1. 1.2 Rating Approâch

The hydrometric network of New Brunswick was evaluated using rating factors to

assign relative value to individua-l stations (Davar and Brirnley, 1990). Existing and proposed

stations we¡e räted and a set of scenarios ranging from a minimum network to an optimal

network were created and compa-red.

Dava¡ and Brimley deñned the optimum network as one for which the supply of

hydrometric data equals the demand for the data. The supply of hydrometric data was the

gauging station records and the regional data transfer capability. The demand for hydrometric

data was the specific operational needs and the general regional requirements. using demand

for data as the measure of worth avoids the issue of economic wor1h, for which three reasons

are given:

, 1. Each data record may have a number of uses with varying economic benefits.

2. Because of unanticipated needs, the demand is never fully defined and neither a¡e

the consequent beneûts.

3. Enor analysis, which is often used to compare the effect of having or not having a

particula-r gauging station, usually focuses on a single purpose or proþct and a

single station, which is far different from the actual situation of multiple users and a

mature network.

Based on the work by wahl and Crippen (1984), Davar and Brimrey deveroped a set of

criteria for ratìng the value of a gauging station. wahi a¡rd crippen argued that many of the

analfical techniques to optimize a network deal primarily wittr the desþ of networks that



define the regional hydrology and do not recognize multþle uses with individual requirements

for data and accuracy. The criteria wahl and crippen developed were based on the need for

information at that site, accuracy ofdata Íiom the gauge, economic aspects of operation, and

usefulness ofdata from the gauge for hansfer to ungauged sites. The total points assigned to a

gauging station defined its relative ranking and theoretically its relarive worth. Thjs method ìs

subþctive and relative but it recognizes the possibitity of data t¡a¡sfer and is useftl for

prioritizing stations accordíng to the uses made of the data.

A simplified optimization procedure for Dava¡ and Brimley's study is as follows. First,

each existing and proposed station is rated. secondly, the stations are soÍed in descendin"

order of total rating points. Thirdly, the optimal network is chosen by including as many

stations as the budgetary constraint will allow, beginning with the station with the most points.

. The problem with this procedure is that in some cases a particulal' station can not be

rated independently of knowing which other stations will be operated. This is partially

addressed in the next stage where particular scenarios are proposed and it is known what

changes will be made to the existing network. Also, because of formal or legal commitments

there may be no choice regarding the operation of some stations.

A set of network scena¡ios was constructed and plotted according to theu cost and

total station points. The scenarios ranged from a minimum network to an all inclusive network

in which a.ll needs were addressed and all regìons were sufficiently represented.

Dava¡ and Brimley concluded with some speciûc recommendations to create a more

cost-effective network for New Brunswick. They also concluded that the audit approach,



though subþctive, was valuable in bringing together all of the releva¡t considerations for

network evaluaÉion.

The audit approach seems very strong in that it does consider all the users a¡d uses of

station data as well as the quality and length of the record, and data transfer capab ity. The

relative measure of worth incorporates uses that a¡e dif,flcult to quantiry in dollars, but an

economic measure of worth would be helpful in establishing a base value to work from in

determining worth. The optimization procedure has the weakness that each station is rated

individually rather than as part of a particular network. so, the most benefic.ial aspect of this

approach is the rating scheme whìch incorporates all the uses of each gauging site and which

can be applied to proposed stations as well as to existing stations.

2.1.2 The Economic Worth of Networks

Network cost-effectiveness methods have great value as staÍing points in determining

economic worth, which is why they have been reviewed he¡e. Each of the two methods

discussed could be developed to incorporate a determination of economic worth. Each

provides a Íiamework to address the worth of networks. Each framework attempts to address

the issues of data transfer, the difference in need for data at different locations, and the cost of

obtaining data. This section takes the next step, moving from relative worth to economic

worth. These studies a¡e simila¡ to the previous ones in that they consider a network of gauges

which collect data for multiple uses.

Ingledow (1970) calculated benefit-cost ratios for network expansions in the ma¡itimes.

vadous rates of expansion over a 20 year period were used to fmd the corresponding



reduction in error of estimation of mean flow, flow dependability, and flood frequency used rn

the design of water resource proþcts. Benefit-cost ratios va¡ied from 2.8 to 21.2 depending on

existing network density. wilson (1972a) improved upon the benefit calculations of this study

by ncorporating proþctions of estimated future expenditures for the design proþcts

considered.

Wilson (1972b) considered the improvement in accuracy of regional flood frequency

analysis gained by increasing the density of a hydrometric network in the New Brunswick-

Gaspe area of eastern Canada. The emor in flood flow estimates was lelated to construction

costs of small flood control structures and to the cost ofprobable flrture damage.

Watt and Wilson (1973) defined an adequate hydrometric network to be one for which

the marginal cost of obtaining data equals the marginal benefit of the data. The marginal cost is

the relationship between additional cost and the increase in design pamneter accuracy. The

marginal benefit, which is the focus of thrs paper, is the relationship between increase in desþ

parameter accur'¿rcy and savings in total cost. Totai cost is the sum of capital cost and cost of

future losses, for which relâtionships were developed. The benefits considered were from small

structures designed using flood flows a¡rd reservoirs designed using dependable flows.

solomon (1976) used a method simila¡ to Ingledow (1970) to obrain beneûrcost ratios

for expanding the Canadian network.

Acres (1977) applied benefircost arìalysis to water resources data for the whole

canadian network. uses of data were identified and a fi,xed percentage of the consûuction or

mitigation cost of each of these applications was assumed to be the b€nefit of the hydrometric

data. For example, the assumed benefits of data for hydro-electric proþts was assumed to be



5vo of the capital cost of the associated hydraulic structures. using this approach, the overa.ll

benefit-cost ratio for the canadian Network was found to be 9.3. The obvious weakness of

this method is the lack ofjustification of the benefits assumed.

Attanasi and Karlinger (1977) proposed a merhod of determining the optimum number

of basins to gauge and the conesponding number of years of data to collect. A production

function was created which embodied the technical and input resource constraints, and a utility

function, combined with risk aversion pa.rameters, was created which embodied the economic

worlh of the data. The point of tangency of the two functions determined the optimal solution.

The marginal benefit of increasing, and marginal disbenelit of decreasing, Canada's

hydrometric network by 2olo was calculated by McMahon and cronin (19g0), by considering

the value of the data in optimizing the desþ of dams, reservoirs, culverts, bridges, spillways,

and hydro-power plants.

The first of two steps cor¡elated gauge station density with the enor of hydrologic

parameters estimated from the data. This approach makes no þdgement on or evaluation of

the rationality of the existing network. The total error in the estimate ofhydrologic parameters

was broken down into measurement error, inhomogeneity error, sampling error, and

transposition euo¡. Measurement error is due to enor in measuring stage and discharge and to

hydraulic regime variations (i.e. ice effects). Inhomogeneity enor is due to systematic changes

in stage or flow over tìme caused by man's activities. sampüng enor, related to flood

frequency analysis, is poor representation of flows due to short records, and is inversely

proportional to the length of the data record. Transposition error is due to data transfer to

ungauged sites and is a function of station density and location. The study assumes that



inhomogeneity error can be eliminated. The remaining sources of error were used to

determine expected hydrologic enor in parameters used to design the above projects.

The second step related the erro¡ of hydrologic parameters to the change in proþct

construction cost lor each of the four uses. Previous snrdies, (Acres, 1977, Shawinigan, 1970,

and lngledow 1970), were used to establish the relationship between parameter eüor and

construction cost. For the fourth use, hydro-power, no design benefits were attributed to the

network, slnce the authors understanding was that the benefit-cost function is flat near

optimum plant capacity and so small enots have little effect on the scale of ilevelopment

selected-

Two scenarios were created where the Canadian network was increased a¡d decreased

by 207o m t}:Le year 1977 . The construction costs werc assumed to be constant over time. The

marginal benefit ratio was defoed as the incremental construction savings divided by the cost

of the additional gauging stations. The marginal disbenefit ratio was defined as the incremental

construction costs divided by the savings lÌom reducing the network size. The marginal beneût

ratio increased with time and was greater than I by 1990. The marginal disbenefit ratio also

increased over time and was greater than 1 by 1985. The marginal disbenefit ratio was broken

down by province to show the sensitivity to the network reduction. Newfoundland was the

most sensitive because of its small existing network. Quebec and ontario were the next most

sensitive because of the magnìtude of the water related engineering proþcts in those provinces.

McMahon and Cronin recognize that this study considers a limited set of quantifiable

benefits. There are additional non-quantifiable benefits from flood forecasting, water quality,

t0



waste disposal, navigation, water resources management, apportionment, recreation,

investigation, and research.

The Aust¡a-lian Water Resources Council (1988) commissioned a comprehensive

report and literature review on the imporlance of surface water resources data to Australia.

(see also simpson and cordery (1987) for a literature review.) For Aust¡alia, data users ¿nd

the attributes of the data needed were identified. The problems of data worth ana.lyses are

discussed and a comprehensive review is made ofdata worth studies.

The repot stated that costs ofdata collection were relatively easy to obtain in Australia

but because there are a number ofstate water authoríties and other organizations with varying

administrative overheads collecting data, adjustments had to be made to compare costs from

site to site within Australia. A comparison was also made of Australia with Canada, showing

that A¡stralia's amual expenditure on data collection was half that of canada despite a higher

variability of runof and therefore a greater 'heed" for data. The comparison of the two

countries was made because of the similarity in tot¿I ìand ¿uea, total population, distribution of

the population, and standa¡d of living. significant differences between the two countries a¡e

that the total runoff in Canada is about five times higher, but the va¡ia¡lce of the distribution of

runoff is higher in Australia. Expenditures on data collection in Australia decreased by 29o/o

between 1977-18 ?{td, 1986-87, causing concem that the worth of data lost was not being

considered by those cutting the expenditures.

tl



Three approaches for obtaining costs and benefits of hydrometric data were presented:

1. Proportion of capital cost of strucfures, as previously reviewed in Ac res, 1977;

2. Savings achieved with more accurate and reliable data, which is the basis of most

data worth studies: and

3. Cost ofrestoration aÍter failure because of inadequate data.

The fust two have been used in benefit-cost ana.lyses but few examples exist of the third. Since

the time of the writing of the report, cloke et al (19g9) combined the second and thtd

approaches to obtain the costs and beneûts of over-designing or under-designing small bridges

and culverts (appears later in this review).

The Australian Water Resources Council report stated that assessing benefits is difñcult

in contrast to assessing costs because of the difficuþ of defining benefits, the lack of stanrlard

procedures for assessing benefits, the different times at which costs and benefits are incurred.

requiring discounting, and the multiple uses, many of which are in the fu¡re and are impossible

to predict. It also stated that because of the difficulties in calculating benefits, most benefit-cost

studies have been resea¡ch projects rather than analyses caded out by the data collection

agency to justiô/ or modiff their network.

Doran (1989) performed a marginal benefit cost analysis for Australia's network which

parallels McMahon and cronin's study of the canadian network (19g0). Doran's analysis is

conservative (the author estimates that probably only 50vo of the benefits are accounted for)

resulting in a mìnimum benefit cost r¿tio, just as in McMahon and cronin's study. The benefits

considered a¡e the economic implications of data accuracy on the design of hydraulic

structures. Benefits unaccounted for a¡e ¡]¡e imp¡ovements ìn the desþ of flood plain

12



structures, in flood proofing and mapping, in flood waming systems, in environmenta.l and

water quality monitoring, in soil conservation, in urban drainage, and in water regulation other

tian dams. The marginal benefit-cost rarios of reducing the network by 20zo changes ûom -

1.12 in ñve years to -4.03 in f,fty years. The marginar benefit-cost ratios of expanding the

network by 207o changes from 0.32 in five years to 2.25 n fifty years. crearly, reducing the

network would not be economically beneficial and expanding it would be.

Doran's findings conflicted with his observations of the gradually declining network in

Australia. He believed that some reduction may have been due to rationalization but that mosr

was probably due to the stringent economic policies. "The cost side of the economics has been

allowed to dominate and budget cuts have led to immediate decreases in the network" (Doran,

1989). He pointed out that decision-makers are not persuaded by benefircost ratios. Rather,

the persuasion is in the marginal benefit-cost ratio which indicates the value of additional

dollals invested in network expansion or the value of dolìa¡s saved in the case of network

reduction.

cloke et al'(1989) performed a benefit cost study of the stream gaugìng network of

New South wales. The use of the data considered is for the desþ of small bridges aad

culverts. The authors recognized that there a¡e other uses, but that this approach would

determine the minimum worth of the strea¡nflow data.

The premise of the paper by cloke et at. was that hydrometric data have benefited New

south wales by supporting desþ methods which a¡e more accurate resurting in fewer

sfuct.oes being over-designed or under-desþed. compared to an optimally designed

structure, an over-designed structure is overtopped less frequentþ, but the inc¡ease in capitat
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expenditure is greater than the additional savings. compared to an optimaily designed

structure, an under-designed strxcture has a lower capital expenditure but is overtopped more

often, costing more than the initial savings in capital Five desþ methods had been used, in

New South wales, over the years, based on the amount of hydrometric data available at the

time. The latest method used the greatest amount of data and was considered the "true"

estimate to which the results of the other methods were compared. The 20 and 50 year peatri

flows were estimated for 50 sites representing New south wales using each of the 5 methods.

The major parts of the cost of overtopping a structure was determìned to be the rep¿il.

to the structure and the disruption of trafûc. The cost of repair of a structure which had been

overtopped was estimated to be'/.57o of the capital expenditure. The expense to the public

was determined to be due to the dìsruption of trafûc and was calculated from average vehicle

occupancy, value of occupantrs time, average distance of detour, and average speed travelling

the detour.

A survey of local govemment authorities yielded a rough relationship between design

flow and capita.l cost of small st¡uctures. cost of opemting a full time gauging station rvas

estimated to be $4500 (1988) per year.

The minimum benefit-cost r¿tio for a network in New South wales <iesigned solely for

the purpose of desþing small structures was estimated to be 33. The minimum benefit-cost

mtio decreased to 8 when the costs of the whole Department of water Resources streamflow

data collection program was considered.

Cordery and Cloke (1990 and 1991) used this method of assessing the impact of

improved desþ procedures in New south wales for considering the desþ of a reservoi¡ for a
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water supply proþct and for the desþ of small structures, respectively. cloke and cordery

(1993) found for the design of reservoirs in New South wales that the benefit cost ratio was

3.5 for the collecting and using of40 years ofdata compared to 20 years ofdata.

This method is an ingenious way of obsewing the impact that additiona.l dâta have

made on desþ methods of hydraulic structures in New South wales. However, this approach

is only applicable under simila¡ circumstances, where the desþ methods over the years are

known and where it is reasonable to assume that improvements in the design methods are

mainly due to the increased amount of data available.

2,1.3 The Economic Worth of Individual Data Records

By narrowing the scope of a problem it is often possible to do a more rigorous analysis.

In this section, the economic worth of a single data record is determined when it is used for a

single purpose.

Moss (1970) developed a scheme to find the optimum length and accuracy of record

for a streamflow gauge to be insta.lled for the sole purpose of designing a water supply

reservoi¡. Accuracy of desþ parameters for the reservoir was deemed to be controlled by ttre

number of discharge measufements made per year to update the mting cuwe, and the length of

the st¡eamflow record.

The optimum operating procedure is that which results in the $eatest net benefits

which is the diference between the worth of the data and the cost of the data, both reduced to

the present value. The cost of the data is the sum of the initial capital cost and the a¡nual

oper¿ting cost whìch is dependent on the number of discharge calibration measurements per
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year. The worth of the data is equal to the benefits forgone if the data were not available for

designing the water supply resewoir. The worth varies with the length and accuracy of the

record. The worth can not be determined until sufficient stage and discha¡ge measurements are

available to perform an error anaþsis.

constraints on the proþct would not change the cost and worth evaluations but would

change the way that the analysis proceeds. Two constraints a¡e considered: one, the existence

or non-existence of a previous streamflow record, and two, the flexibility of the point in time

when the reseryoir construction will be stafed. Four cases of the diflerent combinations of

these constraints were a-nalyzed.

The þroposed approach was applied to the design of a reservoir on the Anoyo Seco

nea¡ Soledad Califomia. The approach was not able to identiô/ an optimum number of

discharge measurements because of the low sensitivity of the worth of the data to the loïv

computational error. The er¡or introduced by the natural va¡iance of the streamflow was

higher than the error introduced by discharge calibration. The low sensitivity to the number of

discharge measurements indicated that a minimal number of discharge measurements were

required, so four discharge measurements per year were chosen. The sensitivity of optimum

record length to cost of data was negligible, and the sensitivity of optimum recorded length to

discount ratio was small. The optimal number of years of record was a¡ound 10 years which is

often greater than the length of time that politicians or the public want to wait. Instead of

waiting for a long site specific record, a regional long - temr network and a regression model

could be used to synthesize an optimal length record for the site.
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Dawdy et al.(1970) assessed the worth ofdata by measuring the net benetts forgone as

a result of the lack of data. A 500 year record for a single gauge station was simulated, from

which the optimal design of a multi-purpose reservoir was found. To obtain the benefits

forgone, the optimal design was compared to designs using smaller subsets of the record. Each

reservoi¡ design was based on a streamflow record and benefit and cost curves developed for

the reservoi¡. A cost fiinction for construction and maintenance of the reservoi¡ was

approximated fiom existing information. Benetts derived lrom flood control were neglected.

The benefit considered was the yield a¡rd the minim2ation of loss due to shortage. The

economic irnpact of the number and amounts of shortages depend on the uses made of the

resource. This paper used a hypothetical function of shortage versui benefits.

Tschannerl (1971) and shawinigan (1970) also related the length of data records to the

benefiJ of reducing uncertainties in reservoir desþ.

Davis et al.(1972) described the application of Bayesian decision anaþis ro a flood

protection project in Tucson, A¡izona and found that the Bayesian risk decreased as additional

data was made available. In Bayesian decision theory a prior expectation of a state or an event

is revised by additional information to get a posterior expectation. The impact of the additional

information is measured by the improvement in the outcome of a decision based on the

posterior expectation compared to the decision based on the prior expectation. parameters

describing hydrometric data arc feated as ¡a¡dom variables and are used to fonnulate the

expectation mâtrix. The method is statistically elega¡t but mathematically complex as reflected

in the Australian water Resources council statement, t'while the Bayesian approach appears

valuable in making firture decisions in network design (Jackson, 1976; Moss, 1976b) it is
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believed that as long as more accurate obþctive or utility functions a.re not developed a¡d

additional work is not carried out on the probabìlity distribufion of the design pa-rameters, the

large amount of computations necessa¡y to solve the complicated relationships militates against

the general application of the approach" (Australian water Resources council, 19gg).

Moss and Dawdy (1972) combined two previousry used methods to deteûnine tho

worth of fìood data in the design of highway crossings. The first method, used by Dawdy et

al.( 1970) as well as Tscha¡nerl (1971), used various length synthetic records to determine the

valL¡e of flood data for design. Moss and Dawdy pointed out that the restriction of this merhod

is tint the statistical moments of the hydrometric data must be known prìor to the anaþis.

The second method, used by Davis ( l97l ) and Davis et al. (lgl2) as well as others since 1972,

applied Bayesian decision theory. The two methods were combined by using various lengths

of synthetic record under the assumption of known statistical moments of the data and

incorporating the expected distnbution ofthe statistical moments in the Bayesian formulation.

Jacobi (1975) determined the economic optimum record length of sediment load data

using a Bayesian decision approach for the desþ of the sediment storage portion of the

cochiti Reservoi¡ on the Rio Grande. The economic optimum record length was achieved

when the marginat costs of acquiring the data and delaþg the proþct was equa-r to the

marginal economic benefits ofhaving a longer length record to base the project design on.

Cordery and simpson (1986) showed that the incremental benetts exceeded the

incremental costs of data collection for a single station usecl to design a flood mitigation

scheme for the town of Forbes, New South Wales.
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2.1.4 The Economic Worth of Data Used for Operations

Very little anaþis of the economic worth of data has been performed for cases where

the data is used for operating decisions, such as reservoir operation, diversions, extractions,

and apportionment. The greatest difference in data requirements is ttìat, tlpically, planning and

desþ requires long historical records while operations requires accurate, reliable, reai-time

data.

Curtis and Dotson (i993) proposed a framework for optimizing the size of a rain

gauge network used for flash flood warning systems. The number of gauges was related to the

coefficient of va¡iation of data lìom the gauges, which is a measure of the variability of the

data. The coefficient of va¡iation was used in an expression which relates it to the a¡nual

potential damage reduction from a tood waming and preparedness program. A hypothetical

500 square mile watershed with $1,000,000 in average annual flood damages was analyzed for

network sizes from 2 to 30 gauges. It was found that the incremental cost of adding gauges

exceeded the incremental benefit beyond 18 gauges. The authors note that an incremental

economic anallsis is more suitable than comparing total average annual benefits and costs.

The following papers dealt with the worth of data used for forecasting. Moore and

Annstrong (1976) used linear programming and Bayesian statistics to assess the incremental

benefits resulting from increased accuracy in forecasting water supplies for irrigated

agriculture. A benefit cost ratio of 6.6 was calculated by Heatherwick and euinell (19'7 6) for

the Brisbane flood waming system and supporting data network. Made (19g2) looked at the

value of increased accuracy of water tevels for navigation on the Rhine Rive¡. zlidikov (19g2)
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examined Russian data networks used for hydrologic forecasts for the operation of hydro

electric power plants and concluded that the benefit-cost ratios were very high.

2.2 Questionnaire

Questionnaires with introductory letters were mailed to people who routinely use real-

time hydrometric data. The purpose of the questionnaire was to obtain any information on

curlent practice and knowledge in determining the wofth of hydrometric data which was not

available in literature. Mr. Nlarc Drouin of Ma¡ritoba Hydro provided the GoES Data

Collection System users Mailing List which listed ûve users of hydrometric data from canada

and seventy from the united states. on June 21, 1993, a letter explaining t¡e purpose of this

resea¡ch and a brief questionnaire was sent to each contact. A sample letter, sample

questionnaire, ard a summary of responses can be found in Appendix A. Th¡ee letters of the

seventy-five were retumed by the post ofEce and eight letters of the seventy-five were fetumed

by respondents.

with tlrc limited number of responses and the limited sources of those responses it was

difficult to make any broad generaüzations about cunent practice. No new methods were

brought to light. orgarìizations which have a mandate to collect hydrometric data may lack

imperus to justifi data collection costs on an economic basis. The impetus is more likeiy to be

to create a cost-effective network using a definition of worth dife¡ent fiom economic wonh, as

seen in the papers about network cost-effectiveness.
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3.0

3.1

Methodology

A Basic Framework

The basic requirement to detemine the economic worth of data is to make the

connection betlveen an increment in the data collection system and the resulting economic

costs and benefits. Data collection costs are reìatively s[nple to cletermine. There is a capital

cost for equipment and installation, an annual operâting cost, a replacement cost, and

intermittent servicing costs. BeneËts associated with uses of the data arc as difEcult to

deteunine as data collection costs are simple to detemine, thus, the need exists for a method,

ùamework, or process, to approach the problem of determining worth.

The basic framework presented here assumes that a location or proþct has been chosen

for whìch the worth of the hydrometric data is needed, and that it has been decided with

rcspect to whom the worth of the data will be determined, i.e., society in general, or a specific

corporation, organization, or user. The three phases of the framework are:

1. determining how the data are used;

2. determining attributes of the data which are significant to the uses; and then,

3. determining the economic impact of changing the data collection system.

3.1.1 Uses of Hydrometric Data

The fust step of the first phase is to determine what the hydrometric data are used for.

This immediately identifies hydrometric dafa which either may have no worth because they are

not being used or may have worth beyond measu¡e because they are required to meet a legar
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obligation. The nature of the use made of the data will determine much of how the assessment

of worth is performed.

The second step of the first phase is to determine which data uses a-re associated with

me¿surable economic benefit- Benefits which are difficult to measure economically may have

great worth, but it is þdicious to begin with the most easily measured beneñts. with the

current trend towa¡ds decreasing funding fì¡r data collection, it is impoftant to be able to

convert as mary of the benefits as possible into economic terms to compare to the costs of data

acquisition. Benefits realized from hydrometric data were summarized by Scott and Moss

(1986) and a¡e as follows.

l. Hydrometric dat¿ can be used to define regional hydrology, which is useful for

developing transferable information about the relationship between basin

, characteristics and runoff, and can be the source of usefrrl information for water

supply and ûsheries issues.

2. Hydrometric data can be used to define the current state of hydrologic systems for

operational purposes.

3. Hydrometric data which describes cunent soutces, sinks, and fluxes of water

through hydrologic systems, including regulated systems, is useful for water

resources management, water apportionment and regulation, and urban drainage

design.

4. Hydrometric data may serve to f,ilfil legal obligations of envi¡onmental lìcenses,

Eeaties, and agreements.
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5. Hydrometric data can be used for the planning and design of specific proþcts such

as dams and reservoirs, culverts and bridges, spillways and hydro-power plants,

and buildings ìn flood plains.

Hydrometric data can be used to produce hydrologic forecasts and to wam of

imminent floods.

Hydrometric data can be used to monitor sediment toad and other water quality

pammeters.

Hydrometric data can be used for other purposes such as monitoling for navigation

and recreation.

It is recognized that benefits may not be easy to quanti¡/ and may require some

innovation to qualtiû' in economic terms.

3.1.2 Data Attributes

The first step of the second phase is to determjne the types of data required, the length

of record, the ûequency and time ofyear of measurements, and the accuracy needed. The type

of data required will vary according to the use or application of it. Annual ma,ximum daily flow

rates may be required for flood des@ of a proþt, or daily levels and discharges may be

required to monitor and regulate a water resource project.

The second step of the second phase is to identiff altemate sources of data which may

have economic advantages. The same type ofdata may be transferred from other locations

7.

8.
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using models or correlations. other types of data may be used to estimate the required type of

data, for example, meteorologic data may be used to estimate streamflow.

3.1.3 Economic Impact

The economic impact of the hydrometric data is dependent on the uses of the data and

on the attributes ofthe data itsell but actually singling out the impact of the hydrometric data is

difftcult because it is a multi-dimensional problem. Determining the economic impact of

hydrometric data is a multi-dimensional problem in that rhere are many different hydrological,

mechanical, and political aspects besides the hydrometric data, which impact decision making,

a¡d it is a multi-dimensional problem in that there are many different kinds, qualities, and

amounts of hydrometric data which can be collected and used in decision making. Because

mariy things affect a decision in a desip or in operations other than hydrometric data, the

sensitiviry of the decision to the uncertainty of the hydromefic data must be tested. Legislation

or other agreements may make the decision insensitive or less sensitive to the uncertainty, ot

may limit the range of situations for which the decision is sensitive to the data uncertainty.

The distinction between the decision of how to optimize data collection and how to

optimjze a design, or an operation should be kept clear. The optimal design, or operation is a

function of the data available, among other things. The decision of how much data to collect is

a function of the sensitivity of the optimal design or oper¿tion to chang6 in that data. Both

optimizations may use the same decision technique. For example, a benefit-cost analysis could

be used to detemrine an optimal design of a reservoir, and another benefit-cost analysis could

be used to optimizs the amount of data collected-
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The basis of all methods of determining the economic worth of hydrometric data is to

relate changes in data collection activities to economic benefits through uses of the data. In

some studies, the least cost of obtaining a ceÍain level ofdata quality of the network was used

to optimize a network. The USGS method, K-GERA, attempts to achieve a trade-offbetween

the lowest overall data error and the least cost. This method is most valid for a network

defining regional hydrology. However, network development is often driven by specific data

needs at specific locations and not by regional hydrology. If this method was combined with an

analysis of marginal economic benefits ftom uses of a regional network, it would be very

powerful for determìning the economic worth of a regional network.

Another network cost effectiveness approach is to change the criteria for optimizing a

network to the uses, or demand for data, where the va¡ious uses and demands are subþctively

assigned a level of value. This approach recognizes the location specific nature of the worth of

data by recognzing the variations in demand for the data. This subþctive determination of

worth also provides for assigning value to uses which a¡e difficult to quantjô/ in dolta¡s.

However, this strength is also a weakness, in that if assigning value is not coupled with a

determination of economic worth, data may be valued at more or less than it is economically

worth. This may occur in the situation where data collection is decreased to save money,

possibly resulting in costs which outweigh the savings because of the reduced hydrometric

information for planning, design, and operations.

Overall, the network cost effectiveness methods are of little value in and of themselves

in determining the economic worth of data. The rating approach is site speciûc but it stops

short of using economic measures fo¡ wo¡th. It is more suited to rationâtizing a network than
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to economically jusdrying a network or a st¿tion. The K-GERA approach uses no measure of

benefits derived ûom individual sites. It is more suited to rationali"ing a network used to

define regional hydrology.

Deternining the economic wofh of hydrometric data by assessing the cost of

restoration of a structure after fariure or by assessing the benefits and costs of over-desþing

or under-designing a structurc a¡e simila¡ and are applications of marginal benefit-cost analysis.

The method of simply assuming that the worth of hydrometric data is a percentage of

the capital cost of any proþct planned or designed with the data (Acres, 1977) is unacceptable

for justiô7ing expenditures for data. This bypasses the need to demonstrate the economic

benefirs of the hydromeric data.

Hi¡shleifer and Riley (1992) apply Bayesian Decision Theory in a field of economics

known as Information Economics. This method assumes that the decisions are at a single point

in time, the probabilities of each outcome are known, all possible outcomes are lüown, the

economic impact of all outcomes a¡e lsrown, and the impact of additional information on all of

the probabilities can be found. Bayesian decision theory is statistically eflective, but it does not

solve the problem of initially determining all the required sraristical information.

Risk analysis seems like it would be a valìd approach. The infoÍnation needed would

be the relationship between incremental changes in data collection and the expected economic

penalties or losses. The obþctive would be to achieve some balance of least risk with least cost

or maximum beneûts that the decision maker is comfortable witì.

Marginal benefit-cost analysis is a particularly appropriate method for determining the

economic worth of hydrometric data because it measures the benefits and costs for an
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increment in the data collection network. simpty determining that a whole network is

invaluable sals nothing about whether to expand or rationalize it, or to continue or discontinue

a pa-rticulff gauge site. Determining the marginal benefits and marginal costs of a change in a

network gives insight into whether to expand or rationalize a network, or to continue or

discontinue a particula-r gauge.

The most appropriate method of determining the economic impact of data wrll depend

largely on the uses of the data and on the attúbutes of the data. All methods will require

assumptions, but a more rigorous anaþis with less significant assumptions will have a more

solid footing to stand on. The most appropriate method of reporting the worth of hydrometric

data will depend on the nature of the decisions which are based on the data. In general, the

most appropdate method of reporting the worth of hydrometric data is the marginal benefit

cost ratio, because it reveals the economic sensitivity to incremental changes of the data

collection network, but, for example, if risk was an important part of the decision structure, it

would be most appropdate to report worth in terms of risk as well.

3.2 Methodology for Operations

3.2.1 Uses of Hydrometric Data for Operations

From the literature review and the questionnaire it is clem that investþations into the

worth ofdata have focused on the use of data for planning and designing structures, while little

attention has been given to the use of data for real-time operational needs. Real-time

operations are on-going actívities requiring cu[rent data fo¡ decision making. Examples of

real-tìme operations in the literature were flood waming systems, forecasting for water
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supplies, for irrigation, and hydro-power production, and for navigation. Another example of a

real-tìme operation is reservoir management.

Economic impacts can be associated with most or all of these uses by imagining what

would happen if there were either no data available or poor data available. The economic

benefits of some of the uses a¡e from loss prevention or risk reduction, like flood waming

systerns. The economic benefits of data used for navigation, or reservoir management for

inigation or hydro-power production will likely realize economic benefits on a more routine

basis because the commodities they involve, crops, hydro-power, and shipping, have routine

economic benefits.

3.2.2 Data Ãttnbutes for Operations

' Marginal benett-cost anaiysis is applicable for operations as demonstrated by curtis

and Dotson (1993). The marginal cost is that of adding a gauge or upgrading a gauge or

otherwise changing the data coìlection network. The marginal benefit is dedved from

improved operationa.l decisions, due to less uncertainty in the decision p¿Ì¡ametels. The

marginal benefit-cost analysis is the technique adopted for reporting economic worth for this

study.

For real-time operational decisions, the accuracy and reliability of the raw data a¡e the

most ìmpoftant. It is the ¡aw, uncorected data which are available in real-time, so it is the raw

data which should be analyzed for accuracy and reliability. Accuracy in this study refers to

how close the measurements usually arc to the "true" value, and reliability refers to the

likelihood that the gauges are functiona-l and a¡e reporting data within the expected accuracy.
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A difference in data attributes between operatìons and desþ of sfucrures is that

design of structures requires a long historical record, and operations requires current or real-

time data. Operations may require weekly, daily, or hourþ reports to assess decisions or make

changes. Another difference related to this is that a change of the data collection network will

take time to affect the historica.l record and the design of structu¡es, whereas a change in data

collection will affect operational decisions aìmost immediately, although some length of record

ìs required for venlying the accuracy of a gauge before it can be msted a¡ìd used. Much more

foresight is required in collecting historical records. Real-time data networks are much more

flexible, though installation or relocation costs can still be significant.

3.2.3 Economic Impact for Operations

, The methods for assessing the economic impact of data used for desþ as opposed to

operations are different. The difference in methods is because of the dìfference in the decisìons

that the data affects. Planning and design decisions are completed once the structure is built.

Operation decìsions are at regular increments of time.

Obviously, the method of assessing the cost of over-desþ or under-design is not

appropriate for determining the worth ofdata used for operations. However, the concept of

making decisions which are overly conservative or not conservative enough is applicable to

operations. There a¡e economic impacts of operating water resource proþts too

conservatively and foregoing benefits, and of not operatìng conservatively enough and

incurring needless risk or penalties.
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The appropriate method of determining the economic impact of data will rigorously

investigate and document the relationship between changes in avaitable data and benefits

measured in dolla¡s. This relationship will then be used to find the marginal benefit-cost ratios

for increments in the data collection netrvork. The marginal beneût-cost ratio will identifli the

worth ofa set ofdata within the context ofa specific data collection ûetwolk.
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4.0

4.1

Case Study - Southern Indian Lake

Choice ofa Case Study

The strategy of choosing a case study was to seek a study area which was well_

monitored for the use of operational decisions which have economic impacts. The case shldy

needed to be well-monitored to provide ha-rd data for the analysis of the contribution of each

gauge. The case study needed to have operational uses with economic impacts so that the

sensitivity of the economic benefits to changes in the data collection network could be tested.

Southem Indian Lake, in nofthem Manitoba, met these conditions. There are lake level

gauges at four remote locations a¡ound the lake (see Figure l, Location Map). Each site is

equipped with sensing and telemetry equipment to measure and transmit real-time data. The

level of the lake is regulated for the purpose of diverting water for hydro-power production,

subþct to legal constraìnts on the maximum a¡d minirnum lake leveìs.

4.2 Description of the Churchill River Diversion

The chu¡chill River drainage basin is approximately 283,350 square kilometres with its

headwaters in Aìberta and its outlet in Ma¡ritoba. The flow of the churchill River enters

southern Indian Lake in northem Manitoba and either continues down the churchill River

through the Missi Falls control structure or is diverted down the Rat River into the Nelson

River through the Notigi control structure.
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Figure I

Location Map
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The Churchill River Diversion came about because of a g600 million cost advantage of

being able to capture the hydro-electric potenda-l of the Churchìll River without having to build

generating stations on ir (Manitoba Hydro, 1992). The diverted flow of the churchill River

cunently produces approximately $100,000 worth of hydro-electnc power per 1000 cfs-

months during the winter and $4o,000 worth of hydro-electric power per 1000 cß-months

during the summer (Drouin , 1994) and, has an average monthly flow of 2g,000cß. The

seasonal difference in benefits drives the basic operational policy of filling Southem Indian Lal<e

in the summer and draining it in the winter. The three generating stations on the Lower Nelson

River (Kettle, Long Spruce, and Limestone) produced 7 4.4o/a of Manitoba Hydro's system

supply in I99l-92 (4lsr Annual Report, 1992). T]ne winter generating capability of Ketrle is

1272 megawatts (MW), of Long Spruce is 980 N.{W, and of Limestone is 1064 MW as of

March 31,1992 (41st Annual Report,1992). porentially, rhe diverted flow can be used at

additional sites on the Lower Nelson River and at sites along the Bumtwood River.

The churchill River Diversion was put into operation in 1977. A control st¡ucture was

built at Missi Falls, the natural outlet of southem hdian Lake. Missi Falls is required to

discharge a minimum flow of 14 m1s (500 cß) during the open water season and a minimum

flow of43 m1s (1500 cfs) during the ice cover season, in compliance with the lnterim License

$anted by the province of Manitoba in 1975, to maintain the viability of the churchill River

and the water supply of the Town of churchill. The water level of southem Indian Lake was

raised th¡ee meters above pre-diversion levels in order to divert water out of Southem Indian

lake through an excavated cha¡nel fiom south Bay ofSouthem Indian Lake to the Rat River

s,stem. The Rat River flows through Rat Lake, Notigi Lake, the Notþi control structure, and
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wapisu Lake, joining with the Bumtwood River at Threepoint Lake. The Bumtwood River

flows through the city of rhompson and joins the Nelson River at split Lake. see Figure I for

locations.

4.3 Application of the Basic Frâmework to Southern Indian Lake

4.3.1 Uses of Hydrometric Data

The lake level data collected at Southem Indian Lake have m¿lny uses. Lalie level data

a¡e useful for forecasting future levels and flor.vs which is beneficial f¿ìr communities

downstrcam such as churchilì, Nelson House, and rhompson. Lake level data a¡e the simplest

measure for relating changes in the water regime, due to the churchill River Diversion, to the

impacts on the lives of people and on the environment. The independently measured lake

levels.a¡e useful for settling disputes between affected parties. settlements are cunently being

negotiated with the Nelson House Band which may include constraints on the levels and rate of

change of levels of Footprint Lalie which is downstream of Notigi. Lake level daø would be

useful for the operation ofa hydro-power plant at Notigi. currently, the feasibilìty ofa hydro-

power plarit at Notigi is being investigated. Operation of the plant may require daily

fluctuations in discharge which would i¡crease îhe value of accurately lmowing ìn real-time the

level of Southem Indian Lake.

The cur¡ent and most consistent benefit of the lake level data is the operation of the

churchill River Diversion for the purpose of hydro-power production on the Nelson River.

The Southem Indian Lake level data are rtquired for plannìng releases fiom the Missi Falls and

Notigi control structures so that hyúo-power production is optimized subþt to maintaining
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acceptable levels and flows at various points along the diversion. The econornic benefits come

from avoiding litigation from violating one of the legal constraints, and from the power

produced by the water diverted tom the churchll River ìnto the Nelson River. There is a

great deal of information on the dollar value of the water diverted, and there is some

in-formation on the expenses that litigation causes. The economic beneûts a¡e expected to be

sensitive to the lake level data since southem Indian Lake is the main storage component of the

Diversion.

4.3.2 Data Attributes

The type ofdata required for the operation ofsouthem India¡ Lake, for the purpose of

optimizing hydro power production whüe maintaining acceptâble la]<e levels, is reakime lal(c

level data. Levels and flows for other parts of the Diversion a¡e also required, but this study is

limited in scope to the lake level data of southern Indiær Lake. The level of southem Indian

Lake must be measured accurately and reliably so that tn:stworthy ìake level data a¡e available

for operational decisions.

Altemate sources for lake level data were considered, but no appropriate altemate

source was found. I¡ practice, all inflows to, atrd outflows from, southem lndian Lake a¡e

either gauged or estimated using rating curves. Because of ice conditions and other influences,

the rating curyes are subþct to error. one flow which cannot b" measured. directly is locar

inflow. I¡ practice, the local inflows are estimated by caiculating the change in storage of the

lake from successive lake level measurements then adding a.ll lcrown inlows and subtracting a.ll

known outflows. If iocal inflow could be found Èom nearby basins which already have
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gauges, a correìation mfht be found to estimate the local inflow to southem Indian Lake. The

local inflow combined with the other estimates and measurements of flows could then be used

to estimate the lake level. However, streamflow gauges are sparse in the northem region, and

no basíns which would be expected to have similar local inflow are gauged. Ifa hydrological

model was developed, meteorological data might be used to estimate local inflow. There are a

few weather srations in the area, but the data ûom them indicates a high variabirty of weather

with location, so that a much denser meteorological network would be requred to obtain

mearLingful results. If local inflow combined wittr the other estimates and measurements of

flows were used to estimate the lal<e level, the lake level values would be subject to the

combined error of all the estìmates and measurements used. Due to the error involved in data

transfer ûom other locations or other t)?es ofdata, and the sparseness of other data, it would

be most appropriate to limit the possibility for data collectìon to lake level gauges on southem

I-ndian Lake.

'Treeze-proof' gauges were installed in tandem with the existing lake level gauges at

S-I.L. village and at Missi Falls in 1991 to increase ttre reliability of the network. However, by

1993, at the beginning of this resea¡ch, the freeze-proofgauges had performed less retiably than

the existing gauges had. This was unexpected and the causes were unknown. A limited

arnount ofdata had been collected by the Aeeze-proof gauges since ttrei¡ installation. For these

reasons the effect of the freeze-proof gauges was not included in this research.

Detailed ana-tysis of the hydromeaic data is discussed in section 4.4.
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4,3.3 Economic fmpact

The fint phase of the methodology, identifi/ing the uses of the lake level data, identified

the operation of Southem Indian Lake for the production of hydro-power while avoiding the

violation of legal constraints as the most significant use of the data with quantifiable economic

impact. The second phase of the methodology, identifying the data attributes required,

identified that real-ttme accurate and reliable lake level data are required, and that fransfer of

ìnformation from other locations or sources is not feasible.

The thl¡d phase of the methodology is to identifo the economic impact of changes in

the data collection network. No information was available on the impact of lake level

uncertainty on regulation decisions of Southem krdian Latrre. The regulation optimization

model used by Manitoba Hydro is insensitive to the unceftainty of hydrometric data, so

uncertainty is ìncorporated by the planner at Manitoba Hydro by running various scenarios to

take into account the unceftainties that exist. The computer models of Manitoba Hydro which

include southem Indian Lake were not readily available or easily applied, so two computer

models which simulated the hydraulics and the regulation decisions of Southem Indian Lake

were developed to test the sensitivity of the regulation to the accrracy of the lake level data.

Discussion of the model development and results can be found in section 4.5. Discussion of

the economic impact of making changes in the data collection network can be found in section

4.6.



4.4 Analysis ofthe Uncertainty ofthe Data from Southern Indian Lake

Datum shifts, the standard deviation (or noise) of the gauges, and the probab ity

of gauge failure were the three characteristics of the uncertainty of the data from the four

lake level gauges which were incorporated into the analysis. Each of these chalacteristics

had to be estimared for each gauge individually as well as for every possibre combination

of two and three gauges, and for aI four gauges. As well, the cost of obtaining data is

incorporated into the analysis. The latrie level data anallyzed were supplied by Manitoba

Hydro and are the data on which operational decisions were based.

4.4.I Datum Shifts

Because the "true" rake rever is never known, gauge data must be compared to the

best estimate of the fue lake level, in order to estimate the accuracy of the gauges. It was

assumed that the true average lake level follows a smooth trend, and that the trend does

not change sipiñcantiy from day to day. wind and locaiized events wilì cause rapid locar

changes in level, but, the average lake level follows a smoother trend because of the lake,s

volume. It is reasonable, then, that a moving average of the daily levels would better

represent the true lake level.

The daily data from each gauge was compared to two movifìg averages: the seven

day moving average from the gauge, and the seven day moving average of the average

reading from all four gauges. The daily gauge readings were subtracted fiom each of the

two moving averages to obtain a record of the differences, or residuals, for each estimate

of the "true" lake level, fo¡ each gauge. These ¡esiduals are the noise of the data of the
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gauge, and, typically, eâch gauge has its own noise ,.signature,' (Drouin, 1994, and, Lake

Winnipeg Daom ad hoc Committee, l9B2).

The difference between the individual gauge reading and the moving average of

itself represents localized rapid changes of the water level as well as random error of the

gauge. The mean of the residuals was close to zero, as is expected. The standard

deviation of the residuals is a measure of the uncertainty of the gauge data assuming that

the average lake level follows a smooth trend. The conelation of the residuals for each

pair of gauges was found so that ttre relationships between gauges could be investigated

and so that the standard deviation ofany combination of gauges could be calculated.

The difference between the individuar gauge reading and the moving average of the

average of all four gauges represents localized rapid changes, rardom gauge error, as well

as longer term trends in deviation of that gauge from the average lake level. The mean of

the residuals was different from zero, since the lake normally has a gradient on it, and the

gauges are spaced out around the lake, resulting in different mean levels around the lake.

The standard deviations and cor¡elations of the residuals were calculated for the same

reasons as befo¡e. Table 1 summa¡izes the standa¡d deviations of each individual gauge

for both estimates of the true lake level, and rable 2 summarÞes the correlations of the

gauges to each othe¡ for both estimates of the true lake level. The standard deviation of

the residuaìs appeared to be consistent through the period of record and did not appear to

be a fi¡nction of the season of the year.
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Tabie I

Standard Deviation of the Residuâls of the Gauges (feet)

Table 2

Correlations of the Residuals of the Gauges (R not R'z)

Gauge

Compared to 7 day Moving

Average of the Gauge

Compared to 7 day Moving

Average of All 4 Gauges

S.I.L. Village

South Bay

Missi Falls

Opachuana

0.023

0.028

0.048

0.041

0.041

0.046

0.068

0.061

Gauge

Compared to 7 day Moving

Average of the Gauge

Compared to 7 day Moving

Average of All 4 Gauges

S.I.L. Village to South Bay

S.I.L. Village to Missi Falls

S.I.L. Village to Opachuana

South Bay to Missi Falls

South Bay to Opachua-na

Missi Falls to Opachuana

0.76

-0. 13

0.60

-0.21

0.67

-0.57

0.45

-0.17

0.27

-0.35

o.2l

-0.45
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The second set of standard deviations were higher than the first set, ancl the

magnitude ofthe correlations of the second set were generally lower thm those of the first

set, as expected. The f,rrst set of standa-rd deviations minimizes and underestimates the

uncertainty of the data since it is a comparison with itself. In this case, the ,,true" lake

level is influenced in the same direction as the short term tluctuations in the lake level. In

practice, Nzlanitoba Hydro uses the seven day moving average of all four gauges as the

representative lake level. For these reasons and because of danrm shifts. which are

discussed next, the seven day moving averâge of all four gauges was adopted as the ,.true,'

lake level for the calculation of standard deviations and correlations.

Datum shifts occur when the calibration of a gauge drifts either slowly or sudclenly

and begins to read consistently high or low. In retrospect, readings can be (a_nd are)

adjusted for this kind of gauge error since trends before, during, and after the occurrence

can be examined. In real time operations, a small datum shift may be undetectable, since it

may be interpreted to be a chalge in the trend of the lake level itself. see Appendix B for

a summary of typical datum shifts, which were recorded by Manitoba Hydro, for eight

lake level gauges on Lake winnìpeg, in Manitoba. A summary of dan¡m shifts was not

available for all of the gauges on Southern Indian Lake. The magnitude of the shift, the

rapidity of the shift, and the existence of other real-time gauges are factors in minimizing

the impact of this kind of uncertainty. A large sudden change in the recorded lake level

would be easily detected, while a small change or a slow drift would be much more

difficult to detect in real-time. The existence of other gauges, for comparison, would be

of the greatest benefit fot detection of datum shifts.
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It is believed rhar rhe error int¡oduced by datum shifu is incorporared in the

calculation of the standard deviation of the residuals when each gauge is compared to the

seven day moving average of all four gauges. Comparing the gauge to the seven day

moving average of iself would minimize the darum shift a¡d have little effect on the

standard deviation calcurated. comparing the gauge to the seven day moving average of

all four gauges will expose datum shifu bette¡ since the average of aI four gauges is less

affected by rhe datum shift of the one gauge. The error inroduced by rhe danrm shift is

therefore partially reflected in the standard deviation câlculated for ùe residuals from the

seven day moving average of all four gauges.

4.4.2 
,Yariance 

of Gauges

The sta¡da¡d deviation of the residuars of each gauge compared with the seven day

movirg average of an four gauges and the cor¡erations of each pair of residuars was

calculated in order to calcurate the standard deviation of any combination of gauges. The

¡esiduals of the gauges are assumed to be ra¡dom va¡iables. ln order to find the va¡iance

or standa¡d deviation of the mea¡ of random variables, the joint behavior must be known.

If the random variables are independent, the cova¡iance a¡ld cor¡elation a¡e zero and the

va¡iance of the mea¡ of the random variables is simply the sum of the variances of the

ra¡dom variables divided by the square of the number of va¡iables. Because it is divided

by the square of the number of variables, the variance tends to dec¡ease with additionar

independent gauges. see Equation l, the varia¡ce of the mean ofn ¡andom variables. If
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the random va¡iables are not independent, the variance of the me¿¡ of the random

variables is changed by twice the sum of the covariances divided by the square of the

number of variables. A positive co¡relation bet.'.veen gauges will increase the second term

of the equation which increases the variance of the mean. A negative correlation between

gauges will decrease the second term of the equation which will decrease the variance of

the mean.

vartTt = r rrZv..r(yi) - 2I n)f f cuu r,.v ,ti=r * ^'; (1)

where:Cov(y¡,y ¡) = ,¡¡ firçVj .Virlyj

Í is a random variable.

n is the number of ra¡dom variables.

var is the va¡iance and is equar to the square of the standard deviation.

Cav is the covariance.

r is the correlation coetlcient.

I and j are the numbers of the gauge stations

The gauges at southern Indian Lake v lage and at south Bay have the reast

varialce, while the gauge at Missi Fa[s has the highest variance (see Table 1). Judging by

this alone it would seem that the gauges at southem rndian Lake Vi age and south Bay

contribute the most valuable information about the lake level, and that the gauge at Mìssi

Falls contributes the least valuable information about the lalie level. However, since the

gauge readings a¡e not independent, their joint behavior must be taken into account.
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The three gauges at the southern end of the lake are all positively correlated with

each other and negatively correlated with the gauge at Missi Falls at the north end of the

lake (Refer to Figure I , Location Map, and rable 2, correlations of the Residuals of the

Gauges). The southem Indian Lake village and South Bay gauges are the closest

together a¡d have the largest positive conelation. The opachuana a¡rd Missi Falls gauges

are the farthest apart and have the largest negative correlation. The interpretation of this

is that gauges close together experience many of the same localized rapid changes as well

as the same general lake level for that portion of the lake. The lake level fiom one end of

the lake to the other may be different due to hydrar¡lic gradient and wind effects. Negative

correlations of the three southern gauges with the Missi Falls gauge in the north indicates

that sloshirg of water back and foÍh in the lake is occurring. A constant hydraulic

gradient would cause a constant difference in lalie level readings between gauges but

would not produce a negative conelation. The sloshing would not seem to be caused by

rapid changes in flows of the control structures, since changes are not generally made

rapidly or often. The sloshing would seem to be ÍÌom changes in the prevailing wind

di¡ection a-nd magninrde. Wind pile up has also been observed on Lake Wiuripeg.

Missi Falls is the most valuable gauge for increasing accuracy of the estimated lake

level, even though it individually has the highest uncertainty. This can be seen from Table

3, the table of standard deviations of all the combinations of the gauges. The th¡ee

combinations of two gauges with the lowest standard deviations a.ll include Missi Falls.

The same is true for combinations of three gauges. The mathematical reason for this is the

negative cor¡elation it has with the othe¡ gauges. The physical reason is that when the
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lake sloshes from end to end, lvfissi Falls is the only gauge on its end to balance out the

measufemgnL

Table 3

Standard Deviation of All Combinations (Networks) of Gauges (feet)

4.4.3 Probability of Gauge Failure

Gauges intermittently fail to function due to severe environment, vandalism, or age

and condition of equipment. sensors that use mercury in the equipment freeze up when

the air temperature drops below minus forty degrees celsius. Equipment goes through a

life cycle, with a higher failure rate just after installation and at the end of its serviceable

life (Drouin, 1994).

work) Standard Deviation

S.I.L. Village
South Bay
Missi Falls
Opachuana

S.LL. Village and South Bay
S.I.L. Village and Missi Falls
S.LL. Vìllage and Opachuana
South Bay and Missi Falls
South, Bay and Opachuana
Missi Fails and Opachuana

S.I.L. Village, South Bay, and Missi Falls
South Bay, Missi Falls, and Opachuana
S.I.L. Village, South Bay, and Opachuana
S.LL. Village, Missi Falls, and Opachuana

0.047
0.046
0.068
0.061

0.040
0.038
0.043
0.034
0.043
0.034

0.029
0.026
0.038
0.028

S.LL. Villaee, South Bav. Missi Falls. and
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Manitoba Hydro supplied a record of the gaps in the hourly data record from each

of the four gauges on Southem Indian Lake berween 1992 and. 1994 (see Appendix C).

Gauges often failed for three hours but then retumed to full operation without any

sewicing. Less frequently the gauges fail for a longer duration. The gauge at Missi Falls

has had the longest periods of missing data due to gauge failure.

When a gauge fails, the uncertainty of the remaining network on Southern Indian

Lake will increase due to the reduction in information, until some time after the gauge

becomes operational again. When a gauge fails, it is unknown how long it will be down,

or if servicing will be required or not. Readings from a recently failed gauge will be

suspect and will need to be confirmed by the other lake level gauges.

The impact of a gauge failure depends on the duration of the failure a¡d on what

time of the year the failure occurs. If a gauge fails for less than a day, it likely will not

affect the regulation decision, which is usually done every two to four weeks. Any gauge

failure longer than a day may result in operational decisions being made without the

benefit of that gauge. The greatest impact of a gauge failure is when the lake level is

approaching the upper or lower acceptable limits because it is needed for making

regulation decisions.

Since sufficient information was not available to incorporate the timing and

duration of gauge failures, the record of the gaps in the hourly data record of each gauge

was simply reduced to a probability of failure for each gauge, as shown in Table 4. The

percentages are the number of hours that a gauge failed to record data divided by the total

numbe¡ of hours for which the gauge was supposed to record data. The percentages
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calculated for gaps greater than twenty-four hours were used in the analysis as an estimate

of the probability rhat the gauge will fail, resulting in operational decisions being made

without the benefit of that gauge.

Table 4

The Percentage of Time that Data Were Not Recorded

Between 1992 and 1994

4.4.4 Cost of Collecting Data

The cost to Manitoba Hydro for the operation of the water level gauges on Southem

Indian Lake, as of June, 1993, is outlined in Table 5. The four gauges are operated and

administe¡ed by the water Resources Branch and the Inland waters Di¡ectorate. currently,

the agreement between Ma¡ritoba Hydro and the water Resources Branch is that Madtoba

Hydro will bear the f,¡ll cost of ttre operation of the gauges at Missi Falls and opachuana Lake,

Manitoba Hydro wiII share the cost of the operation of the gauge at s.I.L. Vi[age with the

wate¡ Resources Branch, a¡d the water Resources Branch will bea¡ the full operating cost of

the gauge at south Bay. cost sharing agreements are comrnon between the federal and

Gauge All Gaps

(7o)

Gaps Greater Than 24 Hours

S.I.L. Village

South Bay

Missi Falls

Opachuana

3.4

3.6

16.5

3.3

(7o)

2.2

1/1

r 5.6

2.1



provincial levels of govemment and Manitoba Hydro, however, both the federal and provincial

data collection agencies are experiencing reduced budgets and a¡e in the process of reducing

the number of gauges rhey opemte. It is plausible that funding for the gauges at S.I.L. vülage

and South Bay could be cut a¡d Nfanitoba Hydro would have to decide whether the benefits of

the data outweigh the additional costs ofoperatmg the station.

Table 5

Cost to lvlaniroba Hydro For Gauge Operation as ofJune 1993

4.5 Economic Impact of Data from Southern Indian Lake

To test the economic impact of the daø Êom southem Indian Larie, two computer

simulation models we¡e developed; one for the summer, and one for the winter. The models

include the hydraulics ofa portion of the Churchill River Diversion and regulation rules which

attempt to capture the goveming principres of reguration decisions made by Manitoba Hydro.

The basic principle of the regulation of southem India¡ La.lre is to fr[ it during the summer

Name of Gauge S tation: Cost per Year:

S.I.L. near S.I.L. Village

S.I.L. at South Bay

S.I.L. at Missi F¿Is

S.I.L. near Opachuana Lake

$2950

$0

$5900

$s900



when demand for hydro-power is low and dmw it down in winter when demand for

hydropower is high. The ma,ximum and minimum allowable lake levels for southem Indian

Lake usually govem the regulation planning, that is, there is usually sufficient inflow in the

summer to fill the lake to the maximum allowable level, and there is usually sufficient ability to

discharge during the winter to draw the la-l¡e down to its minimum acceptable level. since the

goals of regulation a¡e opposite for the summer and the winter, two separate simulation

programs were written. Each program required more than fifteen hundred lines of Fortra¡r

code The hydraulics for the summer a¡d winter models are essentially the same except for the

effect of ice conditions on the flow tl[ough the South Bay channel, however, the regulation

rules are different, to reflect the different goals.

4.5.1 llydraulic Modelling

The portion of the Churchill River Diversion modelled is fiom Southem Indian Lake to

Threepoint L¿ke. The system is modelled as th¡ee lakes or reservoirs: Southem Indian Lake,

Rat-Notigi Lake, and wapisu-Threepoint-Footprint Lake. See Figure 2, Model of Flows

Through Southem Indian Lake, Notigi La-[ie, and Footprint Lake.

Inflow to Southem Indian Lake is from the churchill River and from natural local

in-flow. In the model these a¡e combined together as total inflow to southem Indian Lake.

outflow from southern Indian Lake occurs at Missi Falls and South Bay. An historically

typical release schedule was adopted for the minimum base flow required fiom Missi Falls (see

Table 6). The winte¡ release of 2000 cfs is higher than the licensed minimum reiease of 15@
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Figure 2

Model of Flows Th¡ough Sourhem Indian Lake,

Notigi Lake, and Footprint Lake
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cß (Appendix D), but it is likely the minimum required for other practical purposes. The

discharge from Missi Falls can be increased above the typical release (later referred to as

"spilling') in order to regulate the level of the lake. The magnitude of the flow from South Bay

through the excavated channel is a function of the gradient and ice conditions. Generally, a

higher gradient is required under ice conditions to obtain the same flow.

Table 6

Typical Releases from the Missi Conûol Structure

Notigi Lake is the collective storage of the Rat River, Rat Lake and Notigi Lake.

Infow is from South Bay of southem hrdian Lake and from local inflow. outflow is tbrough

the Notigi control structure.

Footprint Lake is the collective storage of wapisu Lake, Threepoint Lake and

Footprint Lake. Inflows are aom Notigi Lake and fiom the Bumtwood River. Local inflows

Month Flow (cß) Month Flow (cfs)

January 2000

February 1500

, Ma¡ch 1000

April 1000

May 5oo

June 500

Julv 5nO

August 500

September 500

October 500

November 2000

December 2000
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are small compared to the other inflows, a¡d are not significant in the ca-lculations used by

Manitoba Hydro. Outflow is from Th¡eepoìnt Lalie and is uruegulated.

Routing offlow through the system was performed by conserving mass on a daily basis

for each of the three lakes, i.e. inflow minus outflow equals the change in storage. From the

change in storage the new lake elevations can be found. The model required stage-storage

relationships fol the th¡ee lakes, and stage-dìscharge relationships for the flow from South Bay

of southem I¡dian La.ke and from Thlee Poínt Lake. Each of these relationships was obtained

from Manitoba Hydro, and a-re curently in use by Manitoba Hydro. Manitoba Hydro uses a

stage discha-rge rating curve to calculate the outflow fiom south Bay during the summer.

Rating cuwes were available for each month of the year. kr the winter Manitoba Hydro uses

an altemate method for estimating the flow from south Bay. I¡ the winte¡, the local inflow to

Notigi Lake is estimated tobe 98.3vo of the flow in the nearby Bumtwood River at Gate Falls.

The discharge fi'om Notigi is known lÌom the gate positions of the control structure a¡rd the

change in storage from one day to the next can be calculated from the known elevations. The

inflow from south Bay to Notigi Lake is the change in storage of Notigi La.[<e plus the

discharge from Notigi Lake minus the estimated local inflow. The simulation could not use this

altemate method, so the winter rating curves were implemented. The diflerence in estimated

flow was small compared with the relative accuracy of either meffod.
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4.5.2 Regulation Modelling

Two models, one for the summer and one for the winte¡, we¡e developed because

these are the two times when the lake level is approaching a limit and because the regulation

goals for these two times of the year are opposite.

4.5.2.1 Summer Modelling

Southem India¡ Lake usually reaches its peak level near the beginning of August. The

dischalge fiom Notigi is increased to maximum or neal maximum discharge near ttre beginmng

of July to keep the lake level below the maximum limit. The goal of the summer regulation is

to put into storage as much water as possible for release during the winter when the demand

for hydro-power is higher.

, The governing constraints for the summer regulation a¡e the maximum level of

Southem lndian Lake, the maximum rate of discharge from Notigi, a¡rd the maximum late of

change of the elevation ofFootprint Lake which is downstream of Notigi (see Appendix D for

a summary of the constraints). At least two weeks notice must be given to local communities

of any change in the discharge of Notigi, and the time between the increæe in discharge at

Notigi and the level of southem Indian Lake reaching its peak is one to two weeks. This lag

time is because of the constriction to flow due to the cha¡rnel and because of the distance that

separates Notigi and Southem Indian Lake.

The variables in the summer regulation decision a¡e: when to malie the change in

discharge at Notigi, how much to change it by, and the daily rate at which to change it. The

rate ofchange is govemed by the maxìmum rate ofchange, which is 5000 cfs per week, and by
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the rate of change of elevation allowed. on Footprint Lake. The time and magnitude of the

change are governed by the acceptable ma,timum level of southem Indian Lake and the goal to

keep as much water in storage as possible. ln the event that the level of southem Indian Lake

cannot be kept within the maximum level by discharging from Notigi alone, flow must be

spilled fiom Mìssi Falls. Rates of discharge from Missi Falls which a¡e greater thsn the typical

release (see Table 6) are benefits foregone for hydro-power production, and, abnormally high

discharges to the Lower churchill River a¡e <iisbenefits because of the cost of damage to

docks, vegetation, and wildlfe such as geese durìng their nesting season.

The summer simularion period begins between Apr l and 15 and ends in August.

Throughout the simulation period it is assumed that Missi Falls is discharging its typical flow

unless spilling is required. The discharge at Notigi is maintained at the rate that it actually was

discharging on the first day of the simulation, until an increase in the discharge is required to

keep southem Indian Lake below the maximum limit. The fust day of the simulation period

was chosen so that the discharge value would be representative of the typicâl discharge

through the summer.

4.5.2.2 WinterModelling

Southern Indian Lake usually reaches its lowest level þst prior to the spring freshet in

April. Typically, the discharge from Notþi is at its maximum tt[ough t]re fall and winrer and is

decreased a¡ound Ma¡ch so that Southern Indian Lake is not drawn down beiow its lower

Iimit. The goal of the winter regulation is to discharge as much water as possible in orde¡ to

maximize hydro-power production at dow¡stream locations.
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The governing constraints for the winter regulation a¡e the minimum lalie level of

southern Indian Lalie, the minimum level at Notigi, rhe maximum rate of discharge from

Notigi, the maximum level of Footprint l¿ke, and the maximum rate of change of the level of

Footprint Lake (see Appendix D). At least two weeks notice ís required for any change in the

scheduled discharge of Notigi, and approximately four weeks is required for the effect of a

change in discharge to reverse the downwa¡d trend of the lake level.

The va¡iables in the winter regulation decision are: when to make the change ìn

discharge at Notigi, how much to cha¡ge it by, ancl, the rate at which to change it. The mte of

change is govemed by the maximum rate of change allowed and by the rate of change allowed

for the level of Footprint Lake. The time and magnitude of the change are govemed by the

minimum levels of sourhem Indian Lalie and Notigi, and the maximum level of Footprint

Lalie. 
. 
The minimum level at Notigi govems only occasionally, since an additional four feet of

draw down at Notigi was granted under the yearly approvals. The ma,ximum level of Footprint

Lake only governs occasionally when total inflow to Footprint Lake is higher than normal. so

the minimum level of Southem Indian Lake govems the maþúty of the time.

The winter simulation period begins between Nov. I and 15 and ends in May þst

before the spring freshet begins. Through the winter simulation period it is æsumed that Missi

Falls is discharging its typical flow (see Table 6). The dìscharge at Notigi is maintained at the

rate that it actually was discharging on the fust day of the simulation until a decrease in the

discharge is required to keep Southern Indian Lake above the minimum limit. The first day of

the simulation period was chosen so that the dìscharge value would be representative of the

average discharge through the fall.
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It appears that the level of southem India¡ Lake is the primary goveming constraint of

the chu¡chill River Dversion. The rnaximum levels imposed by the lnterim License at the city

of rhompson, which is downst¡eam of Footprint Lake do not seem to govem decisions for

winter or summer (1Ìom observation of the discharge and la-lie level records of Southem lndi¿ur

Lake, Notigi, Missi Fails, and the Bumtwood River at Thompson). The total amount of inflow

to southem Indian Lake during the simulation period governs the reguìation occasionally.

During a very dry summer the lake level may never reach the maximum limit. During a very

wet winter or when the spring freshet is early, the lake level may never reach the minimum

limit. since southern Indiârì l¿ke and the churchill River Diversion is part of the larger hydro-

power production system of Manitoba Hydro, it ìs reasonable to expect the larger system

requirements to sometímes govem or at le¿ìst infuence the operation of Southem Indjan Lake,

but the larger system requirements do not appear (from observation of the discharge and lake

level records of southem Indian Lake, Notigi, and Missi Falls) to influence the operation

significantly.

The Interim License, the Northem Flood Agreement, and, soon, a settlement with the

Nelson House Band will const¡ain the operation of the Churchill River Diversion. Lake level

and flow consüaints a¡e summarized in Appendix D. over the years, Manitoba Hydro has

made requests to deviate from the licensed constraints by specific amounts for specific periods

of time. The 1993194 approval for augmented flows is relatively typical of approved deviations

over the years. The Northem Flood Agreement (1977) places a const¡aint on the level of

Footprint Lake at Nelson House downstream of the Notigi control structure and provides for

a¡bitration and claim processes for any adverse effects of the altere.d levels and flows due to the
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chu¡chll River Diversion. A more specific settlement with the Nelson House Band is

expected, and a likely set ofthese constrai¡ts is also contained in Appendix D. The difference

with these constraints is that specific amounts ofcompensation are attached to tìem.

4.5.3 Benefits and Penalties Modelling

The benefits of operating the churchll River Diversion and regulating southem Indian

Lake come from the hydro-power which is produced from the diverted flow which was

estimated to be worth approximately $100,000 per 1000 cfs months in the wi¡ter and $40,000

per 1,000 cfs months in the summer @rouir¡ 1994). The rate of $40,000 per 1000 cß months

was applied to all discharge from Notigi during the summer simulation period. The rate of

$100,000 per 1000 cß months was applied to the volume ofwater put into storage in Southem

Indian Lake during the summer simr.rlation period since this volume could 6e ¡eleased later

during the winter,

No schedule for compensation is specified fo¡ violation of the constrai¡ts named in the

Interim Licerse or in the yearly renewed approvals to deviate from the License. Violations a¡e

normally considered ruìacceptable by the office of the Minister of the Environment and

generally by those atrected in the local a¡ea, Violation of constraints is embarrassing to officials

of l\{anitoba Hydro and it corfd prompt litigation from native Bands or jeopardize approvals

for deviations from the licensed operating constraints in the future. These a¡e very real

concems since there have been 3,565 claims by individuals a¡rd 161 claims by Bands between

1979 nd 1993, and over 116.6 mifion dolla¡s in compensation and remedial measures have

been provided by Manitoba Hydro (4lst Annual Report, 1992). T]ne average vaJue of the
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annual approvals for extended ranges of operation is estimated to be $3 million (Gunter, lgg0).

The economic penalties for violating any of ttrese constraints was set very high in the model to

reflect the risk involved. The results of the modelling are not sensitive to the amount used for

the penalty. The penalty was ser high enough to make the regulation model avoid it, so ¡hat the

penalty is not incuned. The difference with the propoæd consûaints on Footprint Lake is that

compensation is specified if they are violated. The compensation is simply $5000 per foot per

day that the water level exceeds the limlt, or that the rate of change of water level exceeds the

limit. These proposed constraints and compensations were adopted for the regulation model

since it is the best estimate of economic impacts available.

compensation must be made for damage to geese nesting sites if the discharge from

Missi Falls exceeds 5,000 cfs during the last week of May and the month of June. Geese nest

in the reeds and bulrushes nea¡ the water's edge, and once the eggs are laid they cannot be

moved to higher ground to escape rising water levels. In a study ttrat M. Drouin was awa¡e of,

geese were compensated at a rate of $50 each. M. Drouin estimated that a maximum of

20,000 geese would be affected. He ajso estimated that nesting sites began to be tlueatened at

a discharge rate of 5,000 cfs and that all nesting sites would be affected at 20,000 cfs with a

linear relationship between these two points.

These benefits and penalties were used to evaluate the net benefit of the regulation of

Southem Indian l¿ke.
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4.5.4 Running of the Model

The summer and winte¡ computer simulation models were developed using

equations and data which Ma¡itoba Hydro uses in its operations of the churchill River

Diversion. The models used estimates of the i¡flows and outflows to deten1ìine the

storage and elevations of each composite lake. The regulation simutation ran up to fifly

different regulation scenarios, calculating the net benefit of each, in order to find the best

discharge schedules for Notigi and Missi Falls. A set of rules written into the regulation

program incorporated all the constraints discussed as well as logic which adjusted the

va¡ious decision parameters in orde¡ to seek out the best solution by trial and error. see

Appendix E for a flowchart of the hydraulic and regulation simulation program.

To run the simulation, the starting erevations of each lake must be given, and the

inflows and discharges from Missi Falls and Notigi must be known fo¡ each day. In a

forecasting mode, the same i¡formation must be given, except that the inflows will be an

estimate of the flows expected, and the discharges from Notigi and Missi Falls are the

proposed discharges. Making allowances for uncertainty in the forecast inflows ald in the

culTent lake level reading, the discharge schedules of Missi Falls a¡d Notigi can be

adjusted to achieve the most beneficia-l results. Regulation decisions regarding the

discharge schedules of Missi Falls and Notigi are generally reviewed every two to four

weeks. The simulation of the regulation of southern Indian Lake stops every two weeks

and re-evaluates the discharge schedules. changes to the discharge schedules take effect

in two weeks, since two weeks notice of any cha:rges must be given. This simulation
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provides for on-going changes to allow for adjustrnents and corrections to regulation

decisions.

The basic assumption of the modeling of the regulation of Southem Indian Lake is

that uncertainty in data causes the decision maker to be conservative to account for that

uncertainty. uncertainty is accounted for by making decisions based on the range that the

data is expected to be within. The measurement of the lake level is the data which is of

primary interest, but the uncertainty of the forecast inflows was also investigated as it was

thought that gross uncertainty in a forecast may obliterate the effect of the uncertaintv of

the lake levels.

The uncertainty of the forecast inflows was investigated by first examining the

range of inflows to Southem Indian Lalce that have been experienced historically. Table 7

contains the statistics on the i¡flows to southem lndian Lake during the summer a¡d.

winter simulation periods. From the years of record available, dry, average, and wet years

were chosen for summer and wìnter simulation (see Table 8). This was done to

investigate and account for the difference that the amount of inflow makes to the

regulation ald fhereby to the worth of the lake level data. Table 7 shows that the relative

range of inflows experienced, shown by the ratio of the maximum to mean and the

minimum to mean, is slightly higher for the winter than for the summer.
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Table 7

Statistics of the Average Rate of Inflow

to Southem Indian Lake for the vea¡s 1977 to 1992

Table 8

Average Rate of Inflow to Southem Indian Lake

for the Yea¡s Chosen for Simulation

Summer (May I to July 31) Winter (Aug. 1 ro April 30)

Mean

Maximum

Minimum

Maximum/Mean

Minimum/Mean

37,400 ct's 29,700 cfs

47,100 cfs 43,300 cfs

29,800 cfs 20,700 cfs

1.3 1 ..5

0.70.8

Summer (May I to July 3 1) Vr'inrer (Aug. I to April 31)

Dry - 1991

Average - 1988

Wet- 1986

29,800 cfs

34,100 cfs

46,400 cfs

Dry - 1990191

Average - 1987/88

Wet - 1986/87

20,700 cfs

26,600 cfs

31,300 cfs
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The uncertainty of the forecast inflows was next investigated by basing regulation

decisions on imperfect forecasts to find the safety margins, or hedges, required so that the

constraints of the levels of Southern India¡r Lake, Notigi, and Footprint Lake would not be

violated. For each of the years chosen for simulation, the jnflows were multiplied by 0.7

or by L4 to get an imperfect forecast which would make the regulation fhe most difficult,

i.e. in summer, a low forecast would result in the level of Southem Indian Lake rising

faster towards the maximum level, than expected. By making regulation decisions based

on a lower ma,rimum level of southem Indian Lake, Notigi, and Footpúnt Lake, a safety

margir is introduced. The appropriate safety margin to guard against the worst expected

forecast was found by trial and enor.

The uncertainty of the lake levels was investigated first by finding the safery

marg,in associated with imperfect Iake level data in a simila¡ ma¡ner as was done with

imperfect forecasts. The appropriate safety margin, for the ma.rimum level of southem

Indian Lake, used for regulation decisions, was found by trial and error for expected

ranges of uncertainty of lake level data of plus or minus 0.1,0.2,0.3, and 0.4feet.

The uncertainty of the lake levels was then investigated with the effect of uncertain

forecasts. The safety margins for imperfect forecasts was held constant for a particular

simulation year, while the accuracy of the forecast was varied between 0.7 and 1.4 times

the historical actuai inflow, for successive runs. The effect of the economic i-urpact of the

uncertainty of the lake level data is the effect of the safety margin required because of the

uncertainty, hence, the simulation was run with the safety margins found fo¡ lake level
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gauge uncertainty. For each combination of inflow t'orecast and lake level gauge safety

margins, the simulation was run and the net benefit of the diverted flows was calculated.

4.5.5 Results of the Model

The net benefits of the flow diverted for combinations of inflow tbrecasts and lalie

level gauge uncertainty safety margins, are presented in Tables 9 through r3 and Figures 3

through 12 for each of the simuration periods. In the tables, each row is for a different

inflow forecast and each column is for a diffe¡ent lake level uncertainty. For example, a

ratio of forecast to actual inflow of 0.7 means that the forecast used in the simulation

predicted only seventy per cent of the inflow that actually occurred. A lake level

uncertainty of 0.4 mea¡rs that a safety margin to account for a lake level data accuracy of

plus or minus four tenús of a foot was used in the si¡nulations. Missing from the tables is

the wet year of the winter of 1986187, since the regulation was found to be insensitive t'
the uncertainty of the lafte level gauges. The inflow during the winter of t9g6/g7 was so

high that Southem India¡ Lake could not be drawn down to its minimum revel.

The prot of the rows from the tabre of results is the relationship of net benefits to

lake level uncertainty which is what this study is seeking. The problem of finding this

relationship is in determining the effect of other factors on it, such as the magnitude of the

lake level uncertainty, the disuibution of inflow throughout the simularion period, the total

inflow during the period, and the forecast of the inflow. This is why the analysis incrudes

more than one ye¿ìr for simulation, a range of lake level uncertainty, different amounts of

total inflow, i.e. wet, average, and dry years, and different i¡flow forecast accuracies. The
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effects of the total inflow and the distribution of the inflow during the simulafion period

may be taken into account by averaging the results from the three summer years ald

averaging the results from the two winter years.

Table 9

Net Benefit of the Regulation of Southem Indian Lake (gx 106)

Ratio of

Forecast

to Acfual

Inflow

Summer 1986 - Wet

Lake Level Uncertainty (feet)

Average Benefit

to Uncertainty

Rate

($Millior/0.lft)0.40.30.20.r0.0

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.2

1.4

10.916 11.016 10.829 10.652 10.806

tr.39t 11.211 10.806 10.85ó 10.863

10.879 10.806 10.709 10.560 10.41 I

9.906 9.942 9.814 9.7 r1 9.584

8.123 8.019 7.942 7 .826 7.701

6-601 6.523 6.443 6.364 6.284

0.028

0.132

0.117

0.081

0.106

0.079

Average: 0.090
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Table l0

Net Benefit of the Regulation ofSouthern Indian Lake (gx106)

Table 1 1

Net Benefit of the Regulation of Southern Indian Lake (gx 106)

Ratio of

Forecast

to Actual

Inflow

Summer 1988 - Average

Lake Level Uncertainty (feer)

Average Benefit

to uncertainty

Rate

($Milliott/0.1ft)o.40.30.20.10.0

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1.2

1.4

r 1.834 10.090 9.263 9.942 9.850

10.150 9.995 9.'/72 9.772 9.570

9.982 9.894 9.864 9.793 9.130

9.720 9.690 9.629 9.536 9.458

8.526 8.428 8.325 8.269 8.073

6.806 6.757 6.103 6.664 6.566

0-496

0.t45

0.063

0.066

0.113

0-060

Average: 0.151

Ratio of

Forecast

to Actual

I¡flow

Summer 1991 - Dry

Lake Level Uncertainty (feet)

Average Benefit

to uncertainty

Rate

($Million/O.1ft)0.40.30.20.10.0

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

1,.2

1À

9.315 9.291 9.247 8.931 9.500

9.430 9.538 9.722 9.544 9.399

9.888 9.821 9.779 9.704 9.639

9.775 9.69'/ 9.661 9.531 9.429

8.328 8.23'1 8.185 8.026 .7.922

6.985 6.890 6396 6.645 6.586

-0.046

0.008

0.063

0.087

0.102

0.100

Average: 0.052
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Table 12

Net Benefit of the Regulation of Southem Indian Lake (gx 106)

Tabte 13

Net Benefit of the Regulation of Southem India¡ Lake (gx 106)

Ratio of

Forecast

to Actual

Inflow

Winter 1987/88 - Average

Lake Level Uncertainty (feet)

Average BenefÌt

to uncertainty

Rate

($Million/O.1ft)0.40.30.20.10.0

0.7

0.9

1.0

1.2

1.4

16.854 16.854 16.854 16.854 16354

18.036 18.036 18.036 t7.992 n.gg2

18.383 18.340 18.294 18.298 18.252

I 8.215 18.000 17 .421 18.142 17 .843

r 8.363 18.271 18.349 18.283 18.273

0.000

0.01r

0.033

0.093

0.023

Average: 0.432

Ratio of

Forecast

to Acfual

Inflow

Winter 1990/9i - Dry

Lake Level Uncertainty (feet)

Average Benefit

to Uncertainty

Rate

($Million/O.1ft)0.40.3o.20.10.0

0.7

0.9

1.0

1.2

1.4

13.082 12.886 t2.841 t2.706 12.519

14.09t 13.875 13.764 13.678 13.585

14.320 14.155 14.03t 14.017 13.841

13.930 13.824 13.841 13.754 13.588

t4.273 14.149 14.062 13.904 14.383

0.r41

0.127

0.120

0.086

-0.028

Average: 0.089
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From examination of tables 9 through 13 and the plots of simulation results,

Figures 3 through 12, a number of observations and simplifications can be made.

From all the simulation periods it can be observed that the net benefit tends to

decrease as the lake level uncertainty increases. Most exceptions to this occur for the

summer simu.lations where the forecast infow is 0.7 of the actual inflow. since the

expected inflow is less than the actual inflow the lake level rises more than expected

during each two week reguration period. The unexpected rise can be controned by

releases from Notigi and spills from Missi Falls. when spilling from Mssi Falls is

required, the net benefit of regulation will be significantly different from a similar

simulation where spilJing was not required, likely resulting in the anomalies observed in

the net benefits for an inflow fo¡ecast of 0.7.

In the summer simurations the net benefit generally increases as the ¡atio of

forecast to actual i¡flow decreases, which results in the lake level rising closer to its

maximum acceptable level, The exceptions occur for low i¡flow forecasts as discussed

above.

In the wi¡ter simulations a high ratio of forecast to actual i¡.flow resultsjn the lake

level falling more than expected during each two week regulation period. This results in

the lake approaching closer to its minimum acceptable limit but may result in a mo¡e

drastic reduction ofthe discharge from Notigi to control the lake level. The results ofthe

winte¡ simulations show a tendency of increasing net benefits with increasing rates of

forecast to actual inflow, but the trend is not a clear one



A helpful simplification is that the rerationship of net benefir to lake revel

uncertainty is independent of the forecast accuracy. This follows from observing that the

plots of net benefit versus lake level uncertainty have simila¡ slope regardless of the

fo¡ecast accuracy. Another helpful simplification is that the relationship of net benefit ro

lal<e level uncertainty is independent of the magnitude of the lake level uncefiainty. This

follows from observing that the plots of net benefit versus lake level uncertarnty are

generally linear. Anomalies may be due to the problems discussed above or may be

associated with simulating regulation decisìons using two week time steps, usi¡g fixed

steps of discharge, strict if-then logic, or may be due to undetected errors in the regulation

logic.

Si¡ce the rate of change of net benehts with respect to lake level uncertainty is

appargntly independent of forecast inflows and magnitude of uncertainty of lake levels, it

should be possible to estimate a single rate of benefit to uncefainty which reflects the

average rates found for the simulation periods and which reflects the representativeness of

the simulation periods. The right hand column in the tables, the average benefit to

uncertainty rate, is the average slope of the line when net beneflts afe plotted against lake

l"ua1 u¡çs¡tainty. These values may be used to aid in determining an overall avemge rate.

The simulation periods for the summer reflect an average rate of $100,000 per

tenth of a foot of lake level accuracy. The simulation years chosen are fairly

representative. Historically, the level of southern Indian Lake was significantly lower than

the maximum level in 1987 and in 1990, indicating that something other tha¡r the lake level

govemed the regulation in those years.
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The simulation periods for the winter reflect an average rate of $40,000 per tenth

ofa foot of lake level accuracy when the mte of zero for the winter of l9g6lg7 is included.

Historically, the level of Southern Indian La.ke was significantly higher than the minimum

level in 1984, perhaps due to high inflows. During many winters, high levers of Footprint

Lake coincided with a reduction in discharge from Southern Indian Lake, but southem

Indian Lake was still drawn down close to its minimum level.

Each year, the uncertainty of lake levers impacts both the summer and winter

regulation of southern Indian Lake, so it woul<i seem that the rate of change of net

beneËrts with respect to lalie level uncertainty for a yeat is the sum of the rates for the

summer and winter. This may not be completely true because the benefits of summer

regulation are largely from storing water which will be released during the winter. There

may be some dependence of realizing summer beneflts on the pedormance of the winte¡

regulation. The sum of the average summer a¡d winter rates, ffom the simulations, is

$140'000 per tenth of a foot. Reducing the yearry rate by about thirty percent to

$100'000 per tenth of a foot wourd seem reasonable to account for possibre

interdependence of realìzing winter a¡d summer benefits and to account for occasional

years when the level of Southern Indian Lake does not govem reguration decisions.
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4'6 Economic Impact of an rncrement in the Data coÌection Network of s,I.L,

From simulations of the regulation of southem Indian Lake, economic benefits

were related to the uncertainty of the data. uncertainty of the data was related to the set

or subset of gauges.used through statistical analysis. The simulations idenrified a value of

$100,000 per tenth of a foot, per yea¡, for the uncertai¡ty of the lake level data. The

aralysis of the existing gauge data identified a standard deviation for each combi¡ation of

gauges and the probability of failu¡e for each gauge. These results are to be applied to

scenarios to show how the economic impact of making a change to the data collection

network can be calculated.

when a change is made in a data collection network, there w r be a change in the

accuracy of the lake level, measured by the standard deviation. Assuming that the

distriþution of lake level measurements is normally distributed, ggTa or a measurements

will fall within 2.576 sta¡ldard deviations of the "true,' lake level. 99zo confidence limits

were chosen because it was understood that violating lake level conshaints was

unacceptable to Manitoba Hydro and that therefore Manìtoba Hydro would have to use

high confidence limits for the expected range that the actual lake level could be within.

when a gauge is discontinued, fa s, or is added to a network, the accuracy of the

network cha.nges accordingly. The economic impact of the change in accuracy, over a

period of a year, can be found by murtiprying the change in accuracy of the retwork by

$100,000 per tenth ofa foot, per year, which was found from the simulation.
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Example. Discontinuing the gauge at Missi Falls from the existing network.

Standard deviation of existing network. O.|Zsjg

Accuracy range of existing network (2.576 x standard deviation): 0.066ft

Standard deviation of network without Missi Falls gauge: 0.03g05

Accuracy range of network without Missi Falls gauge

(2.576 x standa¡d deviarion). 0.099fr

Change in accuracy: 0.032ft

Economic impact ofchange in range ofaccuracy

($100,000 per tenth ofa foot x change in accuracy): $3l,582/year

when a change is made in a data collection network, there will aiso be a cha¡se in

the reúability of the nerwork due to the probability of failure of each of *. ,u,lr.,
Essentially, the impact ofa gauge failing is the same as discontinuing the gauge, resurtìng

in a change of accuracy of the network. The probability ofa gauge failing multiplied by

the economic impact of discontinuing the gauge, calculated as outrined above, gives the

economic impact of the reliability ofthat gauge. This is referred to later as the reliabi.lìty

cost.

Example:

The probabilty of the gauge at Mssi Falls failing: 15.6%

Economic impact of discontinuing the Mssi Falls gauge. $3l,Sï2/year

Economic impact of the reliability of the gauge at Missi Falls:

þrobabilify x economic impact) $4,916/year



In a netrvork' it is possible to have more than one gauge fa at a time. on southem

lndian Lake up to three gauges have failed at one time. To find the economic impact of

the reliabilit¡ or, the 'reliability cost', the probability of each gauge and combination of

gauges failing is multiplied by the economic impact due to the loss in accuracv of the

remaining nefwork; see Table 14,

Table 14

Example of Calculating the Reliability Cost of a Network

No. Gauge Name Probability of Failure
1 S.I.L. Vllage O.OZ\íZO
2 South Bay 0.023653
3 Missi Falls 0.155648
4 Opachuana 0.021168

Remaining Probability Std. Dev. Accuracy Change in
Gauges ofCase ofGauge Accuracy

in Nefwork Occurring Data

Change in Cost of
Benefits Un¡eliable

Gauges

0.02t17 0.02909
0.42t52 0.02590
0.15565 0.03805
0 02365 0.02842
0.00329 0 03959
0.00050 0.03790
0.00368 0.04327
0 00046 0.03373
0.00335 0.04282
0.00051 0.03396
0 00008 0.04700
0.00007 0.04600
0.00001 0.06800
0.00008 0.06100

0.000002 NA

0.067 -0.0003 _$283 _$

0.098 -0 032 -$31,582 _$4,91

0.073 -0.007 _s6,.775 _$16
0.102 -0.036 -$35,549 _$11
0.098 -0.031 -$31,195 _$16

0 111 -0 045 -544,874 -5165
0.087 -0 020 -s20,453 _$ç

0110 -0.044 -$43,869 _$141

0.087 -0 02t -s21,046 _$11

0.t27 -0,0s5 -s54,637 _$4

0 118 -0.052 -$s2.061 _$4

0.17s -0.109 -$108,733 _$1

0.157 -0 091 -$90.701 _s



The probability of two or more gauges failing at the same time was carcurated by

assuming that the probabilities calculated for each gauge faüing are independent and can

therefore be combined without having to calcurate conditional probabilities. It is

recognized that gauge failures are likely related to some degree, sirce some causes of

gauge failure would be experienced at the same time by all gauges, for instance, severe

temperatures. Since the additional information to analyze the time dependence and

interdependence of gauge failure was not readily available, the simpler approach of

assuming independence allowed the calculation of the probability of two independent

events occurring simultaneously to be calculated as the product ofthe probability of each

occurring individually.

To calculate the economic impact of a change in the data collection network, the

u..u.uty and the reliabilþ cost of the existing nefwork must be calculated so that they

can be compared to those ofthe changed network. Next, the accuracy and the reliability

cost of the changed network must be calculated. The economic impact of the change in

accuracy and the change in reliability cost can be summed to find the total economic

impaø of changing the network. The economic impact can be compared to the change in

costs of data collection using marginal benefit cost ¡atios. when networks are expanded,

the benefit is the economic impact of the change in data a¡d the cost is the additiona.l cost

of collecting data. when networks a¡e ¡educed, the benefit is the savings in the cost of

data collection and the cost is the economic impact of having less data. Examples of the

benefit-cost ¡atio calculations follow in the analysis offour network change scenarios. In
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these scenarios the salvage value from discontinuing a gauge is zero because Manitoba

Hydro does not own the gauges.

4.6.1 Scenario I

The first scenario considered is discontinuing one or more of the four existing

gauges on Southern Indian Lake. The economic impact of discontinuing a gauge is

dependent on the gauge(s) discontinued, since each gauge contributes differently to the

accuracy of the network. The economic impacts for discontinuing any possible

combination of gauges can be found in Tabre 15. The calcurations of the changes in

accuracy and reliabilþ cost can be found in Appendix F.

when a gauge is discontinued, the benefit is the savings ofthe operatiag cost of

the gauge a¡d the cost is the reduction in hydro-power production due to poorer lake level

data A marginal benefit-cost ratio greater than one indicates that the inc¡emental

economic benefits a¡e greater than the incremental economic costs of the action.

Discontinuing the gauge at s.I.L. v lage has a marginal benefit cost ratio of geater than

one, indicating that this gauge should be discontinued based on the economic impact it has

on the regulation of southem Indian Lake. It is recognized that there may be other

benefits of this gauge, such as future development, public relations, and settling disputes

with the citizens of s.LL. Village which may require the continued operation of this

gauge The marginal benefit cost ratio of the other gauges are less than one, indicating

that these gauges should not be discontinued. The marginal benefit cost ratio of ze¡o for
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Table 15

Marginal BenefilCost Ratio of Discontinuing

One or More Gauges on Southem India¡ Lake

Notes

Case (1) is under current operatìng cost sharing agreements.

Case (2) is if the total operating cost was bom by Manitoba Hydro.

The benefit of dìscontinuing a gauge is the reduction in operating cost of that gauge.

The cost of discontinuing a gauge is the reduction in hydro-power production it

causes.

Benefit Benefit

(l) (2)

Cost B/C BIC
Ratio Ratio
(1) (2)

S.I.L. Village
South Bay
Missi Falls

S.I.L. Village and South Bay
I.L. Village and Missi Falls
I.L. Village and Opachuana

Bay and Missi Falls
Bay and Opachuana

issi Falls and Opachuana

S.I.L. Vìllage, South Bay, Missi Falls
South Bay, Missi Falts, Opachuana

.L. Village, South Bay, Opachuana
I.L. Village, Missi Falls, Opachuana

$2,9s0 $s,900 $2,800
$o $5,900 $8,271

$5,900 $5,900 $26,s52
$5,900 $5,900 $8,128

$2,9s0 $11,800 $28,001
$8,8s0 $11,800 fi39,407
$8,8s0 $11,800 S2t,718
$s,900 $11,800 $40,324
$5,900 $r1,800 $30,769

$11,800 $11,800 $30,612

$8,8s0 s17,700 $84,958
$1r,800 $i7,700 $48,894
$8,850 $17,700 $102,990

$14,750 $17,700 $46,318

1.05 2.11
0.00 0.71

0.22 0.
0.73 0.

0.11 0.

0.19 0.3

0.10 0.21
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discontinuing the gauge at south Bay for case (1) reflects common sense, in that it is

pointless to discontinue a gauge that has no operating cost.

Table 16
Sensitivity of Marginal Benefit-Cost Ratio, Case (2),

to the Rate of Worth a¡d the Number of Standa¡d Deviations

of Worth ($/.lft) s100,000 $50,000
2.576 2 576
99% 99%

$100,000 $
of Std. Deviations 2.326 3.291

onfidence 98% 99

Discontinued

I.L. Village 2.11 4.21
0.77 t.43
0.22 0.44
0.73 1.45

o.42 0.84
0.30 0.60
0.54 1.09
o.29 0.59
0.38 0.77
0 39 0.77

0.21 0.42
0 36 0.72
0.17 0.34
0,38 0.76

¿.)J I
Bav 0.79 0

i Falls 025 0.1
0.80 0.5Opachuana

LL. Vrllage and South Bay
I.L Village and Missi Falls

0.47 0
033 0.

0.60 0.Village and Opachuana
h Bay and Mssi Falls
h Bay and Opachuana

0.32 0

Falls and Opachuana
o.42 0.

0.43 0

LL. Village, South Bay, Missi Falls o.23 0.1
th Bay, Missi Falls, Opachuana 0.40 0.

I.L. Village, South Bay, Opachuana
I.L. Village, Missi Falls, Opachuara

0.19 0.13
0.42 0

The marginal benefit-cost ratios are inversely proportional to the average benefit to

uncertainty rate a¡d to the number of standard deviations used to define the uncertainty

range ofthe lake level data (See Table 16). The fi¡st c.olumn ofbenefit-cost ratios a¡e for

the rate of worth a¡d confidence limits used throughout the analysis. The second column
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is for a reduced rate of worth and the third and fourth columns are for smaller and larger

confidence limits. The change in confidence limits cause small changes because the

number of standard deviations changes little. The change in rate of worth causes

significant changes, causing the benefit-cost ratio for three network cases to exceed one

when they had not before.

4.6.2 Scenario 2

The second scenario is of replacing the measuring equipment for. the gauge at

Missi Falls in order to improve its reliability. part of the complexity of network

optimization is that gauges can be upgraded as well as added or discontinued. The

sffength of this economic analysis is that it recognizes the attributes of individual gauges,

permi¡ting the estimation of the effect of repairing a gauge. Repairing the gauge at Missi

Fails would improve the poor failure record of the gauge. It was estimated that the

probability of failure after repair would be similar to the current probability of failure of

the other gauges, so the average of the probability of failure of the other gauges was used

for the repaired gauge (see Table 17). The sta¡dard deviation of the gauge is mostly a

function of the location of the gauge and less so of the measuring equipment, so it was

assumed that it would stay the same.
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Table I 7

Revised Probabilit.ies of Failure

Gauge: Probability of

S.LL. Village 2.2
South Bay 2.4
Mssi Falls 22

Failure (%)

2.1

The analysis offinding the benefit-cost ratios for discontinuing one or more gauges

was performed again, this time with the gauge at Mssi Falls repaired. The improvement

in the probability of failure of the gauge at Missi Falls is reflected in the analysis by a

¡eduction in the reliability cost ofany networks that Missi Falls is included in (see detailed

calculations in Appendix G). The reliabilþ cost of the four gauge network is reduced

f¡om $'s,zq¡ to $1141, a reduction of $4,602 per year. This reduction in reliability cost

causes the cost of discontinuing the gauge at Missi Falts to increase from $26,552 (in

Table 15) to $31,155 (in Table 18), a difference of $4,603 (or $4,602 with rounding

enors). Repairing the gauge at Missi Falls results in a benefit of $4,603 per year, at a cost

of $722 per year, approximated by annualizing the $9,000 equipment replacement and

labor cost over a 20 year life at a discount rate of 5%o. This results in a benefit-cost ratio

of 6,4. After the gauge at Missi Falls is repaired, the marginal benefit-cost ratios of

discontinuing gauges decrease or stay the same for alr combinations except tkee; when

the gauge at s.LL. village is discontinued, when the gauge at South Bay is discontinued,

a¡d when the gauges at S.LL. village and south Bay are both discontinued. The marginai

benefit-cost ratios of discontinuing the gauge at s.I.L. vülage increased ûom 1.05 to 2.58



Table 18

Marginal Benefit-Cost Ratio ofDiscontinuing Gauges on Southern Indian Lake

A.fter the Repair of the Gauge at Mssi Falls

B/C B/C
Ratio Ratio
(1) (2)

I.L. Village and South Bay
I.L. Mllage and Missi Falls
LL. Village and Opachuana

Bay and Missi Falls

LL. Village, South Bay, Mssi Falls
Ba¡ Missi Falls, Opachuana

I.L. Village, South Bay, Opachuana

s2,9s0 $5,900 $1,145
$0 $5,900 $7,405

$s,900 $5,900 $31,15s
ss,900 $5,900 $8,845

$2,9s0 $11,800 $23,294
$8,850 $11,800 $44,010
$8,850 $11,800 s22,096
$5,900 $11,800 944,926
$5,900 s11,800 s32,239

$11,800 $11,800 $3s,215

$8,850 $17,700 $89,560
$11,800 $17,700 $53,496
$8,850 $17,700 s107,592

st4,750 517,700 $50.920

2.58 5. 15

019 0.i9
0.67 0.6

0.13 0 51

0.18 0 37
0.34 0 3

0.40 0 53

0.22 0.33
0.08 0 16

Notes:

Case (1) is under current operating cost sharing agreements.

Case (2) is if the total operating cost was bom by Manitoba Hydro.

The benefit ofdiscontinuing a gauge is the reduction in operating cost ofthat gauge.

The cost of discontinuing a gauge is the reduction in hydro_power production it

causes.
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for existing operating costs. Increasing the reliability of the gauge at Missi Falls decreases

the worth of the gauge at s.I.L. village because the need for an addìtional reliable gauge

is decreased. In a more reliable network, the worth of the gauge at S.l.L. Villagc

decreases because the need for reliability is less and because the gauge at S.I.L. Village

contributes the least to accuracy since it is highly positively coneiated with other gauges.

The third and fourth scenarios considered are of adding a fifth gauge to the

net\¡/ork on southern Indian Lake. The third scenario is of adding a fiffh gauge to the

existing network. The fourth scenario is of adding a hfth gauge to the network after the

gauge at Missi Falls is repaired. since there are already three gauges near the south end of

Southem Indian Lake, the proposed location of the fifth gauge is near the north end of the

lake, perhaps on the westem shore, preferably in a bay sheltered from the wind (see Figure

13). ,of course, accessibility would have to be taken into account as well as other

potential uses for the data which may affect the choice oflocation.

The sta¡dard deviation of the data would probably be most similar to the gauge at

Missi Falìs due to its proximity, so the proposed north end gauge was assigned the same

value.

The correlations of the proposed north end gauge to the other gauges were

estimated by observìng the relationship between the locations of existing gauges and their

conelations (see Figure 14). The cor¡elations of the proposed north end gauge to the

three southem gauges would likely be similar to the conelations between the gauge at

Missi Falls and the three southern gauges but perhaps not quite as strongly negatively

correlated since the proposed location is slightly south of Missi Falls. The correlation
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between the proposed north end gauge and the Missi Falls gauge will likely be strongly

positively correlated just as the gauges at S.LL. Village and South Bay are.

The probability of failure of the proposed north end gauge wourd probably be

similar to the probabilities of failure of the thee gauges at the southern end of the lake.

The average of the probability of failure ofthe tkee southern gauges, 0.022, was used for

the north end gauge. This value is the same as that used for the repaired gauge at Mìssi

Falls.

4.6.3 Scenario 3

when the north end gauge is added to the existing network, the accuracy of the

network changes from plus or minus 0.0664 feet to 0.0596 feet (see Appendix H for

detaileä calculations) which results in a benefit of $6,g26 per year ($100,000 per tenth ofa

foot). The reliability cost ofthe network changes from $5,743 to $3,i04, which is $2639

per year in expected benefits from inc¡eased reliability. The benefit of adding the north

end gauge is $9,465 per year. The cost of adding the north end gauge is an additional

$5,900 per year for operating costs and sr,765 per year to cover the capital cost of

insta.lling the gauge, for a tota.l cost of $7,665 per year. (The cost of installation is

$22'000, which includes all equipment and labor as well as a helicopter pad for access.

$1,765 is the equivalent annual cost assuming a twenty year life and a five per cent

discount rate.) The marginal benefit-cost ratio is 1.23. since it is greater than zero it is

beneficial to add the north end gauge to the existing network.
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The analysis for discontinuing one or more gauges from this modified network \¡r'as

performed again to check the effects that adding the north end gauge has on the network

(see Table 19 and also Appendix H). The benefit of dìscontinuing the north end gauge is

the benefrt of not having to incur the operating cost or the installation cost of it. The

marginal benefit-cost ratio of discontinuing the north end gauge is 0.g 1, which rs the

inverse of 1.23, and indicates that the north end gauge, by itself, should not be

discontinued. The benefit-cost ratio of discontinuing the gauge at Missi Falls has

increased while the ratio for all others has decreased, inclLrding the ratio for the gauge at

S'1.L. village. The addition of the north end gauge has decreased the worth of the gauge

at Missi Falls, as expected. A¡ additional result is that the worth of the southem gauges

increases, due to their value in balancing out an additional north end measurement. For

curIeq.t operating cost sharing agreements, case (1), all benefitcost ratios are less than

one, so it is beneficial to retain all gauges. For case (2), where Manìtoba Hydro bears the

fulI operating cost of all stations, the highest benefit-cost ratio of 1.g indicates that

discontinuing the gauge at s.I.L. would yield the g¡eatest benefit. The other benefit-cost

ratio greater than one is l.l1 and indicates that it would be less beneficial but stiìl

worthwhile to discontinue the north end gauge and the gauge at s.I.L. village. It is

interesting to note for case (2) that if the gauge at s.I.L. village can be disconti¡ued, the

north end gauge should not be added, but if the gauge at s.LL. viltage must be retained

for other purposes, it is beneficial to add the north end gauge.
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Table 19

Marginal Benefi¡cost Ratios of Discontinuing Gauges on southem Indian Lake

After Adding a Fifth Gauge (Missi Falls Gauge nor repaired)

Discôntinued:

Benefit Benefit
(1) (2\

ar)

$23.600

Cost B/C Rârio B/C Rario

North End
S.I.L. Village
South Bay
Missi Falls

$7,66s $7,665
s2,950 $s,900

$0 s5,900
$s,900 $5,900
$5,900 s5,900

$r3,565 $ 13,56s
$r0,615 $ r3,565
$13,s65 $ r3,565
5't,66s $ 13,565

s r 1,800 $r 1,800

$s,900 gl1,800

$5,900 911,800
$8,850 S I 1,800

$8,850 $l1,800
$2,9s0 $11,800

$ 19,4ó5 $ 19,465
$13,565 $ 19,4ó5

$13,565 $ 19,4ó5
s16.515 519,465
$16,5r5 $ 19,4ó5

$10,615 $ 19,,1ó5

$r r,800 $ 17,?00
$14750 $ l?,700
$8,850 $ 17,700
s8,850 $ 17,700

$19,465 525,365
$22,41s $2s,365
$r6,515 $25,365
$16,515 $25,365

LL. Village and North End
issi Fâlls ând North End

South Bay and Nonh End
Missi Falls and Opachuana

Bay and Opachuana
Bay and Missi Falls

S.I.L. Villa-se and Opachuana
S.I.L. Village and Missi Falls
S.l.L. Village and South Bay

Missi Falls, Opachuana, North End
Bay, Opachuana, North End
Bay, Missi Faìls, Nonh End
Village, Opachuana, North End

I.L. Villâge, Missi Falls, North End
I.L. ViUage, Sourh Bay, Nofih End

South Bay, Missi Falls, Opachuana
.I.L. Village, Missi Falls, Opachuana
.I.L. Village, South Bay, Opachuana

Village, South Bay, Missi Falls

S.Bay, Missi Falls, Opach., N.End
S.I.L. Village, Missi, Opach., N.End
S.I.L. Village, S.Bay, Opach., N.End

.I.L. Village, S.Bay, Missi, N.End
,I.L. h.

sr4,955 0.91 0.91
$12.265 0.87 l.l r

s36,018 0.38 0.38
$t7;736 0.43 0.
$18,460 0.64 0.

$9,465 0.8 r 0.8 I

$3,277 0.90 I

$9,584 0.00 0
$ 10,456 0.56
$ t3,582 0.43 0.4

$36,969 0.16
$ 18,257 0.32 0.65
s28,894 0.31 0.41
$ 13,363 0.66 0.88
924,915 0,t2

$40,078 0,49 0.

$40,235 0.34
$49,789 0.27
$24,357 0.68
$42,046 0.39 0.

ana

ana ând Nofth End

$30,ó39 0.35 0
$33,823 0.35 0
$25,ó15 0.58
979,9t t 0.1 I 0.2
$28,503 0.3 r

$51,533 0.38 0.

$87,597 0.19
s 105,629 0.14 0.2

$48,957 0.46 0.52
$105,629 0.16 0.24
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4.ó.4 Scenario 4

When the north end gauge is added to the network after repairing the gauge at

Missi Falls, the accuracy ofthe network changes ÍÌom plus or minus 0.0664 feet to 0.0596

feet (the same as for the previous scenario) which results in a benefit of s6,g26 per year

($100,000 per tenth ofa foot). The reliability cost ofthe network changes fiom $ 1,141 to

$1,139, which is $2 per year in expected benefits from increased reliability (see Appendix I

for detailed calculations). The reliability cost ofthe network has already been lowered by

the repair ofthe gauge at Missi Falls so the addition ofthe north end gauge has little effect

on reliability. The benefit of adding the north end gauge is $6,82g per year. The cost of

adding the north end gauge is an additional $5,900 per year for operating costs and $1,765

per year to cove¡ the capital cost ofinstalling the gauge, for a total cost of $7,665 per year

(as in the previous scenario). The marginal benefit-cost ratio is 0.g9. since it is less than

one it is not beneficial to add the north end gauge to the network after the gauge at Mìssi

Falls has been repaired.

The analysis for discontinuing one or more gauges from this modified network was

performed again to check the effects that adding the north end gauge has on the network

(See Table 20 a¡d also Appendix I). The marginal benefit-cost ratio of discontinuing the

north end gauge is 1.12, which is the inverse of 0.g9, and indicates that the north end

gauge should be discontinued. The benefit-cost ratio of discontinuing the gauge at Missi

Falls has increased while the ratio for all others has decreased, including the ratio for the

gauge at S.LL. Village as in the previous scenario.
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Table 20

Marginal Benefit-Cost Ratios of Discontinuing Gauges on Southem Indian Lake

After Repairing the Missi Falls Gauge and Adding a Fifth Gauge

Benetìr Benef,rt
( l) (2)

B/C Rario B/C Rario

End
I.L. Village

h Bay
i Falls

and North End
t.L. Village and North End
issi Falls and North End

South Bay and North End
Missi Falls and Opachuana

Bay and Opachuana
Bay and Missi Falìs

Bay, Opachuana, North End
Bay, Missi Falls, Nonh End

I.L. Village, Opachua¡a, North End
S.l.L. Viltage, Missi FaIls, North End
S.I.L. Village, South Bay, Norrh End

.I.L. Village, Missi, Opach., N.End

.I.L. Village, S.Bay, Opach., N.End

s7,665 $7,665 $6,828 r.r2 r.l
$2,950 $5,900 s3,323 0.89 l.

$0 $5,900 $9,903 0.00 0.
$5,900 $5,900 s12,421 0.47
$5,900 $5,900 $ 14,560 0.4t 0.41

$ t3,5ó5 $13,565 $15,6?1 0.87 0.8
$ 10,6 15 $13,565 57,973 L33 l.
$13,565 $13,565 $37,983 0.36 0.
$7,665 $ 13,565 514,233 0.54 0.95

$1r,800 sll,800 s20,425 0.58 0.58
$5,900 $ I 1,800 $38,165 0. t5 0.3

$13,565 S19,4ós $39,067 0.35 0
$13,565 $19,4ó5 $51,754 0.26 0.
$16,515 $19,4ó5 $22,098 0.75 O.

$16,515 $19,465 $44,01I 0.38
$10,ó15 $19,465 523,295 o.Æ

$22,41s $25,365 $50,922 0.44 0.
$16,515 925J65 $107,594 0.15 0.

. Village and Opachuana
$s,900 $l r,800 $20,222 0.29 o.
$8,850 $l1,800 $30,072 0.29 0.

Village and Missi Falls $8,8s0 $11,800 $15,128 0.58 O..l
I.L. lillage and South Bay s2.950 $ I r.800 s24,937 o.tz

Missi Falls, Opachuana. North End $19,46s $19,46s $a,043 0.46 0.

Bay, Missi Falls, Opachuana $11,800 $17,700 $3s,788 0.33 0.
.L. Village, Missi Falls, Opachuana $14,750 $17,700 $27,580 0.s3

$8,850 $17,700 $'/'7,697 0.1 IVillage, South Bay, Opachuana
I.L. Village, Sourh Bay, Missi Falls $8,8s0 $ 17,700 $30,,1ós o.2g 0.

S.Bay, Missi Fatls, Opach., N.End $ 19,.165 $25,365 $53,498 0.36

Village, S.Bay, Missi, N.End $t6,515 $25,365 $89,562 0.18
. S.Bav- Missi $14,750 $23,600 $107,594 0.14
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For case (r) it is most beneficial to discontinue the north end gauge and the gauge

at s.LL. village (the benefit-cost ratio equals 1.33). ffthe gauge at s.I.L. village cannot

be discontinued, at least the north end gauge should be discontinued (the benefit-cost ratio

equals 1. 12)

These four scenarios demonst¡ate the ability of this method to be used fo¡

assessing the economic impact of discontinuing gauges, adding gauges, and upgrading

gauges. Many additional scena¡ios could be considered by calculating the impact that the

change has on hydro-power production and carculating the costs or savings associated

with making the change. The impact that the change has on hydro-power production is

the change in accuracy multiplied by the worth of the accuracy ($100,000 per tenth of a

foot) plus the change in the reliability cost. Accu¡acy and reliability cost are attributes of

the particular network. This method can also be used to calculate the marginal benefit-

cost ratio ofa combination of actions, which is essential for evaluating alternative plans.
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5.0 Conclusions

Investigation of the current understanding and practice for determining the

economic worth of hydrometric data produced some valuable information, however, it

was quite limited. some ingenious methods have been used for determining the worth of

data t'or plaming and design of structures. Also, the literature provicled enough

information that a general methodology could be developed for determining the economic

worth of hydrometric data used for operations. The number of responses to the

questionnaire which r.vas mailed out was disappointing. In general, very little information

could be found on the cunent understanding and practice of determining the economic

worth of hydrometric data used in the real-time operation of \¡/ater resource projects.

The general methodology developed was valuable for approaching and working

through the case study. The methodology succeeded in focusing attention on the issues

which were critical for dete¡mining economic wo¡th. The methodology is general so that

it may be applied to other ¡eal-time operations of water resource projects. The case study

demonstrated some specìfic methods which may be appropriate for other cases. The

method of measuring the accuracy of the gauges was relatively straight forward and

provided a way to estimate how changes in the network would affect the accuracy of the

network. The method of using simulations to test the sensitivity of regulation decisions to

the accuracy of data was valuable. using a sinulation to find the impact of data on an

operating decision parallels the comparison of different desips of structures to find the

impact of using different amounts of data. using simulations would seem appropnate for
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finding the economic worth of hydromefic data used in the real-time operation of other

water resource projects.

For the case study, the simulations identified a value of $100,000 per tenth of a

foot of the expected range of lake level accuracy. Four scenarios of changes to the

network were analyzed showing the capability of the method to assess expanding or

reducing a network, or upgrading an individual gauge. The following are exampres of

what was found for the lake level gauge network on Southem India¡ Lake:

o Discontinuing the gauge at s.I.L. village from the existing netwoÌk results in a

benefit-cost ratio of 1.05 under curent cost-sharing agreements but increases to 2.l l

if tìe full operating cost ìs bom by Malitoba Hydro.

. Adding a gauge to the existing network rcsults in a benefit_cost ratio of 1.23.

' Rgpairing the gauge at Missi Fa.lls and retaining the existing network results in a

benefit-cost ratio of 6.4.

o After the gauge at Missi Falls ìs repaired, adding a gauge results in a benefit-cost ratio

of 0.89.

As expected there are ampre ways that the case study courd be improved or that

the methods developed could be refined, expanded, or tested on other case studies. The

reasons behind gauge failures and dah¡m shifts need to be investigated and understood

better. The estimate of the true lake level could be improved by using a moving average

of a spatially weighted average of the levels from each gauge. The costs of operating

gauges could be improved by incorporating any maintenance, calibration, or adminisûation

costs that the user might incur. The a¡ea offering the greatest improvements is in better
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understanding of the decision structure that the data is used for, especially how

uncertainfy ìs accounted for. It would be interesting to see this case study expanded to

determine the worth of data collected at other locations on the Churchill River Diversion.

For instance, if an agreement is reached with the Nelson House Band that assigns penalties

to unacceptable lake levels, it may be worthwhile to add a second gauge at that location to

improve reliabiliry and avoid the risk of having no data. This analysis could help

determine whether another gauge really is worthwhile. since the level of Footprint Lake

is related to flows and levels measured at other points in the diversion, the concept of data

tra¡sfer would have to be considered.

The contribution of this study has been to demonstrate how the economic worth of

hydrometric data used in the real-time operation of water resource projects can be

determined. This is significant because of the absence of previous work on this specific

topic and because of the versatility of the methods demonstmted.
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Appendix A

Questionnaire and Summary of Responses
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lHE LN¡VERSN-Y OF MANITOBÂ

June 21. 1993

Use¡s Name
Address

FACULTY OF ENCTNEERfNG 3¿2 Eneineenng BuitdingDEPARTMEN"T oF crvtl ÅND cEolocrcr.L ¿NcrNEERrNc isè¡iriiìi*"
FACULTE CE\IE
oei^nleiãw'ot ct¡trE cNtL Er aEoLoGreuE #il"å:i:li"

Tel.: (204) a1r-9220
letex: 075-87?21
F¡X: (?0a) 26 t_9534

IIow much is hydrometric data worth to vou?

Dea¡ Users Name,

Your assistance is requesred in developrng a framework for assessing the worth of
hydromeric dat¿. In the face of budgerary resr¡ai¡t a strong coffiecûon must be made beween
hydrorneu-lc data ¿nd the rcsulÙ¡g economtc benefi¡s. A reyiew of the available liærarure ¡eveals
that ¡eladve measures of wo¡rh have been deveroped. for rationarùing nerwor.ks, ¿nd that the
economic worth of data has been assessed i¡ a limited way onry for specific d.at¿ uses. you¡
informa¡ion o¡ refer¡ar is needed so that a more geneÉrly applicabre framework can be
deve.loped.

This resea¡ch is part of an M.Sc. thesis under rhe di¡ection of Donald Bum, professo¡ of
civil and Georogicai Engineering, wrth the suppon of Mânitoba Hydro. Lia-rson with Maniroba
Hydro is provided by ùfr. Marc Drouin of the Reservoi¡ and Energy Resou¡ces Departrnent,
System Operanng Division.

lncluded are some questions regarding how you as a data user make decisions about dat¿
collection. Any informadon. rcsou¡ces, or refer¡als would be greatly appreciated..

S incerely,

Tim Lock
M.Sc. Ca¡didare, Civri Engneenng, Uruversrtv of Ma¡uroba
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The Worth of Hydrometric Data - euestionnaire

ur".
( ) steamflow (continuous suge reading with raring cuwe)

( ) Iake or reservoi¡ stage

( ) rainfall

( ) sediment load a¡d other warer quality measures

( ) other:

Pl.ora .-k ü. t"narul ooo.ou.h". uou (o. uou. o.*-iro,ìon) ,ra ,o urrar. ,h" *onh of do,u,

( ) benefit / cost studies, or marginal benefit / cost studies

( ) error ana.lysis (relationship between error and decision making)

( ) risk analysis (relationship between risk and accuracy or confideace level)

( ) expeÍ sysrems. Please describe:

( ) fuzzy \ogìc. Please describe:

( ) artificial iltellígence. please describe:

( ) orhen

Please elabor¿te if possibre on your currenr methods of assessing the worth of hydrometric data.

(Space is available on the back of the question-naire.)

ie. -How do you quantify rhe benefis in economic terms from each of the many uses?

-If a gauge starion is to be discontinued, how do you quanûfo the loss in benefis?

Do you wish to be informed of the ¡esults of this ¡esea¡ch (yeVNo)?

May I contact you again regarding the inlormation you have supplied (yeVNo)?

vour name

your organization
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Summary of the Eight Responses to the euestionnaire

From U.S. Arml,' Coms of Engineers:

1 rn 1992 the USACE adopted a risk ana.lysis framework for evaruation of

hydroloryrhydrar:lics and economics in flood damage reduction srudies. The respondent

believed that with the use ofeconomic risk analysis for flood damage reduction the benefits of

improved data collection could be determined. (Jser of stage, discharge, rai¡fall, and wind

data.)

2. "we do not assess the worth of hydrometric data. Hydrometric data a¡e required for the

operation a¡d maintenance of authorÞed multi-million dollar projects until the project is de-

authorized ' (User of stage, dischargg rai¡fal! a¡d sediment load data. )

3. "We do not assess worth. It (rajnfall data) is for basic resea¡ch. "

4 "No rigorous approaches a¡e used. only rough seat of the pants benefit cost analysis.,'

(User of stage, discharge, rainåll, sediment, and snow equivalent data.)

5. "ln the southwestem Division we operate in excess of 100 lakes. Hydrometric data we

obtain for the operation is a must. No economic analyses have been attempted or required to

justifr. " (User of srreamflow, lake level, rai¡fall, sedimenr, and NE)RAD data. )

From the Uta¡ State Universitv Climatolosist

6. Assesses worth of hydrometric data according to the number of requests for data by users,

and according to data quaìity, a¡d network density. (user of stage and rainfall data.)
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From the U.S. National Weather Service. Hvdrologic Resea¡ch Laboratory:

7. Hydrometeorlogical data is used to forecast water flow in rivers, Iakes, a¡d reservoi¡s for

flood damage reduction and for water management. Flood damage reduction can be estimated

in dollars. The reduction in damages accrues as a result of lengthened forecast lead times a¡d

more accurate forecasts. simila¡ benefits from water supply forecasts are anticipated. (user of

stage, discharge, rainfall, and sediment data.)

From the Ministrv of fhe Envi¡onment. Govemment of Ouebec.

8. Uses er¡or and risk analysis to assess beneñts, but no elaboration was given.
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Appendix B

Apparent Change in Local Datum (in meters)

for Eight Gauges on Lake Winnipeg for the period Jan. l, l99l to June 30, 1994

(Zeros indicate small datum shifts.

Values a¡e arranged from most negative to most positive.)
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Appendix C

Length of Periods of Missing Dara Record in Hours

Berween 1992 and 1994
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S.LL Village South Bav ODachuana Missi Falls
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Appendix D

Operational Constraints

Which Aflect the Regulation of Southem tndian Lake
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Southern Indian Lake Level

max. level: 847.0 ft (nterim License) 947.5 fr. (g3/g4 Approvaj)

min. level. 844.0 ft (Interim License) 843 0 ft (93/94 Approvai)

max. 12 mo.drawdn: 2.0 ft finterim License) 4.5 fr. (93/94 Approval)

Notigi Forebay Level

min. level: 838 0 ft (Interim License) 834.0 ft (93194 Approval)

otigi Maximum Flows

30,000 cß average weekly flow (Interim License)

35,000 cfs average weekly flow @Iay 16, 1993 - Oct. 31, 1993 Approvai)

34,000 cß average weekly flow (Nov. l, 1993-May15, 1994 Approval)

Missi Falls Minimum Flows

500 cfs minimum dudng open water period (krterim License)

I500 cß minimum during ice cover period (Interim License)
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Footprint Lake lævel at Nelson Eouse

max. level:

800.0 ft before construction of any dam Q'iorthern Flood Agreement)

802.0 ft during and after construction of a dam (lrlorthem Flood Agreement)

8000ft(1994Proposal)

min. level:

791.5 ft (1994 Proposal)

m¿¡x. rate of change of level:

Winter (Nov,I to March 31):

Increase: Decrease:

Weekly:

Monthly:

Weekly:

Monthly:

07ft

2.3 ft

1.0 ft

3.0 ft

Summer (April I to October 3l)

Increase: Decrease:

l8ft

48ft

t.4 ft

4.6 ft
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Appendix E

Flowchart of Hydraulic and Regularion Simulation program
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READ STARTING ELEVA
A¡ID DISCIIARCES.

READ hIFLOWS.

ALTER BEGIÌ${T\G
ELEVATIONS AND FORECAST

CREATE A CTIANGE IN
DISCTT{RGE SCHEDULE

RTIN SIMI¡LATION.

EVALUATE RESULTS
cAL cLTLATE B ENeFfi.S A-¡iõ'cos rs.

WRITE SI,MMARIES

rVAKE CI{ANGES TO THE TDvtE
AND AMOUNT OF CHANCE,

USINC A RULE BASE.

EVALUATED
ENOUGH

ALTERNATIVES
1
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A

CHOOSE BEST ALTERNATTVE
AND WRITE PARAMETERS

TO SIINI\{ARY EILES.

R[,T\ A 14 DAY STEP
OF TT{E SMULATTON.

IS\
SIMULATION \.JI
FIMSHED? ,/

RESET BEGIN}IING
ELEVATTONS AND DiSCHARGES.

EVALUATE S LVÍULATION RES ULTS.
CALCULATE BENEFTTS AND COSTS.

B ) G*"ì
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TO BECIN, CHOOSE AN AMOI.INT
TO CTIANGE THE DISCHARGE. AND
A TIME TO CIIANCE TTIE DISCHARG

CREATE A DISCT{ARGE SCTIEDIJ'LE
W]TH NO CFTA,NGE IN DISCHARCE

AT NOTIGI OR MiSSI FALLS.

RLINSWÍULATION.

FIND THE Tn,fE OF VIOLATION
OF MAXMI.IM SIL LEVEL.

FROM THE TTME OF VIOLATION
AND AN ESTIMATE OF THE

LAG TIME, CALCI.]'I-ATE THE
TL\{E TO CHANGE THE DISCHARGE.

FOR THE INMAL ESTTMATE
US E THE IVL{.YiMIJI,i ói{AÑbË
IN DISCTÌARCE ÅLLOWABLE.
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Appendix F

Calculations for Marginal Benefit-Cost Ratios for the Existing Nefwork

Summarized in Table 15
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Economic Evaluation
of Discont¡nuing One or Two Lake Level Gauges

on Southem lndian Lake

by Tim Lock

Gauges: '1 S t.L. Village
2 South Bay
3 tu4issi Falts
4 Opachuanâ

Feb. '1 1, 1995

Accurâcy: 2.576 x Std. DevWorth: 1000OOO fft /tear

Remaining Probabilíty Std. Dev. Accuracy Change in Change in

911s"" of Case of cauge Accuãcy Beneñs
in Network Occurring Data

(+oÊfeet) (feeÐ g/year

-0.009 -$8,501

Risk of Expected
Unreliaibe Change in
Gauges Benefts
$ryear $fear

-s8,50'f

Base Case:

Possible Cases.

2,3,4
1t4

1,2
I,J
1,4

)l
aÁ
1

2

4
none

0.02579 0.066 0.000 $0 so

0_02117 0.02909 0.075 -0.009 _$8,501 _$180
0.02152 0.02590 0.067 o.ooo _$283 _$6
0.'15565 0.03805 0.098 -0.032 _$31,582 _$4,916
0.02365 O.O2842 0.073 4.007 -S6,775 -s1600.00329 0.03959 0j02 {.036 -$35,549 -$1170.00050 0.03790 0.098 _0.031 -$31,195 _$16
0_00368 0.04321 0.111 -0.045 -$44,874 _$165
0.00046 0.03373 0.087 _o.o2o _$20,453 _$90.00335 0.04282 0.110 -0.044 _$43,869 .51470.00051 0.03396 0.087 _0.021 _$21,046 -$110.00008 0_047a0 0.121 4.055 .$54;637 _$40.00007 0.04600 0.118 _0.052 _$52,061 .$40.00001 0.06800 0175 _0.109 _$10S,733 _$1
0.00008 0.06100 0.157 _0.091 _!90,701 -s7possible ?t. jl ?l ?l ?l

Subtotat of Re¡iabitity R¡sk of possibte Cases: -$5,743

Chanoed Netwo¡k:
1,2,3 1.00000
Possible Cases:
12
I,J

'l

2

none

0.15565 0.0395e 0j02 _0.027 -$27,048 _$4,210
0.02365 0.03790 0.098 _0.023 _$22,695 _$537
0.02152 0.03373 0.087 -0.012 -$11,9s3 _s257
0.00368 0.04700 0j21 _0.046 _$46:136 .s.1700.0033s 0.04600 0.118 4,044 .$43;s6o -$1460.00051 0.06800 0.175 _O.1OO _$100,232 -Þ51possibte ?! ?l ?l ?! ?!

Subtotât of Reliabitity Rjsk of possible Cases: _$5,371 -$S,371
Less Reliability Risk of Base Case: $5,743Totat: _$8,128

Note: The words "reliability risk" should be replaced with
Îåe words "reliability cost" each time they occur.
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Remaining Probab¡lity Std. Dev.
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurring Data

Accuracy Change ¡n

Accu€cy

(+oÊfeet) (feet)

Risk of Expected
L-Jnreliaibe Change in
Gauges Benefrts
S/Yeâr $ivear

Change in

Benefts

$,ryear

Chanqed Network:
2,3,4 1_00000 0.02590 0,067 o.oo0
Possible Cases:

Chanoed Network:
1,2,4 1.00000
Possible Cases'
11

1,4

1,
2
4
none

Chanoed Network:
1,3,4 1.00000
Possible Cases:
1,3
1,4
3,4
1

4
none

-$283

-$6,784
-$491
-.!¡/ I

-$333
?l

-$8,260 -$8,260
$s,743

-$2,800

lt?l <at

-$84
-$314
-$264

-t 12
-99

-$30
?l

-$714 -5714

-q?Â 6q?

-$6,775 -$6,775

-$517
-$5,930

.öJU/
-$ 158

-s46
-$281

?l
-s7,239 -$7,239

-s8,271

-$283

3,4
2

4
non e

0.02117

0.02365
0.00329
0.00050
0.00368
possibie

o.02117
0.02365
0.o2152
0.00050
0.00046
0.00051
poss¡ble

0.02117
0.15565
0.02152
0.00329
0.00046
0.00335
poss¡ble

0.03373 0.087 -0.020 _$20J70
0.04282 0.110 4.044 -$43,586
0.03396 0.087 4.021 -$20,763
0.04600 0.118 -0.052 _s51,778
0.06800 0.175 -0.108 _$108,450
0.06100 0157 -0.090 _$90,418

?1. 2t ?t ?l
Subtotal of Reiiability Risk of possibte Cases:

Less Rel¡ab¡tity R¡sk of Base Case:
Total:

0.03805 0.098 -O.O32 _$31,582

0.03959 0.102 -0.004 -$3,967
0.04321 0.111 -0.013 _$13,292
0.04282 0.110 4.012 _$12,288
0.a4700 0.121 4.023 -$23,055
0.04600 0.118 -0.020 _$20,475
0.06100 0.157 -0.059 -$59,119

?! 2l ?1 2l
Subtotal of Ret¡ability Risk of possibte Cases:

Less Reliability Risk of Base Case:
Total:

0.02842 0.073 4.007 -$6,775

0.03790 0.098 4.024 -$24,420
0.04321 0.111 -0.038 -$38,099
0.03396 0.087 -0.014 -514,2710.04700 0j21 4.048 -$47,862
0.06800 0j75 -0.102 _$101,958
0.06100 0j57 -0.084 -$83,926

?t ?l ?l ?l
Subtotal of Reliability Risk of possible Cases:

Less Retiabil¡ty Risk of Base Case:
Total:
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Rema¡ning Probabifity Std. Dev.
Gâuges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurring Oata

Accuracy Change jn Change in Risk of Erpected
Accuracy Benefits Unrelialbe Change jn

Gauges Benefits
(+orfeei) (feet) $rVear $&ear S/Vear

Chanoed Network:
1,3 1.00000
Possible Câses:

1

2
none

1

3
none

1

4
none

0.02365
o.42152
possible

0.15565
o.02152
possible

0.02117
0.02152
possible

Chanoed Network:
1,2 1.00000
Possible Cases:

0.03959 0102 -0.036 -$35,549

0.04700 0.121 -0.019 -s19.088
0.04600 0.118 -0.017 _$.16,512

1t. ?l ?l ?l
Subtotal of Reliability Rjsk oi poss¡ble Cases:

Less Rei¡abitity Risk of Base Case:
lotal:

0.03790 0.098 -0.031 _$31,195

0.o470a 0.Q1 -0.023 -$23,442
0.06800 0.175 -0.078 -$77,538

?t . ?t ?t. ?l
Subtotal of Reliability Risk of possible Cases

Less Rel¡ability Risk of Base Case:
Total:

0.04321 0.111 {.045 _644,874

0_04700 0.121 {.010 _$9,763
0.06100 0j57 {.046 ..$45,827

?t ?t ?t ?l
Subtotal of Reliabil¡ty Risk of poss¡ble Cases:

Less Reliability R¡sk of Base Case:
Total:

-$35,549

-$451

?l
-$807 -$807

$5,743
-$30,612

-$31 ,'195

-$3,649

-$1,669
?!

-$5,317 -$5,317

-$30,769

-s44,874

-$207
-$986

2l
-$1,193 -$1,193

95,743
.s40,324

Chanoed Network:
1,4 1.00000
Possible Cases:
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Remain¡ng Probabitity Std. Dev.
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurring Data

Chanoed Network:
2,3 1.00000
Possrble Cases:
2

none

Chanaed Network:
2,4 1.ooooo
Possible Cases:

Accuracy Change in Change in R¡sk of Expected
Accuracy Benefts Unrel¡âibe Change ¡n

(+or-feet) (feeÐ $&ear frrU:t 3;::f

Chanoed Netwo¡k
3,4 1.00000
Possible Cases:

4
none

0.03373 0.087 -o.o2o -s20,453

0.04600 0.118 _0.032 _531.608
0.06800 0.175 _0,088 _$88.280

?t 2t ?t ?l
Subtotâi of Rel¡abjtity Rjsk of possjble Cases:

Less Retiability Risk of Base Case:
Total.

0.04282 0.110 4.044 -$43,869

0.04600 0.118 -0.008 _s8..192
0.06100 0.157 -0.047 -$46,832?l ?! ?l ?!

Subtotal of ReliabilÍty Risk of possible Câses:
Less Rel¡abitity Risk of Base Case:

Total:

0.03396 0.087 -0.021 _$21,046

0.06800 0.175 -0.088 _S87,687
0.06100 0.157 _o.o7o _$69,655

?! ?t ?l ?l
Subtotal of Reiiabitity Risk of poss¡ble Casesj

Less Reliability Risk of Base Case:
Total;

-$20,453

-s4,920
-$2,088

?l
-57,008 -s7,008

-$21 ,718

-$43,869

-$1,108
?l

-$1,281 -$1,281

$5,743
-s39,407

-s21,046

-$1,856
-$10,842

?t.

.s12,698 -$12,698
55,743

-$28,001

2
4
none

0.15565
0.02365
possible

0.02117
0.02365
possÍble

o.02117
0.15565
poss¡ble
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Remaìnrng Probability Std. Dev. Accuracy Change in Change in R¡sk of ExpectedGauges of Case of Gauge Accuracy Benefits Unrelialbe Change in
in Network Occurring Data Gauges Benefüs

(+or-feet) (feet) $¡Vear $!ear $ivear

Chanoed Network:
1 1.00000 0.04700 0.121 _0.055 _$54,637
Possible Cases:
none possibfe ?l ?t. ?! 7!

Subtotal of Reliability R¡sk of possibte Cases:
Less Rel¡ability Rjsk of Base Case:

Tota¡l

Chanoed Network:
2 1.00000 0,04600 0.118 _0.052 _$52,061
Possibfe Cases:
none possibfe ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Reliability R¡sk of possible Cases:
Less Reriabil¡ty Risk 

" 
t*" 

ÎnÌ;

Chanqed Network:
3 1.00000 0.06800 0.175 _0.109 _$10S,733
Possible Cases:

-$54,637

?1.

$0 $0
$5,743

-$48,894

-$52,061

$0
$5,743

-$46,318

-$ 108,733

su
s5,743

-$ 102,990

-$90,701

$0
$5,743

-s84 958

?1.

$0

?l
s0

noñê ¡ possible ?t ?t ?t. ?1.

Subtotal of Reliabi¡ity Risk of possible Cases:
Less Reiiabifity Risk of Base Case:

Total:

Chanqed Network:
4 1.00000 0.06100 0.157 _0.091 _$90,701
Poss¡ble Cases:
none poss¡ble 2l ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Reliability Risk of poss¡bte Cases: $O
Less Reliab¡lÍty Risk of Base Case:

Total:
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Gauges Discontnued:

S.l.L. Village
South Bay
Miss¡ Falls
Opachuana

S.l.L- Village and South Bay
S.l.L. Villâge and ¡r¡ss¡ Fa s
S.l.L. Village and Opachuana
South Bay and lviss¡ Falls
South Bay and Opachuanâ
Missi Falfs and Opachuana

tvlarginal Benefrt /Cost Ratio of D¡scontjnuing Gauges
on Southern lndian Lake

Benefit (1) Beneft (2)
($tear) ($/Year)

$2,950 $5,900
$0 $5.900

s5,900 s5,900
$5,900 s5,900

$2,950 $11,800
$8,850 $'11,800
$8,850 $ 11,800
$5,900 $11,800
$5,900 $11,800

$ 11,800 s11,800

Cost B/C Ratio B/C Rato
($/year) (1) (2)

$2,800
$8,271

$26,552
0.00 0.71
0.22 0.22
0.73 0.73

S.l.L. Village, South Bay, ¡,/iss¡ Fa|s $8,BSO 6'17,700
South Bay, lvlissi Falls, Opachuana S11,BOO $1Z,7OO
S.l-L. Vi¡lage, Soulh Bay, Opachuana $8,BSO $17,700
S.l.L. Village, [,íjss¡ Fails, Opachuana $14/50 $17,700

s28,001 0.11 0.42
$39 407 0.22 0.30
$21,718 0.41 0.54
$40,324 0,15 0.29
$30,769 0.19 0.38
$30,612 0.39 0.39

$84,958 0. 10 a.21
$48,894 0.24 0.36

$102,990 0.09 017
$46,318 0.32 0.38

The benefrt of discontjnuing a gauge is the reduction in operating cost ofthat gauge.
ïhe cost of discontÍnuing a gauge is the economic impact it has.
Case (1) is under current operating cost sharing agreements.
Case (2) is if the total operating costwas born by ivfanrtoba Hydro.

Probabil¡ty is the probabrlity of gauge failure ofthe gauge or gauges
(probâbiliöes are multiplied for more than one gauge)

I S.t.L. Vi age 0.02152
2 South Bay 0.023653
3 t\4issi Fatfs 0.155648
4 Opachuana 0.02i 168
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Appendix G

calculations for Marginal Benefir-cosr Ratios After Repairing the Gauge at Missi Falls

Summarized in Table l8
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Economic Evaluation
of Discont¡nuing One or More Lake Level Gauges

on Southem lnd¡an Lake
Afier Repairing the Gauge at Miss¡ Falls

Gauges:

Remain¡ng Probability Std. Dev.
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurrìng Data

by Tim Lock

1 S l.L. V¡ttage
2 South Bay
3 M¡ssi Fatts
4 Opachuana

0.02200 0.03959
0.02365 0.03790
0.02152 0.03373
0.00052 0.04700
0.00047 0.04600
0.00051 0.06800possible 2l

Feb. 11, 1995

Accuracy: 2.576 x Std Dev.
Worth: 1000OOO,ftlyear

Accuracy Change in Change in R¡sk of Expected
Accuracy Benefrts Unreliaibe Change in

Gauges Benefrb
(+or-feet) (feet) $/year ${ear Srlear

0.066 0.000 $o $o

Base Case:

Possible Cases:

1,2,4

1,2
1,3
1,4
2,3
)A
3,4
1

2

4
none

0 0.02579

0.02117 0.02909 0.075 _o.oo9 _$8,501 _$1800.02152 0.02590 0.067 O.OOO _$283 -$6
0.022ao 0.03805 0.098 _0.032 _$31,582 :$69s0.02365 0.02842 0.073 -o.oo7 _$6,775 _$160
0.00047 0.03959 0.,102 _0.036 _$35,549 _s17
0.00050 0.03790 0.098 -0.031 _$31,195 _$16
0.00052 0.04321 0.111 _0.045 _544,874 _S23
0,00046 0.03373 0.087 4.020 -$20,453 _$9
0.0oo47 0.04282 0..1 10 4.044 -$43.869 _$21
0,00051 0.03396 0.087 4.021 _$21,046 _$11
0.00001 0.04700 0.121 -O.Oss _$54,637 -$1
0.00001 0.04600 0.118 _0_052 _552.061 _$1
0.00001 0.0ô800 0.175 4.109 _$108,733 -.51
0.00001 0.06100 0.157 _0.091 _$9O,7Ol _s.1possible ?l ?l ?t ?l ?l

Subtota¡ of Ret¡ab¡l¡ty R¡sk of possrble Cases: .$1,.141

Chanoed Network:
1,2,3 1,00000 o.o29o9
Possible Cases:

4.009 -$8,501

4.027 -$27,048
4.023 -$22,695
4.012 -$11,953
.0.046 -$46,136
-0.044 -$43,560
-0.100 -5100,232

?l 1l

t,¿
I,J
)1
1

2

none

o.075

0.102
0.098
0.087
0.121
0.118
u_ t/c

)t

-$8,501

-s595
-c4ã7
-$257

-624
-çtl

7t
Subtotâ¡ of Reliab¡l¡ty Rjsk of possible Cases; _$1,48S _$1 ,485

Less Reirability R¡sk of Base Case: $1,141
TOtAt: eÞ o¡Ã

Note: The wo¡ds "reliabiliry risk" should be replaced with
the words "reliability cost" each time they occur.
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Rema¡ning Probability Std. Oev.
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurring Data

Change in Change in Rtsk of Expected
Accuracy Beneñb Unrefialbe Change in

Gauges Benelrts
(feet) $!ear $!ear S&ear

Accuracy

(+orfeet)

Chanoed Network:
2,3,4 1 00000
Possible Cases:

2
3

4
none

Chanoed Network:'1,2,4 1.00000
Possible Cases:
11

1,4
2,4
1

4
non e

Chanoed Network:
1,3.4 1.00000
Possible Cases:

0.02590 0.067 0.000 _$283

0.03373 0.087 _o.o2o _s20.170
0.04282 0.1 10 -0.044 _$43,586
0.03396 0.087 -0.a21 -$20,763
0.04600 0.118 -0.052 _$51,778
0.06800 0.175 -0.108 -$108,450
0.06100 0.157 _O.O9O _$90,418

?t ?t ?t ?t.

Subtotal of Reliability Risk of possible Cases:
Less Reliab¡iity Rjsk of Base Case

Totall

o.o38o5 0.098 -0.032 _ógr,sez

0.02117
0.02200
0.02365
0.ooo47
0.00050
0.00052
possible

0.02117
0.02365
0.02152
0.00050
0.00046
0.00051
possrble

0.03959
0.04321
0.04282
0.04700
0.04600
0.06100

')t

0.102 -0.004 _$3,967
0.111 -0.013 -$13,292
0.110 4.012 -$12,288
0.121 4.023 _$23,055
0.118 4.020 _920,479
0.157 -0.059 $59,119

?l ?t ?l
Subtotal of Rel¡ability R¡sk of poss¡bte Cases:

Less Rel¡ability Risk of Base Case:
Total:

-$283

-$427
-$959
-$491

-624
-s54
-$47

1l
-s2,0a2 -$2,002

91 ,141
-$'1 , 14 s

-s31,582

-s84

-ùzÞ4

_qo

-$30
?l

-$714 -8714
$ 1 ,141

-s31 ,1 55

-$6,775 -S6,775

-$517
-$838
-s307

-$46
-$40

?l
.$1 ,77 1 -$1 ,77 1

$1,141
-$7,405

1,3
1,4
3,4
1

4
none

o.02117
0.022a0
0.02152
0.00047
0.00046
0.00047
possible

0_02842 0.073

0.03790 0.098
0.04321 0.1 1 1

0.03396 0.087
0.04700 0.121
0.06800 0.175
0-06100 0.157

?l ?l

4.007 -$6,775

-0 .a24 -524 ,420
-0.038 -$38,099
-0.014 -$14,271
-0.048 -$47,862
-0.102 -$101,958-0.084 -$83,926

)l 1t
Subtotal of Reliab¡iity Risk of possible Cases:

Less Reliabi¡ity Risk of Base Case:
Total:
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Remaining Probab¡lity Std. Dev.
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurnng Dâta

Chanoed Network:
1,2 1.00000
Possible Cases:

Accuracy Change in Change in Rjsk of Expected
Accuracy Benefts Unreiialbe Change in

(+oÊfeet) (feet) $&ear ff::i ffi::T

Chanoed Network:
1,3 1.00000 0 03790
Possible Cases:

0.03959 0.102 -0.036 -$35,549

0.a4700 0.121 4.019 _519,088
0.04600 0. 118 4.017 _.$16,512

2l ?l ?l 2l
Subtotal of Rel¡ability Risk of possibte Cases:

Less Reliab¡lity Risk of Base Case:
Toial:

0.098 {.031 -$31,.t95

'l

2
non e

1

3
none

0.02365
0.021s2
possibfe

0.02200
0.02152
possible

-$35,54S

-s451
-s355

?l
-$807 -5807

$1, 141

-(¡'l1 ',oÃ

-s1,669
?l

-$2,184 -$2,184
$'1,141

.$32,239

-î44,87 4

-$207
-s986

?l
-$1,193 -$1,193

$ 1 ,141
*$44,926

Chanoed Network:
1,4 1.00000
Possible Cases:

0.02't't7
0.02152
possibfe

1

4
none

0.a4700 0.'121 _0.023 _523,442
0.06800 0.175 -0.078 .$77,538

?t ?t ?t ?l
Subtotal of Reliability Rjsk of poss¡ble Cases:

Less Reljability Risk of Base Case;
Tota¡;

0.04321 0.11 1 4.045 _544,874

0.04700 0.121 -O.O1o .99.763
0.06100 0.157 4.046 _545,827

?t ?l ?t ?t
Subtotal of Reliabi¡ity Risk of possible Cases:

Less Reiiability Rjsk of Base Case:
Total:
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Remaining Probabiiity Std. Dev.
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurring Data

Accuracy Change in Change in Risk of Éxpected
Accurâcy Benefrb Unret¡albe Change ¡n

Gauges BenelTts
(+or-feet) (feet) S/year $ryear $/Vear

2

none

2
4
none

0.02200
0.02365
possible

Chanqed Nelwork:
2,3 .f .00000
Poss¡ble Cases:

0.03373 0.087 _0.020 _s20,453

0.04600 0.118 -0.032 _$31,608
0.06800 0.175 4.088 -$88 280

?t 1! ?t ?!
Subtotal of Reliabiljty Risk of possible Cases:

Less Reliability Risk of Base Case:
Total:

0.04282 0.110 -0.044 _$43,869

0.04600 0.118 _0.008 _$8,192
0.06100 0.157 -0.047 _$46,832

?t ?l ?t ?l
Subtotal of Rel¡ability Risk of posstble Cases:

Less Retiab¡lity Risk of Base Case:
ïotal:

0.03396 0.087 _0.021 _$21,046

0.06800 0.175 -0.088 -$87,687
0.06100 0.157 -0.070 -$69,655

?t. ?! ?! .?l

Subtota¡ of Reliabil¡ty Risk of possibte Cases:
Less Reliability Risk of Base Case:' Total:

-$20,453

-s695
-$2,088

2!
-$2,783 -$2,783

$ 1,'141

-$22,096

-s43,869

-ù¡/J
-s1,108

?l
-$1,281 -$ 1,281

$1,141
-$44,010

-$21,046

-$1,856
\ù I.JJZ

?l
-$3,389 -S3,389

Ðt,t4t
-$23,294

Chanoed Network:
2,4 1.00000
Possible Cases

0.02117
0.02365
poss¡ble

Chanoed Network:
3.4 1.00000
Possible Cases:

o.o2117
0.02200
possible

4
none
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Rema¡ning Probability Std. Dev.
Gâuges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurring Data

Accuracy Change in Change in Risk of Expected
Accuracy Eenefß Unrelialbe Change rn

Gauges Benefrts
(+or-feet) (feet) S/year $lear $fuear

Chanoed Network:
1 1.00000 0.o47oo 0.121 -0.055 _$54,637
Possible Cases:
none poss¡ble ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Reliability R¡sk of possibte Cases:
Less Ref¡ability R¡sk of Base Case:

Total:

Chanqed Network:
2 1.00000 0.04600 0.118 -0.052 _$52,061
Possible Cases:
none possible ?l ?l ?l 2l

Subtotal of Reliab¡lity Risk of possible Cases:

. 
Less Retiabitity Ri"* 

"t 
t*" 

?:å:,

Chanoed Network:
3 1.00000 0.06800 0.175 -0.109 _$108,733
Possibfe Cases:
none , possible 2t ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Reliabllity Risk of possible Cases: $O
Less Rel¡ab¡lity Risk of Base Case:

Total:

Chanoed Network:
4 1.00000 0,06100 0.157 -0.091 _$90,701
Possible Cases:
none possibte ?! ?l ?l ?l ?!

Subtotal of Reliab¡lity Risk of possibfe Cases: $O
Less Rel¡ability Rjsk of Base Case:

Total:

?l
$0

?!
$0

-$54,6 37

s0
$1,141

-$53,496

-s52,061

$1,'141
.$50,920

-$108,733

$0
s1 ,141

-$107,592

-$90,701

$0
$1,141

-$89,560
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Gauges Discontinued:

S.l.L. V¡llage
South Bay
fulissi Falls
Opachuana

S.f.L. Village and South Bay
S.l.L. Village and l\,/iss¡ Falls
S.l.L. Village and Opâchuana
South Bay and lvl¡ssi Falts
South Bay and Opachuana
l\4issi Falls and Opachuana

Note

l\4arginâl Beneft /Cost Ratjo of Ðjscontinuing Gauges
on Southern fnd¡an Lake

Benefit (1) Benefit (2)
(S/year) ($4ear)

s2,9s0 $5,900
$0 $5,900

$5,900 s5,900
s5,900 $5,900

s2,950 s11,800
s4,850 s11,800
s8,850 $11,800
$5,900 s11,800
s5,900 $11,800

$11,800 $ 11,800

Cost B/C Ratio B/C Ratio
($¡!ea0 (r ) Q)

2.58 5.15
0.00 0.80
0.19 0.19
u.o/ a õ/

823,294 0.13 0.51
s44,010 0.20 0.27
s22,096 0.40 0.53
s44,926 0.13 0.26
$32,239 0.18 0.37
$35,215 0.34 0.34

$1,'145
$7,405

$31 ,1 55
$8,845

$89,560
$53,496

$107,592
$50,920

0.10 0.2a
0.22 0.33
0.08 0.16
0.2s 0.35

S.l.L. Village, South Bay, ¡,4iss¡ Fa s $B,B5O Sj7,7OO
South 8ay, Missi Falls, Opachuana $11,BOO $.17,700
S.l.L. Village, South Bay, Opachuana $g,8SO $17,700
S.l.L. V¡llage, [/¡ssi Falls, Opachuana $14,750 g17,7OO

The benefit of discontinu¡ng a gauge is the reduction ¡n operatjng cost ofthat gauge.
The cost of discontinuing a gauge is the economic impaci it hasl
Case (1) is under current operating cost shanng agreements.
Case (2) ¡s if the total operatng cost was born by ¡,íanitoba Hydro.

Probability is the probability of gauge faiture of the gauge or gauges
(probabilities are multiplied for more than one gauge)

'1 S.t.L. V¡ âge O.0Z1S2
2 South Bay 0.023653
3 fvliss¡ Fafls 0.022 Repaíred Gauge
4 Opachuana 0.021168
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Appendix H

Calculations for Marginal Benefit-Cost Ratios After Adding a Fifth Gauge

Summa¡ized in Table 19
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Economic Evaluation
of Discontinu¡ng Lake Level Gauges on Southern lndian Lake
After Adding a F¡fth cauge (Missi Falls Gauge not repaired)

by T¡m Lock

Gauges: 1 S.LL. Village
2 South Bay
3 tvliss¡ Falls
4 Opachuana
5 Nonh End

Rematning Probabihty Std. Dev. Accuracy
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occufl-ing Data

Base Case:
1,2,3,4,5
Possrble Cases:

lvlar. '12, 1995

Accuracy: 2.576 x Std. Dev
Worth: 1000000 /ft /year

(+or-feet) (feet) $/year

0 0.02314 0.060 o o

1,2,3,4 0.0220a o.o257g 0.066 _O.OO7 -56,8262,3,4,5 0.02152 0.02427 0.063 -O.OO3 _$2,9111,3,4,5. 0.02365 0.02691 0.069 _O.O1o -89,7121,2,4,5 0.15565 0.o28oo 0.072 _0.013 _$12,5191,2,3,5 0.02117 o.o288o 0.074 _0.015 _$14,580'1,2,3 0.00047 O.O29O9 0.075 _0.015 _$15,327
2,3,4 0.00047 O.O259O 0.067 -o.oo7 _$7,110
1,2,4 0.00342 O.O38O5 0.098 -0.038 _$38,408
1,3,4 , 0.00052 0.02842 0.073 _0.014 -$13,6011,2,5 0.00329 o.o31o7 o.o8o -o.o2o -$20,4281,3,5 0.00050 0.03795 0.098 _0.038 -$38,.1511,4,5 0.00368 O.O3O81 0.079 _o.o2o _$19,75S2,3,5 0.00046 0.03471 0.089 _o.o3o _s29,804
2,4,5 0.00335 0.02884 0.074 {.015 _$14,6833,4,5 0.00051 0.03260 0.084 4.024 -$24,3691,2 0.00007 0_03590 o.og2 -0.033 -S32,S70'1,3 0.00001 o.o379o 0.098 -0.038 _$3e,0221,4 0.00008 0.a4321 0.111 _0.052 -$5t,7oo2,3 0.00001 0.03373 0.087 _0.027 _927,280
2,4 0.00007 0.04282 0.110 _0.051 -$50:6963,4 0.00001 0.03396 0.087 _0.028 -$27,8721,5 7.798-05 0.03934 0.101 4.042 -$41,7312.5 7.09E_05 0.03596 0.093 _0.033 _$33:0243,5 1.08E-0s 0.05586 0.144 _0.084 -$e4,2874,5 7.928-0s 0.03687 0.095 -0.035 -S3s,3681 1.71E-06 o.o47oo 0.121 _0.061 _s61;4632 1.56E-06 0.04600 0.118 _0_059 _$58:8873 2.378_07 0.06800 0.175 _0.116 -$115.55s4 1.748-06 0.06100 0.157 _0.098 -sg7,5275 1.688_06 0.06800 0.175 _0.116 -$11s:559none possibte ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Reljabil¡ty R¡sk of possible Casesi

Change rn Change in
Accuracy Benefits

Risk of Expected
Unrel¡albe Change in
Gauges Benefits
$/year $/year

-$ 150
-$63

-$230
-ql a¿o

-î7

-$ 132
-$7

-ùÞ /
-$ 19
-ö/J
-$14
-$49
-$ 12

$0

'$4
$0

-$4
s0

-,ì!J

1ÞJ

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

?t

-s3,104

Note: The words "reliabitity risk" should be replaced with
the wo¡ds "reliability cost" each time they occur.
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Remaining Probability Std. Ðev.
Gauges of Câse of Gauge
in Network Occurring Ðata

Chanoed Network:
1,2,3,4 1

Possible Cases:

Accuracy Change in Change in Risk of Expected
Accuracy Benefits Unrel¡albe Change in

Gauges Benefits
(+oÊfeet) (feet) S/year $/year $tyear

0_42579 0.066 -0.007 -$6,826 -$6,826

-$180
-öþ

-$4,916
-\Þ tou

-ù to
-ù loc

,co

-8147
-$ 11

-$4
-s4
-s1
-$7

at

1 0.02427 0,063

|,¿,J

'1 2A
1,3,4
a.)
I,J
1,4

') ¿,

1

2

4
none

Chanoed Network:
2,3,4,5.
Possible Cases:

0.02117 0.02909 0.075
0.02152 0.02590 0.067
0.15565 0.03805 0.098
0.02365 0.02842 0.073
0.00329 0.03959 0j02
0.00050 0.03790 0.098
0.00368 0.04321 0.111
0.00046 0.03373 0.087
0.00335 0.04282 0.110
0.00051 0.03396 0.087
0.00008 0.0470a 0.121
0.00007 0.04600 0.118
0.00001 0.06800 0.175
0.00008 0.06100 0.157
poss¡ble ?! 2l

-0.009 -$8,501
0.000 -s283

-rJ,uJ¿ -¡.J r,cÕz
-0.007 -s6,775
-0.036 -s35,549
-0.031 -s31,195
-0.045 -844,874
-0.020 -$20,453
-o.o44 -$43,869
-0.021 -$21,046
-0.055 -$54,637
-0.052 -$52,061
-0.109 -$108,733
-0.091 -$90,701
.71 7t

-0.003 -$2,911

-0.004 -$4,199
-0.027 -$26,893
-0 .012 -91 I ,772
-0.021 -$2,1,4s8
-0.024 -$24,369
{.048 -$47,785
-0.025 -$24,961
-0.030 -$30,113
-0.081 -$81,376
-0.032 -s32,458
-0.056 -$55,976
-0.113 -$112,648
-0.095 -$94,616
-0.'113 -S1 12,648

1t 1l

Subtotal of Reliabil¡ty Risk of Possibte Cases: -$S,743 -$S,743
Less Reliâbility R¡sk of Base Case: $3,104

fotai: -$9,465

¿,é,4

2,4,5
3,4,5

2,4
3,4

4,5
2

4
5
none

o.o2200 0.02590 0.067
0.02117 0.03471 0.089
0.15565 0.02884 0.074
0.02365 0.03260 0.084
0.00047 0.03373 0.087
0.00342 0.04282 0.110
0.00052 0.03396 0.087

0.003295 0_03596 0.093
0.000501 0.05586 0.144
0.003682 0.03687 0.095
7.258-A5 0.04600 0.118
1.1Ê-05 0.06800 0.175
8.1E{5 0.06100 0. 157

7.79E-05 0.06800 0.175
possible ?l 2l

-$92
-s569

-ù t,óé¿
-$508

-,Ð I I

-$164
-ù lJ

-$99
-$41

-Þt tv
-s4
-\¡ l

-$8

-$9
2l

Subtotal of Reliability Risk of Possibte Cases: -S3,421 -$3,471
Less Reliabrlrty Risk of Base Case: $3,104

Total: -$3.2n
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Remaining Probability
Gauges of Case
in Network Occurring

Chanoed Network:
1,3,4,5 1

Possible Cases:

Accuracy Change ¡n

Accuracy

(+or-feet) (feet)

Change in R¡sk of Expected
Benefits Unrelialbe Chânge ¡n

Gauges Benefits
$/year $lyear S/year

Std. Dev.
of Gauge

1,3,4
1 ,3,5
1,4,5
3,4,5
1,3
1,4
J,{
1,5

4,5
1

3

4

none

Chanoed Network:
1,2,4,5, 1

Possible Cases:

4.0220a 0.02842 0.073 _0.004 _s3,890 _$86
0.02117 0.03795 0.098 -0.028 _S28,439 _$602
0.15565 0.03081 0.079 _0.010 _s10,046 _S1,564
0.02152 0.03260 0.084 -0.015 -$14,657 -$315
0.00047 0.03790 0.098 _0.028 _$28,310 _$13
0.00342 0.04321 0..111 -0_042 -$41,989 _6144
o.00o47 0.03396 0.087 -0.018 -$18,161 -$9

0.003295 0.03934 0.101 -0.032 _532,020 -$105
0.000456 0.05586 0.144 _0.075 _$74,575 _$34
0.00335 0.03687 0.095 _0.026 _$25,657 _$86

7.258-05 0.04700 0.121 -0.052 -551752 -$4
1E-05 0.06800 0.175 -0.106 _$105,848 -517.37E-05 0.06100 0.157 -0.088 _$87,8.16 -S6

7.09E-05 0.06800 a.175 _0..f 06 _$105,848 -!8possible ?l ?t. ?! ?! ?l
Subtotal of Reliab¡tity Risk of possjbfe Cases: -$2,976 -S2.976

Less Rel¡abil¡ty Risk of Base Case: 53,104
Total: -$9.584

0.02691 0.069 -0.010 -$9,712

0.028 0.072 -0.013 -$12.519

1)Á
t ¿,¿
1,4,5
2,4,5
,1 )
1,4
2,4
1,5
.,E

4,5
1

2
4
5
none

_ql't qlo

0.02200 0.03805 0.098 _0.026 -$25,889 *$570
0.02117 0.03107 0,080 -0.008 _$7,908 -$167
0.02365 0.03081 0.079 -0.007 -s7,239 -$171
0.02152 0.02884 0.074 4.002 _$2,164 _$47
0.ooo47 0.03590 0.092 4.020 -$20.350 _s9
0.00052 0.a4321 0.11.1 _0,039 -$39,181 -9200.00047 0.04282 0.110 _0.038 -$38,176 _S18

0,000501 0.03934 0.101 _0.029 _$29.212 -$15
0.000456 0.03596 0.093 _0.0?1 _$20,505 _$9
0.000s09 0.03687 0.095 -0,023 _$22,S49 _$12
1.18-05 0.04700 0.121 -0.049 -$48.944 -S1
1E-05 0.04600 0.118 -0.046 _$46,368 $o

1.12Ê-05 0.06100 0_157 _0.085 _s85,008 _$1

1.088-05 0.06800 0.175 _0_103 _$103,040 _$1
possible 1l ?l 1t ?t 7l

Subtotal of Retiabjltty R¡sk of possibte Cases: -$1,041 _$1,041
Less Retiabjt¡ty R¡sk of Base Case: 53,104

Totat: -$10,456
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Rema¡n¡ng Probability Std. Dev.
Gauges of Case of cauge
in Network Occurring Dâta

Chanqed Network:

Possible Cases:

Accuracy Change in Change in Risk of ExpeÇted
Accuracy Benef¡ts Unrel¡albe Change in

Gauges Eenefits
(+orJeei) (feet) S/year S/year Styeat

1 0.0288 0.074 -0.015 -$14,580 -s14 580

1,2,5
r.é,c

'1,2

1,3

1,s

'l

2

none

0.o220a 0.02909 0.075 _0.001 _$747 _516
0.15565 0.03107 0.080 -0.006 -s5,848 _$910
0.02365 0.03795 0.098 _0.024 -$23,570 -$558
0.02152 0.03471 0.089 -0.015 _$15,224 -$3280.oo342 0.03590 0.092 4.018 _$18,290 -563
0.00052 0.03790 0.098 -0.023 _$23.442 _$12
0.00047 0.03373 0.087 _0.013 -$12,700 _$6

0.003682 0.03934 0.101 4.027 .$27,151 -$1OO
0.00335 0.03596 0.093 -0.018 -S.18,444 -S62

0.00050s 0.05586 0.144 _O.O7O _$69,707 _$35
8.1E-05 0.04700 0.121 -0.047 -$46,883 _$4

7.378-A5 0.04600 0.118 -0.044 _$44,307 _$3
1.12E-05 0.06800 0.175 _o..lo1 _$100,979 _$1

7.92E-A5 0.06800 0.175 _0.101 _$100,979 -$8possible ?! ?l ?l ?t ?t
Subtotal of Retiabitity R¡sk of posstbte Cases: _$2,106 _S2,106

Less Refiab¡t¡ty R¡sk of Base Case: $3,104
Totat: -$13,582

Chanoe_d Network:
'1,2,3 1.00000 0.02909
Poss¡ble Cases:
1,2
1,3

1

2
3

none

Chanqed Network:
2,3,4 1.00000
Poss¡ble Cases:

2,4
3,4
2
3
4
none

0.075 -0.015 -s15.327 -$ 15,327

-$4,2 f0
-s537
-$257
-ðt/u
-$ 146

-$51
?l

-s5,371 -$5,371
$5,743

-$14,955

-$7,110

-s4?7
-$6,784

-$491
-ù¡/ ¡

-$54
-$333

?l
-$8,260 -$8,260

.53, 104

-812,265

0.'15565
0.02365
0.02152
0.00368
0.00335
0.00051
poss¡bfe

0.o2117
0.1556s
0,02365
0.00329
0.00050
0.00368
possible

0.03959 0.102 -0.027 -$27,048
0.03790 0.098 4.023 -$22.695
0.03373 0.087 -0.012 _$11,953
0.04700 0.121 _0.046 -$46,136
0.04600 0.'118 -0.044 .$43,560
0.06800 0.175 -0.100 -$100,232

?t ?t ?| ?l
Subtotal of Rel¡ab¡lity Risk of Possible Cases:

Less Refiab¡t¡ty Risk of Base Case:
Total:

0.02590 0.067 -0.007 -$7,110

0.03373 0.087 -0.020 -$20,170
0.04282 0.110 4_044 -543,586
0.03396 0.087 -0.021 -$20,763
0.04600 0.118 -0.052 -$51,778
0.06800 0.175 -0.108 _$108,450
0.06'100 0.157 -0.090 -$90,418

?l 1t ?l ?l
Subtotal of Reliability Risk of poss¡ble Cases:

Less Refiab¡tity R¡sk of Base Case:
Total:
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Remaining Probabil¡ty Std. Dev. Accuracy Change in Change in
Gauges of Case of Gauge Accuracy Benefits
¡n Network Occurring Data

chanqed Network: 
(+or-feet) (feet) s/year

1,2,4 1.00000 0.03805 0.098 _0.038 _$38,408
Poss¡ble Cases:

Risk of Expected
Unrelialbe Change in
Gauges Benefits
S/year $/year

-538,408

-ùÕ4
-ùJ t4
-$264

-Ð t¿

-5JU
2l

-$714 -$714
$3,104

-s36,018

-$13,601 -$ 13,601

-s517
-$s,930

-s307
rÞl¡Õ
-$46

-$281
?!

-$7,239 -S7,239
s3,104

-$ 17,736

-!20,428 -$20,428

-$274
.$504
-s271

-$ 18

-$4e
'll

-s1,'137 -$1,137
s3,104

-s18,460

1,2
1,4
1A
1

2
4
none

0.02117 0.03959 0102 _0.004 -s3,967
0.02365 0.04321 0.111 4.013 -$13,292
4.02152 0.04282 0.110 _0.012 -512,288
0.00050 0.04700 0_121 -0.023 _S23,055
0.00046 0.04600 0.118 -O.O2o -s20,479
0.00051 0.06100 0.157 _0.059 _$59 119poss¡ble ?l ?l ?t. ?l

Subtotal of Relìab¡lity Risk of possrble Câses:
Less Rel¡abrlity Rjsk of Base Case:

Total:

0.02117 0.03790 0.098 -0.024 _$24.420
0.15565 0.04321 0.111 -0.038 _$38,099
0.02152 0.03396 0.087 -0.014 _$14,271
0.00329 0.047A0 0_121 _0.048 _$47,862
0.00046 0.06800 0.175 _0.102 _$101,958
0.00335 0.06100 0,157 _0.084 _$83,926
possible ?l ?t. ?t ?l

Subtotal of Relrabitity R¡sk of possible Cases:
Less Reliab¡l¡ty R¡sk of Base Case:

Total:

0,02200 0.03s90 0.092 _0_012 -$12.442
0.02365 0.03934 0.101 4.021 *!21,304
0.02152 0.03596 0.093 -0.013 _s12,597
0.00052 0.04700 0_121 -0.041 _$41,036

0.000473 0.04600 0.118 _0.038 _$38,460
0.000509 0.06800 0.17s -0.095 -$95,132possible ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtoial of Rel¡ability Risk of poss¡ble Cases:
Less Reliability R¡sk of Base Case:

Total:

Chanqed Network:
1,3,4 1.00000 0.02842 0.073 _0.014 _$13,601
Possible Cases:
1,3
14
3,4
1

3

4
none

Chanoed Network:
1,2,5 1,00000 0.03107 o.O8o 4.020 -$20,428
Poss¡ble Cases:
1,2
1,5
)q

1

2

none
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Remaining Probability Std. Dev. Accuracy Change in Change ¡n
Gauges of Case of Gauge Accuracy Benefits
in Network Occurring Data

chanoed Network 
(+or-feet) (feet) slyeal

1,3,5 1.00000 0.03795 0.098 -0.038 -$38.151
Poss¡ble Cases:

1,5

'l

none

1,4

4,5
1

4

none

Chanqed Network:
2,3,5 1.00000 0.03471
Possible Cases:

R¡sk of Expected
Unrelialbe Change ¡n

Gauges Benef¡ts
Slyeef $/year

-s38,15f -$38,151

-$993

-s80
-ùJ/

-$259
?l

-ù ¡ t¿J -ù t,v.¿J
$3,104

-$36,969

-$19,758 -$ 1S,758

-Þ/uJ
-$465

-s19
-$37
-$44

?l
-$1,604 -S1,604

$3,104
-s18,257

.s29,804 -$29,804

s56
-$501

-$1,289
-$ 100
-$45

-$316
?l

-$2,194 -$2,194
$3,104

-s28,894

Subtotal of Rel¡ãb¡lity Risk of possible Cases
Less Rel¡ability R¡sk of Base Case

fotal:

Chanqed Network:
1,4,5 1.00000 0.03081 0.079 -O.O2O -$19,758
Possible Câses:

0.42240 0.03790 0.098 0.0001 s.129
0.15565 0.03934 0.101 -O.OO4 -$3,581
0.02152 0.05586 0.144 _0.046 -$46,136

0.003424 0.04700 0.121 4.023 -$23.313
0.000473 0.06800 0.175 _O.On _$rz,4o9
0.00335 0.06800 0.175 4.077 _877,4Og
possible ?l ?t. ?l .l

0.02200 0.04321 0.111 _0.032 -$31,942
0.02117 0.03934 0,101 _0.022 -$21,973
0.021s2 0.03687 0.095 _0.016 _s15,61.1

0.000466 0.04700 0.121 _0.042 -$41,705
0.000473 0.06100 0.157 -0.078 _877J69
0.000456 0.06800 0.175 -0.096 _$95,801poss¡ble ?l ?1. ?! ?l

Subtotat of Ret¡ab¡¡ity Rjsk of possibte Cases:
Less Rel¡abiljty Rjsk of Base Case:

Total:

J

none

0.089 {.030 -s29.804

0.02200 0.03373 0.087 o.oo3 92.524
0.15565 0.03596 0.093 4.003 _53.220
0.02365 0.05586 0.144 _0.054 _S54,482

0.003424 0.04600 0.118 4.02s _$29.083
0.00052 0.06800 0.175 _0.086 _$85,75s

0.003682 0.06800 0.175 _0.086 _s85.755
poss¡ble ?l ?l ?t ?l

Subtotal of Retiab¡t¡ty Risk of poss¡bte Cases:
Less Rel¡ability Risk of Base Case:

ïotal:
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Rema¡n¡ng Probab¡l¡ty Std. Dev AccuGcy Change in Change in
Gauges of Case of Gauge Accuracy Benefits
in Network Occurring Data

chanoed Network: 
(+or-feel) (feet) s/year

2,4,5 1.00000 0.02884 0.074 -0.015 -$14,683
Possible Cases:

Risk of Expected
Unrel¡albe Change in
Gauges Benefits
$/year $/year

-$14,683 -$14,683

-$792
-$388
-s489

-$43
-$51

?1.

-$1,784 .$1,784
s3,104

-s 1 3,363

-$24,369 -$24,369

-s77
-ù ¡,¿oö
-s1,712

-$42
-$251
-$300

?l
-$3,651 -$3,651

$3,104
-$24,915

-¡¿r¿, J/ c

-$451
-$355

?t.

-$807 -$807
$3,104

-$40,078

-s38,022

-s3,649
-$ 1,669

2l
-s5,317 -$5,317

s3,104
-s40,235

)Á
Jq

4,5
2

none

0.0220a 0.04282 0.110 _0.036 _$36,012
0.02117 0.03596 0.093 _0.018 _$18,341
0.02365 0.03687 0.095 _0.021 _$20,685

0.000466 0.04600 0.118 4.044 -544,204
0.00052 0.06100 0.157 -0,083 _582.844

0.000501 0.06800 0.175 _0.101 -$100,876
possible 11 71 1t jl

0.02200 0.03396 0.087 _o.oo4 -$3.503
0.02117 0_05586 0.144 _O.060 -$59,918
0.15565 0.03687 0.095 -0.011 -$11,OOO

0.000466 0.06800 0.175 -0.091 -$91.190
0.003424 0.06100 0.157 _0.073 -$73,158
0.003295 0.06800 0.175 _0.091 _$91,190

, possible ?t ?l ?! ?l
Subtotal of Rel¡abil¡ty Risk of possible Cases:

Less Reliabitity Risk of Base Case:
Total:

Subtotal of Reliabit¡ty Risk of poss¡ble Cases:
Less Reliab¡l¡ty Risk of Base Case:

foial:

Chanqed Networki
3,4,5 1.00000 0.03260 0.084 _O_O24 _$24,369
Possìble Cases:
3,4
3,5
4,5
3
4
5
none

Chânoed Network:
1,2 1,00000 0.03959
Possible Cases:

0.102 -o.04? -$42.375

'1 0.02365 0.04700 0.121 _0.019 -S19,088
2 0.02152 0.04600 0.118 -0.017 -$16.s12
none possible ?l ?! ?l 2l

Subtotal of Reliability Risk of possible Cases;
Less Rel¡ability Risk of Base Case:

lotâl:

Chanaed Network:
1,3 1.00000 0.03790 0.098 _0.038 -$38,022
Possible Cases:

0.15565 0.04700 0.121 -0.023 -623¡42
0.02152 0,06800 0.175 _0.078 _977,53S
possrble ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtota¡ of Relíabil¡ty Risk of possible Cases:
Less Reliability Risk of Base Case:

Totall

'1

3

none
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Chanoed Network:
1,4 1.00000 0.043?1 0.111 _0.052 _$51,700
Possibfe Cases:

Remaining Probãbility Std. Dev.
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurring Data

1

4
none

Accuracy Change in Change in
Accuracy Benefits

(+or-feet) (feet) Slyear

Risk of Expected
Unrelialbe Change tn

Gauges Benefits
$lye.ar Slyear

-s51,700

-$207
-$986

?l
-$1,193 -S1,193

ù.r, lu4
-$49.789

-s20,453

-q¿ Qtô

-$2,088
?!

-$7,008 -s7,008
$3,104

'$24,357

-$43,869

-$173
-$ 1, 108

?l

-s1,281 -$1,281
$3,104

-$42,046

-$21,046

-$1,856
-s10,842

?l
-$12,698 -$ 12,698

$3,104
-ùJU, OJV

-s34,90s

-s434
-s1,s89

?l
-$2,023 -$2,023

s3, 104

Subtotal of Rel¡abil¡ty Risk of poss¡ble Cases:
Less Reliability R¡sk of Base Case:

Totat:

Chanqed Network:
2,3 1.00000 0.03373 0.087 -O.O2o -$20,453
Possible Cases;
2 0.15565 0.04600 0.118 -0.032 _$31,608
3 0.02365 0.06800 0.175 _0.088 _$88,280
none possible ?l ?l ?l 2l

' """' "ff :"åjy,îlü åll:"'å::"T::.
fotal:

Chanqed Network:
2,4 1.00000 0.04282 0.110 _0.044 _$43,869
Poss¡ble Cases:

0.02117 0.04700 0.121 -O.O.1O _$9,763
0.02152 0.06100 0.157 _0.046 -$45,827possible 1t ?l 21 1t

0.02117 0.04600 0.118 -O.OO8 _$8,192
0.02365 0.06100 0.157 -0.047 _S46,832
possible ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Retiabitíty Rjsk of possibte Cases:
Less Rel¡ability R¡sk of Base Case:

Total:

0.02117 0.06800 0.175 _0.088 _$87,687
0.15565 0.06100 0.157 _0.070 _$69,655
possible ?l ?l ?l ?!

Subtotal of Reliabitity R¡sk of poss¡bte Cases:
Less Reliability Rjsk of Base Case:

ïotal:

2,
4
none

Chanoed Network:
3,4 1.00000 0.03396 0.087 4_021 -$21,046
Fossible Cases:

4
none

Chanqed Network:
1,5 1.00000 0.03934 0.101 -0.035 -$34,905
Possible Cases:
1 0.02200 0.04700 0.121 _0.020 _$19,732
5 0.02152 0.06800 0.175 4.074 -$73,828
none possibie 2l 2l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Reliability Risk of poss¡ble Cases:
Less Reliabil¡ty R¡sk of Base Case:

Total:
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Possible Cases:
2
5

none

i.00000 0.035s6

Rema¡n¡ng Probability Std. Dev.
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in NetwÖrk Occurring Data

Chanoed Network:

Accuracy Change jn Change ¡n
Accuracy Benef¡ts

(+or-feet) (feet) $/year

0.093 -0.026 -526 198

R¡sk of Expected
Unrel¡albe Change in
Gauges Benefits
$/year $/yeâr

-$26,198

-$569
-$1,952

2l

^F2,s21 -92,521
$3, 104

-$25,615

-s77,460

-$688
-$4,868

?l
-Þþ,cþo -$5,556

$3,104
-q70 0lr

-$28,542

-$1,367
-$1,697

?\
-$3,065 -$3,065

$3,104
-$28,503

-$54,637

?l

$o $0
$3,104

-$51 ,533

-$52,061

2l
$0 s0

$3,104
-$48,957

-.Ð ¡vö / JJ

?l
$0 $o

$3,104
-$105,629

0.02200 0.04600 0.118 -0.026 _$25,863
0.02365 0.06800 0.175 -0.083 -$82.s35
possible 2l ?t ?l 2l

Subtotal of Reliabit¡ty Risk of possibte Cases:
Less Reliabjl¡ty Rjsk of Base Case:

Total:

0.022oa 0.06800 0.175 _0.031 _$31,273
0.15565 0.06800 0.175 _0.031 -$31,273
possible ?! ?l ?t ?l

Subtotal of Reliability Risk of possible Cases:
Less Reliabtl¡ty R¡sk of Base Case;

Total:

1.00000 0.03687 0.095 _0.029 -$28,542

o.o22oo 0.06100 0.157 -0.062 -$62,159
0.02117 0.06800 0.175 _O.O8o _580,191
poss¡ble ?! ?l ?t ?l

Subtotal of Reliab¡tity Risk of possibte Cases:
Less Reliab¡lity Rjsk of Base Case:

Total:

Chanqed Network:
3,5 1.00000 0.05586 0.144 -0.077 _$77,460
Possible Cases:
J

5

none

Chanqed Network:
4,5
Possible Cases:
4,
5
none

Chanoed Network:
2 1.00000 0.04600 0.118
Poss¡ble Cases:
none possible ?l ?!

Chanqed Network:
'r 1.00000 0.04700 0.121 _0.055 -!54,637
Poss¡ble Cases:
none possible ?l 2l ?l ?!

Subtotal of Rejiability R¡sk of possible Cases:
Less Rel¡ability Risk of Base Case:

Total:

4.052 -s52,061

?l 2l
Subtotal of Reliãbility Risk of possible Cases:

Less Rel¡ability Risk of Base Case:
Total:

Chanqed Network:
3 1.00000 0.06800 0.175 _0.109 -$108,733
Poss¡ble Cases:
none possible ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotat of Rel¡abil¡ty Rjsk of possible Cases.
Less Reliabitity R¡sk of Bêse Case:

Total:
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Remaining Probabitity Std. Oev.
Gâuges of Case of Gauge
¡n Network Occurring Data

Accuracy Change in
Accuracy

(+or-feet) (feet)

R¡sk oi Expected
Unreiialbe Change in
Gauges Benefits
$/year $/year

Change ¡n

Benefits

$/year

Chanoed Network:
4 1.00000
Possible Cases:
none poss¡ble

Chanoed Network:
5 1.00000

Possible Cases:
none possible

0.06100 0.157 -0.091 -$90,701

?l ?l 1t ?t
Subtotal of Reliab¡l¡ty R¡sk of possible Cases:

Less Reliab¡l¡ty Risk of Base Casej
Total:

0.06800 0.175 -0.109 -$108,733

'll ?t 1t ?l
Subtotal of Reliab¡¡¡ty Risk of possible Cases:

Less Reliab¡l¡ty R¡sk of Base Case:
Total:

?l
$0

?l
$0

-$90,701

¡U

-$87,597

-s 108,733

$0
$3,104

-$105,629
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Economic Evaluation
of Discontinuing Láke Level Gauges on Southern lndian Lake
After Adding a Fifth Gauge (Missi Falls cauge not repa¡red)

Gauges Discontinued:

North End
S.l. L. Village
South Bay
N4issi Fal¡s
Opachuâna

Opachuana and North End
S.l.L. V¡llage and North End
Missi Falls and North End
South Bay ând North End
Missi Falls and Opachuana
South Bay and Opachuana
South Bay and Missi Falls
S. f-L. Villâge and Opachuana
S.l.L Village and ¡,4¡ssi Falls
S.l.L. V¡llage and South Bay

Benefit (1) Benefit (2) Cost B/C Rafo B/C Ratio
($/year) ($/year) (S/year) (1) (2)

$7 665 $7,665 $9,465 0.81 0.81
$2,950 55,900 æ.2n 0.90 l.8o

s0 $5,900 $9,584 0.00 0.62
$5,900 $s,900 $10,456 0.56 0.56
$5,900 $5,900 $13,582 0.43 0.43

s13,565 $13,565 514,955 0.91 0.91
$10,615 $13,565 $12,265 0.87 '1.11

$13,565 $13,565 $36,018 0.38 0.38
$7,665 $13,565 517,736 O.43 0.76

$11,800 $11,800 $18,460 0.64 0.64
$5,900 s11,800 $36,969 0.16 0.32
$5,900 $11,800 $18,257 0.32 O.6s
s8,850 $11,800 $28,894 0.3.1 O.41
$8,850 511,800 513,363 0.66 0.88
$2,950 511,800 $24,915 o.'t2 0.47

l\¡issi Falls, Opachuana, North End $19,465 $19,465 $4O.O7B O.4g 0.49
South Bay, Opachuana, Nodh End $13,565 $19,465 $40,235 0.34 O_48
South Bay, M¡ssi Falls, North End $13,565 $19,465 $49,799 O.27 O_39
S-l.L Village, Opachuana, North End 516,515 $19,465 924,357 0.68 O_BO
s.l.L. v¡ age, M¡ssi Falls, North End $16,515 s19,465 $42,046 0.39 0.46
s.l.L. viltage, sourh Bay, North End 910,615 $19,465 $30,639 0.35 0.64
South Bay, ¡/issi Falts, Opachuana $11,800 $17,ZOO $33,823 O_3S O.S2
S.l.L Village, lv¡ssi Fatts, Opachuana $14,ZSO giZ,ZOO $25,615 O.Sg 0.69
S.l.L V¡llâge, South Bay, Opachuana S8,8SO $17,700 $79,91i 0.11 0.22
S.l.L. V¡llage, South Bay, ¡¿t¡ssi Fê s S8,BSO S17,7OO $2O,SO3 0.31 0.62

S.Bay, lvf¡ss¡ Falls, Opach., N.End $19,465 $25,365 .SS1,S33 O_38 0.49
S.l.L. Village, ò/¡ss¡, Opach., N.End 522,415 $25,365 $48,957 0.46 O.S2
S.l.L. Village, S.Bay, Opach., N.End S16,51S $25,365 5105,629 0.16 0.24
S.l.L. Village, S.Bay, ¡/issi, N.End $16,515 $25,365 $87,597 0.19 O.2g
S.l.L. Village, S.Bay, liljssi, Opach. $14,750 $23,600 $j0S,629 0.14 O.2Z

Notes: The benefit of discontinuing a gauge is the reduction in operãting cost ofthat gauge.
The benefÌt of d¡scontinutng the porposed gauge is also not having to ¡ncur th;
installation cost ($22,000 over a 20 year life at a S% d¡sc€unt rate is $1,765 per year).
The cost of discontinu¡ng â gauge is the reduqtion in hydro-power production it c¿uses

Case (1) is under current operating cost sharing agreements.
Case (2) is if the total operating cost was born by Man¡toba Hydro.

Probability is the probability of gauge fa¡lure of the gauge or gauges
(probabilities are multiplied for more than one gauge)

'1 S.l. L. Viltag{ 0.02152
2 South Bay 0.02365
3 ¡/issi Falls 0.15565
4 Opachuana 0.02117
5 North End 0.02200 proposed cauge
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Appendix I

Calculations for Marginal Benefit-Cost Ratios After Repairing the Gauge at

Missi Falls and Adding a Fifth Gauge

Summarized in Table 20
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Economic Evaluation
of D¡scont¡nuing Lake Level Gauges on Southern lndian Lake
After Repairing the M¡ssi Falls Gauge and Add¡ng a Fifth Gauge

Gauges

Base Case
1,2,3,4,5
Possible Cases:

by T¡m Lock

S.LL. V¡llage
South Bay
¡.,1issi Fails
Opachuana
North End

¡,4ar. 12. 1995

Accuracy: 2-576 x Std. Dev
Worth: 1000000 /ft /year

1

2
3

4
5

Remaining Probabil¡ty Std. Dev.
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurring Data

Accuracy Change in Change in

Accuracy Benefits

(+orjeet) (feet) s/year

Risk of Expected
Unrelia¡be Chãnge in

Gauges Benef¡ts
S/year $lyear

a 0_02314

1,2,3,4 0.02200 0.02579
2,3,4,5 0.02152 0.02427
1,3,4,5 0.02365 0.02691
1,2,4,5 0.02200 0.02800
1,2,3,5 0.02117 0.02880
1,2,3 0_00047 0.02909
2,3,4 0.00047 0.02590
1,2,4 0.00048 0.03805
1,3,4 ' 0.00052 0.02842
1,2,5 0.00047 0.03107
1,3,5 0.00050 0.03795
1,4,5 0.00052 0_03081
2,3,5 0,00046 0.03471
2,4,5 0.00047 0.02884
3,4,5 0.00051 0.03260
1,2 0.00001 0.03590
1,3 0.00001 0.03790
1,4 0.00001 0.04321
2.3 0.00001 0.03373
2,4 0.00001 0.04282
3,4 0,00001 0.03396
1,5 1.18-0s 0.03934
2,5 1E-05 0.03596
3,5 1.08E-05 0.05586
4,5 1.12E-05 0.03687
1 2.42E-O7 0.04700
2 2.28-07 0.04600
3 2.378-07 0.06800
4 ?_46Ê-07 0.06100
5 2.378-07 0.06800
none possible '?l

0.060 0 0

0.066 -0.007 -$6,826 -S150
0.063 -0.003 -$2,911 -$63
0.069 -0.010 -$9,712 -$230
0.a72 -0.013 -s12,519 -$275
0.074 -0.015 -$14,580 -$309
0.075 -0.015 -s15,327 -$7
0.067 -0.007 -$7,110 -$3
0.098 -0.038 -$38,408 -S19
0.073 -0.014 -$13,601 -$7
0.080 4.020 -s20,428 -$10
0.098 -0.038 -$38,151 -$19
0.079 4.020 -$19,758 -$10
0.089 -0.030 -$29,804 -.$14

0.074 -0.015 -s14,683 -S7
0.084 4.024 -$24,369 -$12
0.092 -0.033 -$32.870 $0
0.098 4.038 -$38,022 $0
0.111 -0.052 ^S51,700 -S1

0.087 -0.027 -927,280 $0
0.110 -0.051 -$50,696 -$1
0.087 -0.028 -$27,872 $0
0.'101 4.042 ^î4r,731 S0
0.093 -0.033 -s33,024 $0
0.144 -0.084 -584,287 -$1
0.095 -0.035 -$35,368 $0
0.121 {.061 -$61,463 $0
0.118 -0.059 -$58,887 $o
0.175 -0.116 -$115,559 90
0.1s7 -0.098 -s97.527 $0
0.175 -0.116 -$115,5s9 $0

?t ?! ?t. ?t
Subtotal of Reiiabil¡ty RiskotPossible Cases: -S1,139

Note: The words "reliability ¡isk" should be replaced with
the wo¡ds "reliability cost" each time they occur.
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Remain¡ng Probabihty Std. Dev.
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurring Data

Accuracy Change ¡n Change in Risk of Expected
Accuracy Benef¡ts Unreltalbe Change in

Gauges Benefits
(+or-feei) (feet) S/year $tyear $/year

Chanoed Network:
1,2,3,4
Possible Cases:

1 0.42579 0.066 4.007 _$6.826

2,3,4
1,2,4
1,3,4
1,2
1,3
1,4

tÁ
3,4
1

2

4
none

Chanoed Network:
2,3,4,5 1 0.02427 0.063 _0.003 _$2,91.1

Possible Cases:

-s6,826

0.02117 0.02909 0.075 -0.009 _s8,5ol -$180
0.02152 0.02590 0.a67 0.ooo _$283 _$6
0.02240 0.03805 0.098 _0_032 _$31,582 -$695
0.02365 0.02842 0.073 -0.007 _$6,775 _$160
0.00047 0.03959 0.102 -0.036 -s35,549 -$17
0.00050 0.03790 0,098 -0.031 -s31,195 _$16
0.00052 0.04321 0.111 -0.045 _544,874 -$23
0.00046 0.03373 0.087 _o.o2o _s20,453 -$9
0.00047 0.04282 0.110 -0.044 _$43,869 _$21
0.00051 0.03396 0 087 -0.021 -s21,046 _$11
0.00001 0.a47oo 0.121 -0.055 -$54,637 _$1
0.00001 0.04600 0.118 -0.052 _$52.061 -$1
0.00001 0.06800 0.175 -0.109 _s108,733 -$1
0.00001 0.06100 0.157 -0.091 -$90,701 _$1
poss¡ble ?! ?! ?l ?t 2l

Subtotal of Rel¡abit¡ty Risk of possibte Cases: -$1,141 _$1,141

Less Reliabit¡ty R¡sk of Base Case: $i,139
Total: -$6,828

¿,é,c
¿,1,C
3,4,5

3,4
z,c
3,5
4,5
2
3
4

none

-$2,91 1

0.022a0 0.02590 0.067 -0.004 -$4,199 _$92
0.02117 0.03471 0.089 -O_O27 -526,893 _$569
0.02200 0.02884 0.074 -0.012 -sl1,n2 _$2s9
0.02365 0.03260 0.084 -0.021 _$2,1,458 _$508
0.00047 0.03373 0.A87 -0.024 -$24,369 -$11
0.00048 0.04282 0..110 -0.048 _547,785 -$230.00052 0.03396 0.087 4.025 -$24,961 -$13

0.000466 0.03596 0.093 4.030 -s30,113 _$14
0.000501 0.05586 0.144 {,081 -581,376 _$41
0.00052 0.03687 0.095 {.032 -$32,458 -$17

1_02F.-05 0.04600 0.118 -0.056 _$55,976 _S.f

1.1E-05 0.06800 0.175 {.í 13 _$112,648 _$1

1.148-05 0.06100 0.157 -0.095 -t94,616 _$1

l.1E-05 0.06800 0.175 -0.113 _S112.648 -S1possrble ?l ?l ?t ?t ?l
Subtota¡ of Reliabitity Risk of possibte Cases: -S1,SS1 -$1,SS1

Less Retiab¡tity Risk of Base Case: $1,139
lotat: -$3.323
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Rema¡ning Probabil¡ty Std. Ðev.
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurring Data

Accuracy Change in Change in Risk of Expected
Accuracy Benefits Unrel¡albe Change rn

Gauges Benefits
(+orjeet) (feet) $/year $/year $/year

Chanqed Network:
1,3,4,5
Poss¡ble Cases:

1 0.02691 0.069 -0.010 -s9,712

1,3,4
1 ,3,5
1,4,5
3,4,5
1,3
'1,4

3,4

3,5
4,5
1

4
5
none

Chanqed Network:
1,2,4,5 1 0.028 0.072 -0.0.13 _$12,519
Possible Cases:

0.022a0 0.02842 0.073 -0.004 -$3.890 _$86

0.02117 0.03735 0.098 -0.028 -$28,439 _$602
0.02200 0.03081 0.079 -0.010 -$10,046 -5221
0.02152 0.03260 0.084 -0.015 -$14,657 -5315
0.00047 0.03790 0.098 -0.028 -$28,310 _$13

0.00048 0.04321 0.111 -0.042 -541,989 _S2o
0.00047 0.03396 0.087 -0.018 -$18,161 -$9

0.000466 0.03934 0.101 -0.032 -$32,020 -$15
0.000456 0.05586 0.144 -0.075 -674,575 _$34

0.000473 0.03687 0.095 -0.026 _$25,657 _$12

1.02E-0s 0.a47ao 0.121 _0.052 -951,752 -$1
1E-05 0.06800 0.175 -0.106 -$105,848 _$1

1.04E-05 0.06100 0.157 -0.088 -$87,816 -$1
1E-05 0.06800 0.175 -0. f06 -s105,848 _$1

poss¡ble 2! ?! '?! ?t ?l
Subtotal of Reliability Risk of Possibte Cases: -$1,331 +1,331

Less Reliabjlity Risk of Base Case: S1,139
Total: -$9 903

1,2,4
t,¿,c
1,4,5
2,4,5
1.)
1,4

1,5
)q

4,5
1

2
4

none

-$ 12,519

0.02240 0.03805 0.098 -0.026 -$25,889 _$s7o
0.02117 0.03107 0.080 -0.008 -$7,908 -S167
0.02365 0.03081 0.079 -0.007 -87,239 -8171
0.02152 0.02884 0.074 4.OO2 -52,.164 _547
0.00047 0.03590 0.092 -0.020 -s20,350 _s9

0.00052 0.04321 0.111 -0.03S -S39,181 _$20

0.00047 0.04282 0.110 -0.038 _$38,176 -$18
0.000501 0.03934 0.101 -0.029 -929,212 -S15
0.000456 0 03596 0.093 -0.021 -s20.505 -$9
0.000509 0.03687 0_095 -0.023 -$22,849 _912
1.1E-05 0.04700 0.121 4.049 -$48,944 _$1

1E-05 0.04600 0.118 -0.046 -546,368 $O
1.128-05 0.06100 0.157 -0.085 -$85,OOS -$1
1.08E-05 0.06800 0.175 -0.103 -$103,040 -S1possible ?l ?l ?l ?! 1t

Subtotal of Reliabil¡ty R¡sk of Poss¡bte Cases: -$1,04j -$i,041
Less Reliability R¡sk of Bâse Case: 51,139

Total: -512,421
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1,2,5
1 ,3,5

1,2
'1,3

Remaining Probability Std. Dev. Accuracy Change¡n Changein R¡skof Expected
Gauges of Case of Gauge Accuracy Benefits Unrelialbe Chânge ¡n

in Network Occurring Data Gauges Benefits
(+or-feet) (feei) $/year $/year $/year

Chanqed Network:

Possible Cases:
0.0288 0.074 -0.015 -$14,580 -$14,580

0.02240 0.02909 0.075 -0.001 -$747 -$16
0.02200 0.03107 0.080 -0.006 -$5,848 -$129
0.02365 0.03795 0.098 -0.024 -S23,570 -Ss58
0.02152 0.03471 0.089 -0.015 -515,224 -S328
0.00048 0.03590 0.092 -0.018 -$18,290 -$9
0.00052 0.03790 0.098 4.023 -523j42 -$12
0.00047 0.03373 0.087 4.013 -$12.700 -$6
0.00052 0.03934 0.101 4.027 -927,151 -$14

0.000473 0.03596 0.093 -0.018 -518,444 -$9
0.000509 0.05586 0.144 -0.070 -$69,707 -S35
1.148-05 0.04700 0.121 -0.047 -$46,883 -$1
1.04E-05 0.04600 0.118 -0.044 -$44,307 $0
1.12F-0s 0.06800 0.175 -0.101 -$100,979 -$1

1.128-05 0.06800 0.175 -0.101 -$100,S79 -$1
possible ?t 21. ?l 2l ?l

Subtotal of Reliability Risk of Poss¡ble Câses; -S1,1 19 -S1,119
Less Reliabil¡ty Risk of Base Case: 51,139

Total: .$14,560

Chanqed Network:

1

2
3

none

1,2,3
Poss¡bfe Câses:
aa
1,3

1

2
J
none

1.00000 0.02909 0.075

0.02200 0.03959 0.102
0.02365 0.03790 0.098
o.o2152 0.03373 0.087
0.00052 0.04700 0.'121
0.oo047 0.04600 0.118
0.00051 0.06800 0.175
poss¡ble '?l ?l

0.02117 0.03373 0.087
0.02200 0_04282 0.110
0.0236s 0.03396 0.087
0.00047 0 04600 0.'1'18

0.00050 0.06800 0.175
0.00052 0.06'100 0.157
possible ?t. ?l

-0.015 -$15.327

4.027 -$27.048
-0.023 -$22,695
-0.012 -$'1 1 ,953
-0.046 -s46.136
4.044 -943,560
-0.'100 -$100,232

1t 1l
Subtotal of Rel¡ability Risk of Possible Cases: -$1,485 -$1,485

Less Rel¡abi¡¡ty R¡sk of Base Case: $1.141
Total: -615,671

-0.007 -$7,110

4.020 -s20,170
4.044 -943,586
-0.021 -$20,763
-0.052 -$5r,778
-0,108 -$108,450
-0.090 -$90,418

?t. ?l

-$15,327

-$595
-$537
-$257

-$21
-$51

al

-$7,110

-S959
-$491

-s54
-$47

?l
-$2,002 -$2,002

ùr¡,lJy
-s7 ,973

Chanoed Network:
2,3,4 1.00000 0.02590 0.067
Possible Cases:

)n
3,4
2
3
4
none

Subtotal of Reiiability Risk of Poss¡ble Cases:
Less Reliab¡lity Risk of Base Case:

Total:
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Rema¡n¡ng Probabrlity Std. Dev.
Gauges of Cáse of Gauge
in Network Occurring Data

Chãnqed Network:
ata
Possibfe Cases:

1¿,

1

2
4
none

Chanoed Network:
1,3,4 1.00000 0.02842
Possible Cases:

Accuracy Change in Change in

Accuracy Benef¡ts

(+or-feet) (feet) $/year

0.098 -0.038 -$38,408

Risk of Expected
Unrel¡albe Change in
Gauges Benefits
S/year $/yeâr

1.00000 0.03805 -$38,408

0.02117 0.03959 0.102 -0.004 -$3,967 -$84
0.02365 0.04321 0.111 -0.0'f 3 -$13.292 .$314
0.02152 0.44282 0.110 -0.012 -$12,288 -5264
0.00050 0.04700 0.121 4.023 -$23,055 -$12
0.00046 0.04600 0.118 4.020 -s20,479 -S9
0.00051 0.06100 0.157 -0.059 -$59,119 -S30
possible ?l ?l ?t ?t ?l

Subtotal of Rel¡ab¡¡¡ty Risk of Possible Cases: -S714 -$714
Less Reliabil¡ty Rísk of Bâse Case: $1,139

Total: -$37,983

0.073 -0.014 -$13.601 -$13,601 -S13,601

I,J
1Á,

3,4
1

3
4
none,

Chanaed Network:
1,2,5 1.00000 0.03107
Possíble Cases:

0.02117 0.03790 0.098 4.024 -524,420 -$517
0.a22aa 0.04321 0.111 -0.038 .938.099 -5838
0.02152 0.03396 0,087 -0.014 -514,271 -$307
0.00047 0.04700 0.121 -0.048 -547,862 -$22
0.00046 0.06800 0.175 -0.102 -$101,958 -$46
0.00047 0.06100 0.157 -0.084 -s83,926 -S40
possible 1l ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Rel¡abil¡ty R¡sk of Poss¡ble Cases: -51,771 -S'1,771
Less Reliab¡lity Risk of Base Case: $1,139

Tota¡: -S'f 4,233

aa

1

2
Ã

none

0.080 4.020 -$20.428 -$20,428 -$20.428

0.02200 0.03590 0.092 -0.012 -$12,442 -$274
0.02365 0.03934 0.101 -0.021 -$21,304 -5504
0.02152 0.03596 0.093 -0.013 -$12,597 -827.1
0.00052 0.04700 0.121 -0.041 -s41,036 -s21

0.000473 0.04600 0.118 -0.038 -s38,460 -$18
0.000509 0.06800 0.175 4.095 -$95,132 -$48
possible ?l ?l ?l ?l 1l

Subtotal of Reliabil¡ty Risk of Possible Cases: -$1,137 -$1,137
Less Reiiabil¡ty Risk of Base Case: 51,139

Toiai: -$20,425
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Remãining Probability Std. Dev. Accuracy Change ¡n Change in
Gauges of Case of Gauge Accuracy Eenefits
in Network Occurring Data

(+orJeet) (feet) slyear
Chanoed Network:
1,3,5 1.00000 0.03795 0.098
Poss¡ble Cases:

-0.038 -$38,151

1,3
1,5

1

3

none

Chânoed Network:
1,4,5 1.00000 0.03081
Possible Casesl

0.079 -0.020 -$'19,7s8

Risk of Expected
unrel¡albe Change in
Gauges Benefìts
$lye $/year

-$38,15'l -$38,151

-$79
-s993

-ùt I

'$37
?l

-$1,153 -$1,153
.tr I âo

-s38, 165

-s19,758 -$'r 9,758

-ðI UJ
-$465
-$336

-$37

-s44
?l

-$1,604 -$1,604
cl lâô

-s20,222

-s29,804 -$29,804

$56

-$1,28S
*s 14
-$45
-$45

?l

-s1,407 -$1,407
$ 1 ,139

-s30.072

0.02204 0.03790 0.098 0.0001 s129
0_02204 0.03934 0.101 -0.004 -$3.581
0.02152 0.05586 0.144 -0.046 -$46,136

0.000484 0.04700 0.121 4.023 -S23,313
0.000473 0.06800 0.175 4.077 -$77,4A9
0.000473 0.06800 0.175 -0.077 -$77,409
possible ?l ?l ?1. ?l

Subtotal of Reliab¡lity Risk of Possible Cases:
Less Reliab¡lity Risk of Base Câse:

Totall

1,4

4,5
1

4
5
none

Chãnqed Network:
2,3,5 1.00000
Possible Cases:

2

5
none

0.02200 0.04321 0.111 -0.032 -$31,942
0.02117 0.03934 0.101 -0.022 -$21,973
0.02152 0.03687 0.095 -0.016 -$15,611

0.000466 0.04700 0.121 4.042 -!41.705
0.000473 0.06100 0.157 -0.078 -577,769
0.000456 0.06800 0.175 -0.096 -$95,801possrble ?l ?l ?t ?l

Subtotal of Rel¡ability Risk of Possible Cases:
Less Reliabil¡ty Risk of Base Case:

Total:

0.03471 0.089 -0.030 -$29,804

0.02200 0.03373 0.087 0.003 s2.524
0.o?2o0 0.03596 0.093 -0.003 -$3,220
0.02365 0.05586 0.144 -0.054 -954,482

0.000484 0.04600 0.118 -0.029 -$29.083
0.00052 0.06800 0.175 -0.086 -$85,7s5
0.00052 0.06800 0.175 -0.086 -585,755
Poss¡ble 1l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Reliability R¡sk of Possible Cases:
Less Reljability R¡sk of Base Case:

Total:
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Accuracy Change ìn Change in

Accuracy Benefits

(+or-feet) (feet) $/year
Chanqed Network:
2,4,5 1.00000 0.02884 0.a74 -0.015 -$14,683
Possible Cases:

Rema¡níng Probability Std. Dev.
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurring Data

R¡sk of Expected
Unrelialbe Change in

Gauges Benefits
S/year S/yeâr

-$14,683 -$ 14,683

-$792
-s388
-q¿Pq

-.¡¿ I

-$43

-551
?l

-$1,784 -$1,784
cr r1ô

-$15,328

-$24,369 -$24,369

-$77
-$r,268

-9242

^942

-$42
?l

-$1,708 -S 1,708

$ 1,139
-$24,937

-$42.375

-s451

-$355
?l

-$807 -$807
$1,139

-$42,043

-$38,022

rÞÐ lO
-$ 1,669

?l
-92,184 -$2,184

$1,139
-$39,067

4,5
2
4
5

none

3,4
3,5
4,5

4

none,

0.02204 0.04282 0.110 -0.036 -$36,012
0.02117 0.03596 0.093 -0.018 -$18,341
0.02365 0.03687 0.095 -0.021 -s20,685

0.000466 0.04600 0.118 -0.044 -544,204
0.00052 0.06100 0.157 -0.083 -$82.844

0.000501 0.06800 0.175 -0.101 -$100,876
possible ?l ?l '?l ?l

Subtotal of Reliability Risk of Possible Cases:
Less Rel¡ability Risk of Base Case:

Total:

Chanqed Network:
3,4,5 1.00000 0.03260 0.084 -0.024 -$24,369
Possible Cases:

0.42200 0.03396 0.087 -0.004 -$3,503
0.02117 0.05586 0.144 -0.060 -$59,918
0.02200 0.03687 0.095 -0.011 -$11,000

0.000466 0.06800 0.175 -0.091 -S91,190
0.000484 0.06100 0.157 -0.073 -S73,158
0.000466 0.06800 0.'t75 -0.091 -$9.1,190
possible ?l ?l 1l ?l

Subtotal of Reliabi¡¡ty R¡sk of Possible Cases:
Less Reliability Risk of Base Case:

Totali

Chanoed Network:
1,2 1.00000 0,03959 0j02 -0.042 -542,375
Possible Cases:
1 0.02365 0.04700 0.121 -0.019 -$19.088
2 0.02152 0.04ô00 0.118 -0.017 -$16.512
none possible ?l ?l ?! ?l

Subtotal of Reliabitity Risk of Possible Cases:
Less Reliab¡¡¡ty Risk of Base Case:

Totali

Chanqed Network:
'1,3 1_00000 0.03790 0.098 -0.038 -$38,022
Possible Cases:

0.02200 0.04700 0.121 -0.023 -$23,442
0.02152 0.06800 0.175 -0.078 -$77,538
poss¡ble 11 1! ?l 2l

subtotal of Reliability Risk of Poss¡ble cases:
Less Reliab¡lity Risk of Base Case:

Total:

1

none
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1,4
Possible Cases:
1

4
none

Remainiñg Probability Std_ Dev.
Gauges of Case of Gauge
in Network Occurring Data

Chãnoed Network:

Accuracy Change in Change in
Accur¿cy Benef¡ts

(+or-feet) (feet) $lyear

Risk of Expected
Unrel¡albe Change ¡n

Gauges Benefits
$/year 9lyear

-$51,700

-s207
-$986

?l
-$1,193 -$1,193

ù¡,tJY
-$51,754

-$20,453

-$695
-$2,088

?!
-52,783 -$2,783

. $1,139
-$22,098

-$43,869

-Þl/J
-$ 1,'108

?l
-$1,281 -$1,281

$1,139
-$44,011

-$21,046

-$1,856
-$1.532

?l
-$3,389 -S3,389

$1,139
-s23,295

-$34,905

-$ 1,589
?l

-s2,023 -52,023
$1,'139

-$35.788

1.00000 0.aß21 0.111 _0,052 -$51.700

0.02117 0.04700 0.121 _O.O1o _$9,763
0.02152 0.06100 0.157 _0.046 -545,827possible ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Reliabitity Risk of poss¡bie Cases:
Less Ret¡abifity Risk ot Base Case:

Totâl:

0.0220a 0.04600 0.118 _0.032 _$31,608
0.02365 0.06800 0.175 _0.088 _$88,280
possible ?l ?t ?! ?!

Subtotal of Reliabil¡ty R¡sk of possible Cases:
Less Rei¡ab¡l¡ty R¡sk of Base Case:

lotal:

Chanqed Network:
2,3 1.00000 0.03373 0.087 {.020 -520,453
Possible Cases:
2

non e

Chanoed Netwo¡'k:
2,4 1.00000 0.04282 0.110 -0.044 _$43,869
Poss¡ble Cases:
2 , 0.02117 0.04600 0.118 _O.OO8 _$8,.192
4 0.02365 0.06100 0.157 _0.047 _$46.832
none possible ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Retiab¡lity Risk of possible Cases:
Less Rel¡abil¡ty Risk of Base Case:

Total:

Chanoed Network:
3,4 1.00000 0.03396 0_087 4.021 _$21,046
Possible Cases:

0.02117 0.06800 0.175 -0.088 -587,687
0.02200 0.06100 0.157 -O.O7o -569,655
possible ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Reliab¡¡¡ty R¡sk of poss¡ble Cases:
Less Reliab¡t¡ty Risk of Base Cese:

Tota¡:

Chanoed Network:
1,5 1.00000 0.03934
Possible Cases:

0.101 -0.035 -$34,905

0.02200 0.04700 0.121 _0.020 -519,732
0.02152 0.06800 0.175 -0.074 _$73,828
possrble ?! ?! ?l ?l

Subtotal of Retiability Risk of possible Cases:
Less Retjabil¡ty Risk of Base Câse:

Total:

4
none

1

none
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Remaining Probab¡l¡ty Std. Dev. Accuracy Change in Change jn

Gauges of Câse of Gauge Accuracy Benefits
in Network Occurring Data

Chanqed Network:
2,5 1.00000
Possible Cases:
2

none

0.02200 0.04600 0.1.18 -0.026 -$25.863
0.02365 0.06800 0.175 -0.083 _$82,535
possible 11 2l ?l ?l

(+oÊfeet) (feât) $/year

0.03596 0.093 -0.026 -$26,198

Chanoed Network:
3,5 1.00000
Possible Cases:

5
non e

Subtotãl of Reliab¡lity Risk of Possibte Càses:
Less Reliability R¡sk of Base Case:

Total:

0.05586 0.144 -0.077 -$77.460

0.02200 0.06800 0.175 -0.031 -s31,273
0.02200 0.06800 0.175 -0.031 _$3.1,273
possible ?l ?t ?l ?l

Subtotal of Reliabil¡ty Risk of Possible Cases:
Less Reliability R¡sk of Base Case:

Totall

Chanoed Network:
4,5 1.00000
Possibìe Cases:
4
5
none

Risk of Expected
Unreliâlbe Chânge ¡n

Gauges Benefits
S/year $/year

-ùZÞ, I Yð

-s569
-$1,952

?l
-Qr 4tJ -C1 Erl'

s1,139
-$27,580

-$77,4ô0

-$688
-s688

?l
_ù r, \r/ Þ a) ¡,J/O

s1,139

^î77,697

-$28,542

-$1,367
-s1,697

?!
-s3,065 -$3,065

s1,139
-s30,468

-$54,637

?l
s0 $0

I I, IJY
-$53,498

-$52,06'1

?l
s0 $0

$1,139
-$50,922

-$108,733

?l

$0 $0
s1,139

-$107,594

0.02200 0.06100 0.157 -0.062 -S62,159
0.02117 0.06800 0.175 -0.080 -580,191
poss¡ble ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Reliabil¡ty R¡sk of Possible Cases:
Less Rel¡abil¡ty Risk of Base Case:

Total:

Chanqed Network:
1 1.00000 0.04700
Possible Cases:

0.03687 0.095 -0.029 -$2A,542

none possib¡e ?l ?l ?l ?l
Subtotal of Reliabil¡ty Risk of poss¡ble Cases:

Less Reliab¡lity Risk of Base Case:
Totâl:

Chanoed Network:
2 f.00000 0.04600
Possible Cases:
none possible ?1.

Chanqed Nei/r'ork:
3 1.00000

0.121 -0.055 -$54,637

Possible Cases:
none possible ?t ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Retiabitity R¡sk of possibte Cases:
Less Reliab¡l¡ty Risk of Base Case:

Total:
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Subtotal of Rel¡âbility Risk of Poss¡ble Cases
Less Reliability Risk of Base Case

Total

0.06800 0.175 -0.109 -5108,733

0.118 -0.052 -$52,061

?t ?l ?!



Remaining Probab¡lity Std. Dev. Accuracy Change ¡n Change in Risk of Expected
Gauges of Case of cauge Accuracy Benef¡ts Un[elialbe Change in
in Network Occurring Datia Gauges Benefits

(+or-feet) (feet) S/year $/year $/year
Chanoed Neh/vork:
4 1.00000 0.06100 0.157 -0.091 -$90,701 _$90,701
Possib,e Cases:
none poss¡ble ?t ?l ?l ?t. ?l

Subtotal of Retiability R¡sk of poss¡bte Cases: $0 S0
Less Reliabil¡ty Risk of Base Case: Si,139

lotal: -$89,562

Chanqed Network:
5 1.00000 0.06800 0.175 -0.109 *5108,733 -$108,733

Possible Cases:
none possible ?l ?l ?l ?l ?l

Subtotal of Retìabil¡ty Risk of possibte Cases: S0 $O
Less Reliabil¡ty Risk of Base Case. $1,139

Total: -$107, S94
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Economic Evaluat¡on
of Discontinuing Lake Level Gauges on Southern lndian Lake
After Repairing the Missi Falls cauge and Adding a Fifth Gauge

Gauges Discontinued;

North End
S.l.L. Village
South Bay
À/lissi Falls
Opachuana

Opachuana and North End
S. LL. Village and North End
M¡ssi Fails and Nodh End
Soulh Bay and North End
¡/¡ssi Fails and Opachuana
South Bay and Opachuana
South Bay and Missi Falls
S.l.L. V¡llage and Opachuana
S.l.L. V¡l¡age and M¡ss¡ Falls
S.l.L. Village and South Bay

M¡ssi Falls, Opachuana, North End
South Bay, Opachuana, North End
South Bay, l\lissi Falls, North End
S.l.L. Village, Opachuâna, North End
S.l.L. Village, M¡ss¡ Falls, North End
S.l.L. Village, South Bay, North Ênd
South Bay, i,il¡ssi Falls, Opachuana
S.l.L- V¡llage, ¡riss¡ Falls, Opachuana
S.l.L. V¡llage, South Bay, Opachuãna
S.l.L Village, South Bay, M¡ssi Falls

Benef¡f (1) Benefit (2) Cost B/C Ratio B/C Ratio
($/year) (S/yeãr) ($/yeal (1) \2)

$7,66s S7,665 56,828 1.12 1.12
$2,950 55,900 $3,323 0.89 1.78

s0 s5,900 s9,903 0.00 0.60
s5,900 $5,900 512,421 0.47 0.47
$5,900 s5,900 $'14,560 0.41 0.41

$13,565 $13,s65 515,671 0.87 0.87
$10,615 $13,565 97,973 1.33 1.7O

$13,56s $13,s65 $37,983 0.36 0.36
s7,665 $13,565 $14,233 0.54 0.95

$11,800 511,800 $20,425 0.58 0.58
$5,900 $11,800 $38,165 0.15 0.31
$5,900 $1'1,800 $20,222 0.29 0.58
$8,850 511,800 $30,072 0.29 0.39
$8,850 $11,800 S1s,328 0.58 0.77
$2,950 $11,800 $24,937 0.12 0.47

S.Bay, ¡/iss¡ Falls, Opach., N.End $19,465
S.l.L. Village, lvl¡ssi, Opach., N.End 922,415
S.l.L. Vlllage, S.Bay, Opach., N.End $16,515
S.l.L. Village, S.Bay, Miss¡, N.End S16,5'15
S.l.L. Village, S.Bay, ¡,/liss¡, Opach. S14,750

$19,465 $19,465 $42,043 0.46
$13,565 $19,465 $39,067 0.35
$13,56s $19,465 $51,754 0.26
$16,5'15 S19,465 $22.098 0.75
$16,515 $19,465 544,011 0.38
910,615 S19,465 $23,295 0.46
s 11,800 $17,700 $35,788 0.33
$14,750 $17,700 527,580 0.s3
$8,850 $17,700 877,697 0.1 1

$8,850 517,700 $30,468 0.29

Notes: The benefit of discontjnuing â gauge is the reduction in operating cost ofthat gauge.
The benefit of discontinuing the proposed gauge is atso not having to incur the
¡nstâllation cost (522,000 over a 20 yeat lile at a 5% discount rate ¡s $1,765 per year).
The cost of discontinu¡ng a gauge is the reduction in hydro-power production it causes.

Case (1) is under current operating cost sharing agreements.
Case (2) is if the total operating cost was born by i\¡andoba Hydro

Probability is the probab¡l¡ty of gauge failure of the gauge or gauges
(probabilities are multiplied for more than one gauge)

1 S.l. L. Vr¡lag€ O.02152
2 South Bay 0.02365
3 ùl¡ssi Falls 0.02200 Repaired Gauge
4 Opachuana 0.02117
5 North End 0.02200 Proposed cauge
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s25,365 S53,498 0.36 0.47
s25,365 $50,922 0.44 0.50
$25,365 9107,594 0.15 0.24
$25,365 $89,562 0.18 0.28
$23,600 $107,594 0.14 0.22

0_46

0.50
0.38
0.88
0.44
0.84
0_49

0.64
0.23
0.58


